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Abstract

Bacteria of certain species communicate with each other to organise group-beneficial collective
behaviour such as bioluminescence or swarming motility. The cell-to-cell communication of
these bacteria is based on a cell-density dependent mechanism called quorum sensing (QS). For
this process different mathematical models in the form of ordinary differential equations (ODEs),
partial differential equations (PDEs), and delay differential equations (DDEs) have been proposed
and studied in literature.

In this thesis we consider a mathematical model of QS in Pseudomonas putida IsoF (P. putida
IsoF) which was published by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]. They conducted growth ex-
periments of P. putida IsoF under steady state conditions in a chemostat and could describe their
measurements by a mathematical QS model of DDEs. We discuss the motivation of this model,
building on well-known mathematical models for chemostat experiments and generic QS mod-
els. Moreover, we derive a modification of the QS model which accounts for subpopulations of
P. putida IsoF with different roles in the QS system. Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] specu-
lated about the existence of these subpopulations which could explain some of their surprising
findings.

After a short theoretical analysis of both QS models we investigate which numerical methods
are suited for computing simulations of these models. We provide a general introduction to
numerical DDE solvers and present DelayDiffEq.jl, an improved and rewritten DDE solver in
Julia.

The last part of this thesis is dedicated to the inverse problems of the QS models. We de-
velop a suitable objective function for parameter estimation and apply regularization and global
optimisation to deal with the ill-conditioning and non-convexity of the parameter estimation
problem. Moreover, we determine structurally and practically non-identifiable parameters. Our
parameter estimation yields slightly different parameter estimates that fit the experimental data
better than the parameters published by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]. However, the para-
meter estimates do not support the hypothesis of two subpopulations.
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1. Introduction

The main motivation and the questions leading to the following investigations are based in the
field of biology but the mathematical results of the thesis at hand are to some extent quite the-
oretical and generally applicable. More precisely, our studies originate from a publication by
Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] about QS in continuous cultures with chemostats. A short
introduction to QS is given in the following sections.

1.1. Biological background

1.1.1. Quorum Sensing

Generally speaking, QS describes a cell-density dependent mechanism that is used by certain
groups of bacteria to communicate and hereby coordinate their behaviour. QS in bacteria was
initially described in bioluminescent marine bacteria Vibrio fischeri (V. fischeri)1 and Vibrio har-
veyi in the early 1970s by Eberhard [Ebe72] and Nealson, Platt, and Hastings [NPH70].
V. fischeri lives in symbiosis with a variety of marine fishes and squids such as Euprymna

scolopes (E. scolopes) which hosts colonies of V. fischeri as anti-predation measure. E. scolopes
has a special organ in the center of its body cavity, the so-called light organ, which is inhabited
by V. fischeri at very high cell densities (1010 cellml−1 to 1011 cellml−1 [FWG94]). At night the
squid directs the light emitted by the bacteria downwards and “modulates it to match the in-
tensity of the moonlight, thus preventing the formation of a tell-tale shadow on the ocean floor
below” [VM00]. V. fischeri is also found in the surrounding oligotrophic sea water at densities
of less than 102 cellml−1 without bioluminescence [FWG94]. Hence there exists a mechan-
ism that “allows V. fischeri to discriminate between the free-living (low cell density) state and
host-associated (high cell density state) and to induce the luminescence system only when host
associated” [FWG94]. It has been shown that V. fischeri produces signal molecules, also called
autoinducers, that diffuse to the extracellular environment and accumulate there. If V. fischeri is
present at “low cell densities this substance is in low concentration, while at high cell densities
this substance accumulates to the critical concentration required for activation of luminescence
genes” [FWG94] such as lux that regulate the “production of the light-producing enzyme lu-
ciferase” [FPG01]. The autoinducer in V. fischeri is known to belong to the group of acylated
homoserine lactones (AHLs) [FPG01; FWG94].

The terms “autoinduction” and “QS” have been defined as an evironmental sensing system that
“allows bacteria to monitor their own population density” [FPG01; FWG94] and to “modulate
gene expression accordingly” [FPG01], as described above for V. fischeri. For over 50 species the
production of signal molecules of the AHL group has been shown, and these different QS systems
regulate diverse physiological processes such as bioluminescence, virulence, or swarming motil-
ity. In some bacteria evenmore than one QS system could be identified. The basic principle of QS

1Because of phylogenetic studies V. fischeri was reclassified 2007 and is nowadays known as Aliivibrio fisc-
heri [Urb+07].
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1.: Population density-dependent gene regulation in a single population of microorgan-
isms accumulating on a surface. Signal molecules are depicted as black dots. Taken
from [FPG01].

Figure 1.2.: Basic cellular model of AHL QS in Gram-negative bacteria. Taken from [PI03].

with AHL is quite simple and illustrated in fig. 1.1. Bacteria with AHL QS show a low-level back-
ground production of signal molecules which are synthesised by so-called AHL synthases. These
synthases are “generally homologous to the V. fischeri LuxI-type protein” [FPG01]. Newly pro-
duced autoinducers rapidly diffuse to the extracellular environment, following a concentration
gradient. Increasing population cell density leads to increasing concentrations of AHL signal
molecules “although each individual cell still produces low levels of the […] [AHL]” [FPG01]. If
the concentration of autoinducers exceeds a certain threshold, these autoinducers interact with
a transcription factor, which usually is “homologous to the LuxR protein in V. fischeri” [FPG01].
This transcription factor regulates expression of so-called target genes. Since often the gene
encoding the LuxI homolog, i.e. the AHL synthases, is among those target genes, the AHL QS
usually includes a positive feedback loop. However, studies suggest that “there are significant
and interesting variations of this general mechanism” [FPG01]. A very rough and basic diagram
of the AHL QS in Gram-negative bacteria on a cellular level is shown in fig. 1.2.

2



1.1. Biological background

QS with AHLs is one of the best-characterised QS systems and exclusive to the subgroup of
Gram-negative bacteria. This group includes among others the opportunistic human pathogen
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), a multidrug resistant pathogen associatedwith hospital-
aquired infections such as pneumonia and various sepsis syndromes. Both regulation of vir-
ulence factors and biofilm formation are regulated via AHL QS in P. aeruginosa [PI03; Dav98].
Biofilms are “surface-associated communities of microorganisms, which foster large numbers
of bacteria in close proximity to each other” [FPG01], and are of clinical significance in P. aeru-
ginosa [Sin+00].

AHL QS is also present in Pseudomonas putida (P. putida), another less-known Gram-negative
bacterium of the Pseudomonas species. P. putida can be isolated from the rhizosphere of plants,
and “many strains promote plant-growth, exhibit antagonistic activities against plant patho-
gens and have the capacity to degrade pollutants” [Are+05]. Their “ability to form biofilms
and cell-to-cell communication systems […] might play an important role” [Are+05] in their
rhizosphere fitness. P. putida IsoF is a special strain of P. putida that can be isolated from the
tomato rhizosphere. Steidle et al. [Ste+02] showed that P. putida IsoF produces a range of dif-
ferent AHLs and determined a QS gene locus. The only known QS system in P. putida IsoF so
far is called ppu [Ste+02]. PPuI, a LuxI homolog, produces AHL signal molecules such as 3-
oxo-dodecanoyl-homoserine lactone (3-oxo-C12-AHL) and 3-oxo-decanoyl-homoserine lactone
(3-oxo-C10-AHL), and transcription of target genes is modulated by PPuR, a LuxR homolog,
which also regulates expression of PPuI in a positive feedback loop [Are+05; Ste+02].

1.1.2. Biological experiments

The focus of the publication by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14], and also of the preced-
ing paper by Fekete et al. [Fek+10], was to study the dynamics of the signal molecules in the
PpuI/PpuR QS system of P. putida IsoF. Although “molecular mechanisms of autoinducer sig-
nalling are well investigated for some model organisms” [Fek+10] such as V. fischeri or P. putida
IsoF, the dynamics of AHL QS and its impact on functions such as regulation of virulence factors
and biofilm formation were still poorly understood. It had been shown that some bacteria also
produce autoinducer-degrading enzymes [ZWZ02; Uro+08]. The purpose of these degrading en-
zymes is not definitely known yet but it is speculated that they might enable a quick reset of the
full QS system or “quiet signal cross talk […] between spatially separated microbial aggregates”
[WL05], see [WHL07; WL05; ZWZ02] for further discussions. The quantitative analysis of AHL
QS is further complicated by the fact that there exist multiple degradation pathways via different
degrading enzymes such as acylases and lactonases, and different AHL species occur [Fek+07]
which show cross-reactivity to the AHL receptor [LLG05]. Hence a thorough analysis of AHL
QS has to integrate all these signal molecules and pathways.

Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and Fekete et al. [Fek+10] selected P. putida IsoF as a
model organism for the study of AHL QS dynamics since it contains only one known AHL QS
system. Fekete et al. [Fek+10] determined concentrations of different AHLs, their corresponding
homoserines (HSs) after degradation, and other degradation products over time in batch culture
growth experiments with mass spectrometry and chromatography. By mathematical modelling
AHL dynamics were analysed and the degradation process of AHLs in P. putida IsoF was ex-
plained. A total of 14 different AHLs could be identified, among which 3-oxo-C10-AHL was the
dominant one. Moreover, the results indicate the existence of a lactonase that can be switched on
and off, since a “continuous production of an AHL- or HS-degrading enzyme without any switch
did not explain the fast disappearance of AHL” [Fek+10], and “the same applied for an abiotic

3



1. Introduction

Figure 1.3.: Experimental data and numerical simulations for chemostat experiment CC2 of P.
putida IsoF. Taken from [Bud+14].

degradation process” [Fek+10] without any specific degradation enzyme. According to Fekete
et al. [Fek+10], the lactonase is probably regulated by the QS system itself. The degradation may
be associated with the induction by AHL, but “with a delay compared with the induction of the
increased AHL production” [Fek+10]. However, no known lactonase genes of P. putida IsoF have
been identified yet. As mentioned above, it is not clear why P. putida IsoF not only stops the
production of AHLs but actively degrades them.

In batch cultures bacteria consume nutrients and produce waste products, which leads to
unstable and changing environmental conditions. Hence these kinds of experiments might fail
to adequately simulate more constant natural conditions. Moreover, QS itself is known to be
sensitive to environmental conditions such as nutrient availability [Dun99; MS13]. The use of
continuous cultures such as chemostats can overcome these limitations by providing more stable
environmental conditions. Since nutrients are constantly supplied, cells and waste products are
removed at the same rate, and in addition conditions such as temperature and pH are kept at
constant values, these cultivation approaches allow a better investigation of AHL dynamics. Dif-
ferent steady state growing conditions can be achieved by a variation of chemostat parameters
such as nutrient concentration and dilution rate. Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] determined
the concentrations of 3-oxo-C10-AHL, the dominant AHL in P. putida IsoF, and its corresponding
HS over time in growth experiments in chemostats with enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) and ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC). Very roughly, in an ELISA
antibodies that are linked to an enzyme are bound to an analyte which is about to be quantified.
After addition of the enzyme’s substrate a detectable signal, most commonly a colour change, is
produced which can be measured. In fig. 1.3 both experimental data and numerical simulations
of the underlying mathematical model are shown.

The sharp decline of AHL concentration after the peak could only be explained with increased

4



1.2. Mathematical background

degradation, “even an abrupt and complete stop of AHL production in the model was insuffi-
cient” [Bud+14], which indicates activity of a lactonase. The study could not show a domin-
ating influence of environmental conditions such as nutrient depletion or growth rates on the
induction of lactonase expression, which suggests that, consistent with the batch culture res-
ults by Fekete et al. [Fek+10], “lactonase production under chemostat conditions is probably
controlled by QS” [Bud+14]. However, a lactonase gene could not be identified yet. Further-
more, the results of Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] indicate that the continuous culture
system “approaches an equilibrium, in which both induced AHL production and lactonase pro-
duction co-exist” [Bud+14]. Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] discuss different explanations of
this phenomenon since, as the authors notice, this is surprising and difficult to explain regard-
ing cost-efficiency and ecological purpose. With a simplified mathematical model they tested
whether the results could be caused by a changed rate of AHL production instead of lactonase
activity after onset of the so-called lactonase effect. However, in this changed model the net rate
of AHL production “not only falls below the induced production […] but even below the basic
production […] by approximately one order of magnitude” [Bud+14]. Since the 3-oxo-C10-AHL
concentration stayed above the threshold for QS induction these dynamics would disagree with
the usual model of AHL QS systems. As an alternative explanation, already mentioned above,
lactonase activity could cause oscillating dynamics to enable a periodical reset. A reset might be
desirable to minimise the influence of previous AHL concentrations, which accumulate because
of low rates of abiotic degradation [Fek+07], on current decisions of P. putida IsoF. A third hy-
pothesis is that “a change of conditions (e.g. cell density) rather than the actual state” [Bud+14]
influences the QS, which would be in agreement with a “low net rate of [AHL] production under
approximately constant cell density conditions” [Bud+14].

Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] conclude that many of their findings are difficult to inter-
pret and require additional experiments. It is unclear how environmental factors influence the
degrading of AHLs but the “chemostat experiment clearly indicates that P. putida IsoF AHL is de-
graded as the cells continue to grow” [Bud+14]. Moreover, as we already discussed above, from
the perspective of cost-efficiency it is difficult to understand why AHL production and lactonase
production occur at the same time. Hence this also poses the question whether AHL-producing
cells and lactonase-producing cells actually belong to the same population, or rather multiple
subpopulations of P. putida IsoF contribute to the observed dynamics. This question, which is
also raised by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14], was the initial point of this thesis. We want
to investigate it from a mathematical point of view.

1.2. Mathematical background

Why do we want to investigate this biological question from a mathematical point of view? And
why is there in general such a strong relationship between mathematics and natural sciences?
As Lin and Segel note, an answer to this philosophical question is that “it is believed that there
is a basic harmony and order in nature” [LS88], condensed in the common sentence “god is a
mathematician” [LS88]. Based on this believe “the description of natural phenomena can be
organized by the logical discipline of mathematics” [LS88]. The field of mathematics that “is
guided by the spirit of and belief in the interdependence of mathematics and the sciences” [LS88]
is usually called applied mathematics, in contrast to pure mathematics that is “developed in a
manner independent of theoretical sciences” [LS88]. There exist different definitions of applied
mathematics, of which the one by Lin and Segel is repeated here:

5



1. Introduction

The purpose of applied mathematics is to elucidate scientific concepts and describe
scientific phenomena through the use of mathematics, and to stimulate the develop-
ment of new mathematics through such studies. The process of using mathematics
for increasing scientific understanding can be conveniently divided into the follow-
ing three steps:

(i) The formulation of the scientific problem in mathematical terms.

(ii) The solution of the mathematical problem thus created.

(iii) The interpretation of the solution and its empirical verification in scientific
terms.

[…] If the mathematical problem formulated cannot be solved in terms of existing
methods, or the nature of its solution cannot be adequately understood in terms of
existing theory, new methods and new theory must be developed. […] We therefore
record a fourth part of applied mathematics:

(iv) The generation of scientifically relevant new mathematics through creation,
generalization, abstraction, and axiomatic formulation.

[LS88]

Our work in the following chapters will only involve the first three steps. Of course, our
investigations will not be restricted to only the initial biological question formulated above but
also cover additional questions. Some of them only come up in the course of our studies, but
others can already be formulated in advance. How can multiple subpopulations be included in
themathematical model? Do these changes alter fundamental mathematical properties of the QS
model? Is it possible to fit the modified model to the experimental data by Buddrus-Schiemann
et al. [Bud+14]? Are the fitted parameters such as rate of AHL production significantly dif-
ferent from the results obtained from the original model? Does one of these models describe the
experimental data better than the other?

1.2.1. Modelling in mathematical biology

The formulation of a mathematical problem, which is part of the first step of the definition given
above, is also known as modelling and a common task in the field of mathematical biology. Stud-
ied biological phenomena range from intracellular biochemical processes and growth of bacterial
populations on a microscopic level to spread of diseases and evolutionary developments on a
global scale. The transfer of biological questions to the language of mathematics usually adds
a new, both more theoretical and more rigorous, perspective to these studies. Mathematical
models and hypotheses can be tested with measurements in biological experiments. Depend-
ing on the experimental outcome models are revised and adapted to the new findings, or even
completely rejected. Moreover, mathematical models can help with experimental planning by
finding conditions which allow for increased observability and discriminatory power of different
biological hypotheses.

Often biological processes are modelled by a system of ODEs in the form of an initial value
problem (IVP) of the type




x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t )), t ≥ t0,

x (t0) = x0,
(1.2.1)
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where x (t ) describes the dynamics of some biological quantities with initial values x0 at time
t0. A simple and famous example of this type is the model of logistic growth, also known as
Verhulst model, in which the dynamics N (t ) of a normalised population density, e.g. of bacteria,
are described by




N ′(t ) = aN (t ) (1 − N (t )), t ≥ t0,

N (t0) = N0,
(1.2.2)

where a(1−N (t )) denotes the growth rate of the population. Obviously the growth rate declines
as N approaches 1. Often these ODEmodels can be derived from corresponding discrete models.
In the case of the Verhulst equation the corresponding discrete model is




Nt+∆t = Nt + a∆tNt (1 − Nt ), t ≥ t0,

Nt0 = N0,

or, by measuring time t in units of ∆t , the even further simplified model

Nn+1 = Nn + aNn (1 − Nn ), n ∈ N0.

As other dynamical systems, biological models can be analysed mathematically regarding ex-
istence of a solution, equilibria and their stabilities, and asymptotic behaviour, among others. In
particular in mathematical biology models should exhibit some special properties to be mean-
ingful. Usually for non-negative initial values non-negativity of solutions for all future time and
boundedness of solutions are demanded since biological quantities are non-negative and biolo-
gical processes do not blow up in finite time. Fortunately there exist theorems from which these
properties follow quite nicely for ODE models. These theorems are listed in appendix A, which
also includes a short summary of the theory of dynamical systems.

1.2.2. Delay differential equations

Often biological processes do not occur instantaneously but with some delay. A typical example
of this behaviour is reproduction which is not possible for newborns. This observation can be
incorporated into the logistic growth model in eq. (1.2.2) and leads to the so-called Hutchinson’s
equation [Hut48]

N ′(t ) = aN (t ) (1 − N (t − 1)), (1.2.3)

which is also known as delayed logistic equation with discrete delay. Here a(1−N (t−1)) denotes
the growth rate of the population, and hence the growth ratea(1−N (t )) of the continuous logistic
equation only acts after a normalised delay of 1. A corresponding IVP can be formulated also for
the Hutchinson’s equation, but instead of an initial value N0 at time t0 an initial function N0 (t )
on the interval [t0 − 1, t0] is required:




N ′(t ) = aN (t ) (1 − N (t − 1)), t ≥ t0,

N (t ) = N0 (t ), t ∈ [t0 − 1, t0].
(1.2.4)

The only difference to IVP (1.2.2) is the newly introduced delay, but this small change in IVP (1.2.4)
can cause oscillations and periodic solution whereas solutions of the logistic equation are mono-
tone. For t0 = 0 and N0 (t ) = 0.1 on [−1, 0] solutions of IVP (1.2.4) are shown for different
parameters a in figs. 1.4 and 1.5. The famous number theorist Wright studied an equivalent
form of the Hutchinson’s equation, the so-called Wright’s equation, since it was encountered
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Figure 1.4.: Solutions of Hutchinson’s equation (1.2.4) with t0 = 0 and N0 (t ) = 0.1 on [−1, 0], for
a = 0.3 and a = 1.4. Parameters taken from [BZ05], created with code B.1.2.

in the “application of probability methods to the distribution of prime numbers” [Wri55]. He
proved that for any bounded and Lebesgue integrable function N0 with N0 (t0) ≥ 0 there is a
unique global non-negative solution of IVP (1.2.4) that is bounded as t → ∞ [Wri55; Smi11,
proposition 5.13 on p. 73], which shows that the delayed logistic equation defines a biologically
meaningful model. Moreover, Wright assumed that if a < π/2 and N0 (0) > 0 all solutions tend
to 1 for t → ∞ [Wri55]. He could prove this hypothesis for a < 37/24 but the so-called Wright’s
conjecture was an open problem until it was solved this spring by Bouwe van den Berg and
Jaquette [BJ17]. For a > π/2 oscillating solutions of IVP (1.2.4) occur [Wri55].

ODEs with delays, such as the Hutchinson’s equation, are called DDEs. DDEs are of the
general form

x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t − τ0),x (t − τ1), . . . ,x (t − τn ))

with corresponding IVPs of the form




x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t − τ0), . . . ,x (t − τn )), t ≥ t0,

x (t ) = x0 (t ), t ≤ t0.
(1.2.5)

Hereby τi denote the delays, which can be constants, time-dependent, i.e. τi = τi (t ), or even
state-dependent, i.e. τi = τi (t ,x (t )). As Bellen and Zennaro [BZ05] note, the initial function
x0 (t ) does not have to be defined for all t ≤ t0 but only on [ρ, t0] with

ρ = min
1≤i≤n

min
t ≥t0

(t − τi ).

However, for state-dependent delays ρ cannot be determined a priori.
The concept of DDEs can be generalised even further by including a dependency of x ′(t ) on

x ′ itself at earlier time points. These so-called neutral delay differential equations (NDDEs) are
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Figure 1.5.: Time delay embedding of Hutchinson’s equation (1.2.4) with t0 = 0 and N0 (t ) = 0.1
on [−1, 0], for a = 1.7 and 1 ≤ t ≤ 50. Parameters taken from [BZ05], created
with code B.1.3.

of the general form




x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t − τ (0)0 ), . . . ,x (t − τ (0)n ),x ′(t − τ (1)0 ), . . . ,x ′(t − τ (1)m )), t ≥ t0,

x (t ) = x0 (t ), t ≤ t0,

where x0 is assumed to be at least C1-continuous.
In this thesis we only study biological models with constant delays, nevertheless we some-

times mention the more general theory for state-dependent DDEs. Moreover, our models belong
to the common group of DDEs with τ0 = 0, τ1 C τ , and n = 1 that are of the general form




x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t ),x (t − τ )), t ≥ t0,

x (t ) = x0 (t ), t ∈ [t0 − τ , t0].
(1.2.6)

A problem in the work with DDEs originates from the fact that usually

lim
t ↑t0

x ′0 (t ) , lim
t ↓t0

f (t ,x (t − τ0), . . . ,x (t − τn )),

i.e. the solution x is only continuous at time point t = t0 but not smooth. Even worse, as we see
in chapter 3, this discontinuity in the derivative propagates and causes additional discontinuities
at time points t > t0.

At least in the case of DDEs without state-dependent delays, which in particular includes our
models with constant delays, uniqueness and existence of solutions follow immediately from
corresponding results for ODEs as long as t −τi are uniformly strictly positive. Fortunately even
boundedness of solutions can be proved by theorems that are transferred from the theory of
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Figure 1.6.: Solution of Mackey-Glass equation (1.2.7) with x0 (t ) = 0.5 on [−2, 0], for γ = 1,
β = 2, n = 9.65, and τ = 2. Parameters taken from [GM10], created with code B.1.4.

ODEs. Corresponding theorems are listed in appendix A.3 and are applied in the mathematical
analysis of our models in the following chapters. Moreover, we discuss both analytical and
numerical methods of solving DDEs in chapter 3.

There existmany other biological DDEs beside theHutchinson’s equation sincemany physiolo-
gical processes typically show a time lag between sensing of a stimulus and forming a response to
it. Just to mention a few, famous examples are models of blood production by Mackey and Glass
[MG77] and granulopoiesis in leukemia by Wheldon, Kirk, and Finlay [WKF74]. The so-called
Mackey-Glass equation is given by




x ′(t ) =
βx (t − τ )

1 + x (t − τ )n
− γx (t ), t ≥ 0,

x (t ) = x0 (t ), t ∈ [−τ , 0],

(1.2.7)

with positive parameters γ , β , and n, where x (t ) denotes the concentration of circulating blood
cells at time t . The blood cells are destroyed at rate γ and their production rate depends on
the concentration x (t − τ ) at past time t − τ since “[t]here is a significant delay τ between the
initiation of cellular production in the bone marrow and the release of mature cells into the
blood” [MG77]. Condition 0 < x (t − τ ) � 1, which can be found in very sick individuals, leads
to a very low production rate of blood cells, and also in individuals with already high blood cell
concentrations, corresponding to x (t − τ ) � 1, only a low number of blood cells is generated.
For certain parameters the solution to the Mackey-Glass equation (1.2.7) oscillates chaotically,
as shown in figs. 1.6 and 1.7. An interesting and more detailed introduction to this equation, its
dynamics, and its period-doubling bifurcations by Mackey and Glass themselves can be found
on Scholarpedia [GM10]. For additional examples of biological DDEs the interested reader is
referred to the books of Smith [Smi11] and Kuang [Kua93].
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Figure 1.7.: Time delay embedding of Mackey-Glass equation (1.2.7) with x0 (t ) = 0.5 on [−2, 0],
for γ = 1, β = 2, n = 9.65, τ = 2, and 2 ≤ t ≤ 600. Parameters taken from [GM10],
created with code B.1.5.
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2. Mathematical models

In this chapter we present and analytically investigate different mathematical models of QS and
continuous cultures. We shortly discuss the existence of solutions, equilibria, and asymptotic
behaviour of these models.

2.1. Chemostat

An extensive overview about different mathematical models of continuous cultures can be found
in the book of Smith and Waltman [SW95], which was also the main inspiration and source for
the models and their analyses presented below.

2.1.1. Simple chemostat

Model

The so-called simple chemostat is the most basic chemostat setup. As with other continuous
culture approaches, nutrients are constantly supplied and waste products and cells are removed
at the same rate. This is achieved by a setup of three vessels, schematically shown in fig. 2.1. The
first vessel (S) contains nutrients that are required for the growth of the studied population of
microorganisms. By providing all but one nutrients in excess the experiment is simplified and the
effects of only one so-called limiting nutrient are measured. This limiting nutrient, which we call
substrate in the following, is kept constant. Nutrients are pumped into a second so-called culture
vessel (C) at a constant rate. The culture vessel contains microorganisms, constantly supplied
nutrients, and waste products that are all well stirred. Other parameters that might influence
the growth of the microorganisms such as temperature or pH are kept constant. Moreover, the
volume of the culture vessel remains constant since its contents are pumped to a third so-called
output vessel (O) at the same rate.

We denote the concentration of substrate and microorganisms in the culture vessel at time t
by S (t ) and N (t ), respectively. Moreover, let S0 be the constant concentration of substrate in the
nutrient vessel. An obvious choice is to model the dynamics of S and N with two ODEs. The rate
of change of S depends on the inflow of substrate to the culture vessel, the outflow of substrate

P

C

P

S O

Figure 2.1.: Scheme of a simple chemostat with two pumps (P) connecting three vessels which
contain nutrients (S), culture (C), and output (O). Taken from [Wal90].
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from the culture vessel, and the consumption of substrate by microorganisms, whereas the rate
of change of N depends just on the growth of microorganisms and their washout to the output
vessel. Based on experimental studies, the growth rate of microorganisms is usually modelled
by a so-called Monod function [Mon49] of the form

αS

κ + S
(2.1.1)

with Michaelis-Menten (or half-saturation) constant κ and maximal growth rate α . Hence we
obtain the equation

N ′(t ) =
αS (t )N (t )

κ + S (t )︸       ︷︷       ︸
growth

−DN (t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
outflow

(2.1.2)

for the dynamics of N , where D is a proportionality constant reflecting the washout rate. Sim-
ilarly the dynamics of S can be described by

S ′(t ) = DS0︸︷︷︸
inflow

−DS (t )︸︷︷︸
outflow

−
αS (t )

κ + S (t )

N (t )

γ︸           ︷︷           ︸
substrate consumption

, (2.1.3)

whereγ is a so-called “‘yield’ constant reflecting the conversion of nutrient to organism” [Wal90],
which is defined as ratio of growth rate and rate of substrate consumption [HET56]. Parameters
α , κ, and γ can be measured in batch culture experiments, and both D and S0 can be adjusted by
the experimenter.

Additionally, let S0 and N 0 be initial values of S and N , respectively. In our biological set-
ting only non-negative values of S0 and N 0 are meaningful. Hence the simple chemostat can be
modelled by the IVP




S ′(t ) = D (S0 − S (t )) −
αS (t )

κ + S (t )

N (t )

γ
, t ≥ 0,

N ′(t ) = N (t )

(
αS (t )

κ + S (t )
− D

)
, t ≥ 0,

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0, N (0) = N 0 ≥ 0,

(2.1.4)

with positive parameters S0, N 0, D, S0, α , κ, and γ . A more detailed derivation of this simple
chemostat model is given by Herbert, Elsworth, and Telling [HET56].

Analysis

Non-dimensionalisation For a mathematical analysis it is helpful to transform mathemat-
ical models such as IVP (2.1.4) to a dimensionless form. Currently all variables and parameters
in IVP (2.1.4) have dimensions which depend on the concrete setup of the biological experi-
ment and the used scales. However, mathematical properties of the model such as stability of
equilibria and asymptotic behaviour are not altered by a change of scales. An advantage of
non-dimensionalisation is the usual reduction of parameters by combining them in so-called di-
mensionless groups which simplifies the mathematical analysis. For an excellent introduction
to the analysis of nonlinear dynamics, including dimensional analysis, see [Str15]. The inter-
ested reader can find amore detailed consideration of dimensional analysis and further examples
in [LS88; Seg72].
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Usually there is not one but several ways to non-dimensionalise a given model. A special way
of non-dimensionalisation is the so-called scaling which justifies the definition of “small terms”
as terms that are preceded by a dimensionless factor of much less than 1, which sometimes allows
to remove those terms and to simplify the underlying model [LS88; Seg72; Str15]. However, in
this thesis we do not consider scaling and just present one possible non-dimensionalisation of
our models.

For IVP (2.1.4) we show the procedure of non-dimensionalisation once in detail. First we list
all parameters and variables together with their dimensions in terms of fundamental units such
as massM, lengthL, and time T in table 2.1. Note that we assume that concentrations are mass
concentrations. However, this choice does not affect the outcome of our non-dimensionalisation.
Sometimes the use of other or even custom fundamental units can be helpful.

Table 2.1.: Parameters and variables of the simple chemostat (2.1.4).
Symbol Type Description Dimension

t Independent variable Time T

S Dependent variable Substrate concentration in culture ves-
sel

ML−3

N Dependent variable Concentration of organisms in culture
vessel

ML−3

S0 Parameter Initial substrate concentration in cul-
ture vessel

ML−3

N 0 Parameter Initial concentration of organisms in
culture vessel

ML−3

D Parameter Washout rate T −1

S0 Parameter Substrate concentration in nutrient
vessel

ML−3

α Parameter Maximal growth rate T −1

κ Parameter Michaelis-Menten constant ML−3

γ Parameter Yield constant

Next we define to each variable v a dimensionless variable ṽ B v/p where p is a combination
of parameters with the same dimensions as v . For IVP (2.1.4) we introduce the dimensionless
variables

t̃ B Dt , S̃ (̃t ) B
S (t )

S0
, and Ñ (̃t ) B

N (t )

γS0
. (2.1.5)

Note that these dimensionless variables are well defined since S0 andγ are positive. Of course, as
we see in table 2.1, we could also choose different dimensionless variables. If it is not immediately
clear which set of dimensionless variables is preferable, one can use a general ansatz

t̃ B
t

p1
, S̃ (̃t ) B

S (t )

p2
, and Ñ (̃t ) B

N (t )

p3
,

and later choose concrete combinations of parameters p1, p2, and p2 such that a maximal re-
duction of numbers of parameters is achieved. Note that results of our mathematical analysis
for the dimensionless model can easily be transferred back to the dimensional model by using
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eq. (2.1.5). Of course, we can apply the same transformations to the initial values S0 and N 0, and
obtain new dimensionless initial values S̃0 B S0/S0 and Ñ 0 B N 0/(γS0).

Finally we derive new dimensionless equations in these new variables. For S̃ we obtain

S̃ ′ (̃t ) =
dS̃

d̃t
(̃t ) =

dS̃

dt
(̃t )

dt

d̃t
(t ) =

1

DS0

dS

dt
(t ) =

1

DS0
S ′(t )

= 1 −
S (t )

S0
−

1

D

αS (t )

κ + S (t )

N (t )

γS0

= 1 − S̃ (̃t ) −
1

D

α S̃ (̃t )

κ/S0 + S̃ (̃t )
Ñ (̃t ),

and for Ñ we get

Ñ ′ (̃t ) =
dÑ

d̃t
(̃t ) =

dÑ

dt
(̃t )

dt

d̃t
(t ) =

1

DγS0

dN

dt
(t ) =

1

DγS0
N ′(t )

=
N (t )

γS0

(
1

D

αS (t )

κ + S (t )
− 1

)
= Ñ (̃t ) *

,

1

D

α S̃ (̃t )

κ/S0 + S̃ (̃t )
− 1+

-
.

The remaining dimensional parameters can be lumped together to dimensionless groups. Here
we define α̃ B α/D and κ̃ B κ/S0, which are both dimensionless as table 2.1 confirms. Thus
after dropping tildes to increase readability the dimensionless form of IVP (2.1.4) is given by




S ′(t ) = 1 − S (t ) −
αS (t )N (t )

κ + S (t )
, t ≥ 0,

N ′(t ) = N (t )

(
αS (t )

κ + S (t )
− 1

)
, t ≥ 0,

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0, N (0) = N 0 ≥ 0,

(2.1.6)

with positive dimensionless parameters α and κ and non-negative initial values S0 and N 0. Non-
dimensionalisation reduced the number of parameters from seven in IVP (2.1.4) to only four
in IVP (2.1.6). The following analytical considerations are based on this non-dimensionalised
model.

Existence of unique global non-negative solutions We show that for all initial values
S0 ≥ 0 and N 0 ≥ 0 a unique global solution of the simple chemostat model (2.1.6) exists which
assumes only non-negative values of S and N . Thus our simple chemostat model yields only
biologically meaningful solutions.

Let S0 ≥ 0 and N 0 ≥ 0. IVP (2.1.6) satisfies the conditions of theorem 6 in appendix A.2 and
thus a unique maximal solution ϕ of IVP (2.1.6) with ϕ (t ) = (S (t ),N (t ))T exists on an open in-
terval Imax ⊂ R. Moreover, by proposition 2 in appendix A.2 solution ϕ attains only biologically
meaningful non-negative values for all future time Imax ∩ R≥0 for which it is defined.

We still have to show that ϕ is a global solution, or equivalently that b B sup Imax = ∞. To
this end we introduce Σ(t ) B S (t )+N (t ) for all t ∈ Imax . By definition of S and N , Σ is a solution
of




Σ′(t ) = 1 − Σ(t ), t ∈ Imax ,

Σ(0) = S0 + N 0.
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The analytical solution to this IVP yields

S (t ) + N (t ) = Σ(t ) =
(
S0 + N 0 − 1

)
e−t + 1 (2.1.7)

for all t ∈ Imax . Moreover, since S (t ) ≥ 0 and N (t ) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ R≥0 ∩ Imax as shown above,
we obtain |S (t ) | ≤ max{S0 + N 0, 1} C M and |N (t ) | ≤ M for all t ∈ R≥0 ∩ Imax . In particular,
limt→b |S (t ) | ≤ M < ∞ and limt→b |N (t ) | ≤ M < ∞. By theorem 7 in appendix A.2 b = ∞, and
thus ϕ is a global solution.

Equilibria and local stability Nextwe determine equilibria of our simple chemostatmodel (2.1.6).
A short introduction to equilibria of autonomous ODEs and their stability is provided in ap-
pendix A.2. Any equilibrium x∗ B (S∗,N∗)

T has to satisfy

0 = 1 − S∗ −
αS∗N∗
κ + S∗

and 0 = N∗

(
αS∗
κ + S∗

− 1

)
.

Thus
x (1)
∗ = (1, 0)T and x (2)

∗ =

( κ

α − 1
, 1 −

κ

α − 1

)T
are the only two possible equilibria of our model. The trivial equilibrium x (1)

∗ is always biologic-
ally meaningful in the sense that all biological quantities are non-negative. In contrast equilib-
rium x (2)

∗ is only biologically meaningful if α ≥ 1+κ. Note that for α = 1+κ we have x (2)
∗ = x (1)

∗ .
All in all, the model exhibits only one biologically meaningful equilibrium for α ≤ 1+κ, namely
x (1)
∗ , and two biologically meaningful equilibria x (1)

∗ and x (2)
∗ otherwise.

The general Jacobian J (S,N ) of IVP (2.1.6) at a point (S,N )T is given by

J (S,N ) = *.
,

−1 − ακN
(κ+S )2 − αS

κ+S

ακN
(κ+S )2

αS
κ+S − 1

+/
-
,

and thus we obtain

J
(
x (1)
∗

)
=

*.
,

−1 − α
κ+1

0 α
κ+1 − 1

+/
-

with eigenvalues λ(1)1 = −1 and λ(1)2 = α/(κ + 1) − 1, and

J
(
x (2)
∗

)
=

*..
,

−1 − (α−1) (α−κ−1)
ακ −1

(α−1) (α−κ−1)
ακ 0

+//
-

with eigenvalues λ(2)1 = −1 and λ(2)2 = −(α − 1) (α − κ − 1)/(ακ). Hence λ(1)1 and λ(1)2 are
both negative for α < 1 + κ, and thus in this parameter range the only biologically meaningful
equilibrium x (1)

∗ is locally asymptotically stable. On the other hand, for α > 1 + κ eigenvalue
λ(1)2 is positive and hence x (1)

∗ is locally unstable, whereas both λ(2)1 and λ(2)2 are negative and
therefore x (2)

∗ is a locally asymptotically stable biologically meaningful equilibrium.
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Asymptotic behaviour So far, we have only considered local stability. It is possible to study
the asymptotic behaviour of solutions to IVP (2.1.6) in a more general way, but the analysis has
to be done carefully. From eq. (2.1.7) it follows that the ω-limit set of our system is always a
subset of

Ω B {(S,N ) ∈ R2≥0 : S + N = 1}.

Trajectories on Ω satisfy




N ′(t ) = N (t )

(
α (1 − N (t ))

κ + 1 − N (t )
− 1

)
, t ≥ 0,

0 ≤ N (0) = N 0 ≤ 1.

(2.1.8)

However, it is not clear and also not trivial (and in general false, see [Thi94]) that considerations
of the asymptotic behaviour of these trajectories can be generalised to arbitrary solutions of
IVP (2.1.6).

From eq. (2.1.7) we know that IVP (2.1.6) is equivalent to the system




N ′(t ) = N (t )

(
α ((S0 + N 0 − 1)e−t + 1 − N (t ))

κ + (S0 + N 0 − 1)e−t + 1 − N (t )
− 1

)
, t ≥ 0,

N (0) = N 0 ≥ 0, S0 ≥ 0.

(2.1.9)

IVP (2.1.9) is a non-autonomous system on R≥0 with unique global solutions for all initial val-
ues N 0 ≥ 0, as shown above. We can easily show with proposition 4 in appendix A.4 using
locally uniform convergence that IVP (2.1.9), or rather the semiflow it defines, is asymptotically
autonomous with limit-semiflow defined by IVP (2.1.8). Note that alternatively one can apply
theorem F.1 by Smith and Waltman [SW95, p. 295], which is a very special case of theorem 11
in appendix A.4 by Thieme [Thi92].

The autonomous IVP (2.1.8) has two possible equilibria, N (1)
∗ = 0 and N (2)

∗ = 1 − κ/(α − 1).
The trivial equilibrium N (1)

∗ is always biologically meaningful, whereas N (2)
∗ is non-negative,

and hence biologically meaningful, only for α < 1 or α > κ + 1. However, the restriction
0 ≤ N (t ) ≤ 1 for all t ≥ 0 implies that N (2)

∗ can only be attained if α > κ + 1.
Let 0 ≤ N 0 ≤ 1. If α ≤ κ + 1, then N ′(0) < 0 if N 0 > 0, and hence limt→∞ N (t ) = N (1)

∗ .
Otherwise, if α > κ + 1, then N ′(0) > 0 if 0 < N 0 < N (2)

∗ and N ′(0) < 0 if N (2)
∗ < N 0 ≤ 1,

and thus limt→∞ N (t ) = N (2)
∗ if N 0 , 0. Both results follow immediately from a general version

of lemma 1.1 in [Tes12, p. 21] about one-dimensional first-order autonomous IVPs. Hence all
solutions of the autonomous system (2.1.8) tend to N (1)

∗ or N (2)
∗ .

By corollary 2 in appendix A.4 we can transfer our results to the asymptotically autonomous
system (2.1.9), since cyclical chains of equilibria cannot exist in a one-dimensional space. Thus if
α ≤ κ+1, the unique global solutionϕ of IVP (2.1.6) tends to the trivial equilibrium x (1)

∗ = (1, 0)T ,
whereas if α > κ+1 and N 0 , 0 solution ϕ tends to equilibrium x (2)

∗ = (κ/(α−1), 1−κ/(α−1))T .
If α ≤ 1, the growth rate of microorganisms cannot compensate the washout rate since it is

strictly bounded by α . If α > 1, organisms can grow fast enough if the substrate concentration
is high enough. The break-even concentration λ [SW95] is defined as the minimal substrate
concentration that is required by the organisms to survive. In the simple chemostat model

λ =
κ

α − 1

for α > 1.
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2.1. Chemostat

2.1.2. Simple chemostat with competition

Model

The continuous culture experiment in a simple chemostat can be easily extended by the addition
of a second species of microorganisms to the culture vessel. Otherwise the biological setup
remains unchanged.

We denote the concentrations of these two species in the culture vessel at time t by N1 (t ) and
N2 (t ), respectively. Moreover, let αi , γi , and κi (i = 1, 2) be the corresponding maximal growth
rates, yield constants, and half-saturation constants of these species. Thus the mathematical
model of a simple chemostat with two species is given by




S ′(t ) = D (S0 − S (t )) −
2∑
i=1

αiS (t )

κi + S (t )

Ni (t )

γi
, t ≥ 0,

N ′i (t ) = Ni (t )

(
αiS (t )

κi + S (t )
− D

)
, i = 1, 2, t ≥ 0,

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0,

Ni (0) = N 0
i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2,

(2.1.10)

with initial values S0 and N 0
i and positive parameters D, S0, αi , γi , and κi (i = 1, 2).

Analysis

Non-dimensionalisation Again we first non-dimensionalise the chemostat model (2.1.10).
We use the same approach as above in eq. (2.1.5) and define new dimensionless variables

t̃ B Dt , S̃ (̃t ) B
S (t )

S0
, and Ñi (̃t ) B

Ni (t )

γiS0
(i = 1, 2). (2.1.11)

Analogously to the simple chemostat model with one species, we derive the dimensionless model




S ′(t ) = 1 − S (t ) −
2∑
i=1

αiS (t )Ni (t )

κi + S (t )
, t ≥ 0,

N ′i (t ) = Ni (t )

(
αiS (t )

κi + S (t )
− 1

)
, i = 1, 2, t ≥ 0,

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0,

Ni (0) = N 0
i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2,

(2.1.12)

with dimensionless parameters S0, N 0
i , αi , and κi (i = 1, 2). Again tildes are dropped to increase

readability. Non-dimensionalisation resulted in an immense reduction of parameters from eight
in IVP (2.1.10) to four in IVP (2.1.12). Thus the following mathematical analysis is based on the
simplified dimensionless model in IVP (2.1.12).

Existence and uniqueness of global non-negative solutions Again we first show that a
unique global non-negative solution to IVP (2.1.12) exists for all non-negative initial values, i.e.
our simple chemostat model with competition always yields a unique biologically meaningful
solution that is defined for all future time.
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Let S0 ≥ 0 and N 0
i ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2). From theorem 6 and proposition 2 in appendix A.2 it follows

that a unique maximal solution ϕ to IVP (2.1.12) with ϕ (t ) = (S (t ),N1 (t ),N2 (t ))
T exists on a

maximal interval Imax and that ϕ only attains non-negative values for all times t ∈ R≥0 ∩ Imax .
It remains to show that ϕ is defined globally. To that end we define Σ(t ) B S (t ) + N1 (t ) + N2 (t )
for all t ∈ Imax , which is a solution of




Σ′(t ) = 1 − Σ(t ), t ∈ Imax ,

Σ(0) = S0 + N 0
1 + N

0
2 .

Thus we get
S (t ) + N1 (t ) + N2 (t ) = Σ(t ) = (S0 + N 0

1 + N
0
2 − 1)e

−t + 1 (2.1.13)

for all t ∈ Imax , which together with the non-negativity of ϕ shows that S (t ), N1 (t ), and N2 (t )
are bounded for all t ∈ R≥0 ∩ Imax . Hence ϕ is a global solution by theorem 7 in appendix A.2.

Equilibria and local stability Possible equilibria x∗ = (S∗,N1,∗,N2,∗)
T of IVP (2.1.12) are

x (1)
∗ = (1, 0, 0)T , x (2)

∗ =

(
κ1

α1 − 1
, 1 −

κ1
α1 − 1

, 0

)T
, and x (3)

∗ =

(
κ2

α2 − 1
, 0, 1 −

κ2
α2 − 1

)T
,

and if (α1 − 1)κ2 = (α2 − 1)κ1 there exist equilibria of type

x (4)
∗ =

(
κ1

α1 − 1
,N (4)

1,∗ , 1 −
κ1

α1 − 1
− N (4)

1,∗

)T
for all N (4)

1,∗ ∈ R with possible coexistence of both populations. The trivial equilibrium x (1)
∗ is

always non-negative, but equilibria x (i )
∗ (i = 2, 3) require αi−1 ≥ κi−1 + 1 to be biologically

meaningful. Moreover, a coexistence state of type x (4)
∗ exists only if (α1 − 1)κ2 = (α2 − 1)κ1,

αi ≥ ki + 1 (i = 1, 2), and additionally 0 ≤ N (4)
1,∗ ≤ 1 − κ1/(1 − α1). If α1 = κ1 + 1, then

the three equilibria x (1)
∗ , x (2)

∗ , and x (4)
∗ coincide, i.e. we have x (1)

∗ = x (2)
∗ = x (4)

∗ , and likewise
x (1)
∗ = x (3)

∗ = x (4)
∗ if α2 = κ2 + 1.

The general Jacobian J (S,N1,N2) of IVP (2.1.12) at a point (S,N1,N2)
T is given by

J (S,N1,N2) =

*......
,

−1 −
∑2

i=1
αiκiNi
(κi+S )2

−
α1S
κ1+S

−
α2S
κ2+S

α1κ1N1

(κ1+S )2
α1S
κ1+S

− 1 0

α2κ2N2

(κ2+S )2
0 α2S

κ2+S
− 1

+//////
-

.

Thus for the Jacobian at the trivial equilibrium x (1)
∗ we obtain

J
(
x (1)
∗

)
=

*......
,

−1 −
α1

κ1+1
−

α2

κ2+1

0 α1

κ1+1
− 1 0

0 0 α2

κ2+1
− 1

+//////
-
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with eigenvalues λ(1)1 = −1, λ
(1)
2 = α1/(κ1+1)−1, and λ

(1)
3 = α2/(κ2+1)−1. Hence x (1)

∗ is locally
asymptotically stable if α1 < κ1 + 1 and α2 < κ2 + 1. The Jacobian at x (2)

∗ can be calculated as

J
(
x (2)
∗

)
=

*......
,

−1 − (α1−1) (α1−κ1−1)
α1κ1

−1 −
α2κ1

(α1−1)κ2+κ1

(α1−1)(α1−κ1−1)
α1κ1

0 0

0 0 α2κ1
(α1−1)κ2+κ1

− 1

+//////
-

with eigenvalues λ(2)1 = −1, λ
(2)
2 = −(α1−1) (α1−κ1−1)/(α1κ1), and λ

(2)
3 = α2κ1/((α1−1)κ2+κ1)−

1. Thus x (2)
∗ is locally asymptotically stable if α1 > κ1 + 1 and (α1 − 1)κ2 > (α2 − 1)κ1. Similarly

equilibrium x (3)
∗ is locally asymptotically stable if α2 > κ2 + 1 and (α2 − 1)κ1 > (α1 − 1)κ2. If

(α1 − 1)κ2 = (α2 − 1)κ1, then also equilibria of type x (4)
∗ exist, which are biologically meaningful

under certain additional conditions mentioned above. The Jacobian at equilibria at x (4)
∗ is given

by

J
(
x (4)
∗

)
=

*.........
,

−1 −
∑2

i=1
(αi−1)2N

(4)
i,∗

αiκi
−1 −1

(α1−1)
2N (4)

1,∗

α1κ1
0 0

(α2−1)
2N (4)

2,∗

α2κ2
0 0

+/////////
-

with eigenvalues λ(4)1 = −1−
∑2

i=1
(αi−1)2N

(4)
i,∗

αiκi
and λ(4)2,3 = 0. Thus equilibria of type x (4)

∗ are never
hyperbolic. Hence we cannot apply the Hartman–Grobman theorem [Per01, pp. 120–121; Tes12,
theorem 9.9 on p. 264] and therefore we cannot deduce local stability of equilibria of type x (4)

∗

from the linearisation at these points, i.e. from the matrices J
(
x (4)
∗

)
.

All in all, local stability changes as follows. If both α1 < κ1 + 1 and α2 < κ2 + 1, then only
the trivial equilibrium x (1)

∗ is biologically meaningful and it is locally asymptotically stable. If
α1 > κ1 + 1 and α2 < κ2 + 1, then x (1)

∗ and x (2)
∗ are the only non-negative equilibria, with

x (1)
∗ being unstable and x (2)

∗ being locally asymptotically stable. Likewise, if α2 > κ2 + 1 and
α1 < κ1 + 1, then x (1)

∗ is an unstable equilibrium and x (3)
∗ is biologically meaningful and locally

asymptotically stable. If both α1 > κ1 + 1 and α2 > κ2 + 1 we have to consider three different
cases. In all of these cases equilibria x (1)

∗ , x (2)
∗ , and x (3)

∗ are biologically meaningful and the
trivial equilibrium x (1)

∗ is unstable. If (α1 − 1)κ2 = (α2 − 1)κ1 then also non-negative equilibria
of type x (4)

∗ exist with unknown local stability, and both x (2)
∗ and x (3)

∗ are unstable. Otherwise,
if (α1 − 1)κ2 , (α2 − 1)κ1, no equilibria of type x (4)

∗ exist; if (α1 − 1)κ2 > (α2 − 1)κ1 equilibrium
x (2)
∗ is locally asymptotically stable and x (3)

∗ is unstable, and similarly if (α1 − 1)κ2 < (α2 − 1)κ1
equilibrium x (3)

∗ is locally asymptotically stable and x (2)
∗ is unstable.

With the concept of break-even concentrations introduced above we can restate this change
of local stability. The break-even concentrations λi (i = 1, 2) of both species are defined as

λi =
κi

αi − 1
, i = 1, 2,

if αi > 1. We see that coexistence states of type x (4)
∗ are only possible if αi > 1 (i = 1, 2) and

λ1 = λ2 < 1. Equilibrium x (2)
∗ exists if α1 > 1 and λ1 < 1, and it is locally asymptotically stable if
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α2 ≤ 1 or λ1 < λ2. The trivial equilibrium x (1)
∗ is locally asymptotically stable if for each species

αi ≤ 1 or λi > 1 (i = 1, 2). Break-even concentrations simplify reasoning about local stability
in different parameter ranges and interpretation of these results: a maximal growth rate αi ≤ 1
is not sufficient to compensate for the washout, and there is not sufficient nutrient available if
λi > 1 (i = 1, 2).

Asymptotic behaviour Nextwe consider the asymptotic behaviour of solutions to IVP (2.1.12).
However, we exclude the case αi > 1 (i = 1, 2) and λ1 = λ2 since coexistence of type x (4)

∗ “is a
‘knife-edge’ effect - exactly balanced parameters - and cannot be expected to be found in nature”
[SW95]. From eq. (2.1.13) we know that the ω-limit set of our simple chemostat model with
competition is a subset of

Ω B {(S,N1,N2) ∈ R
3
≥0 : S + N1 + N2 = 1},

and trajectories on Ω satisfy




N ′i (t ) = Ni (t )

(
α (1 − N1 (t ) − N2 (t ))

κ + 1 − N1 (t ) − N2 (t )
− 1

)
, i = 1, 2, t ≥ 0,

N1 (0) = N 0
1 ≥ 0, N2 (0) = N 0

2 ≥ 0, N 0
1 + N

0
2 ≤ 1.

(2.1.14)

Moreover, it follows from eq. (2.1.13) that IVP (2.1.12) is equivalent to




N ′i (t ) = Ni (t )

(
α (R0e−t + 1 − N1 (t ) − N2 (t ))

κ + R0e−t + 1 − N1 (t ) − N2 (t )
− 1

)
, t ≥ 0, i = 1, 2,

R0 = S0 + N 0
1 + N

0
2 − 1,

N1 (0) = N 0
1 ≥ 0, N2 (0) = N 0

2 ≥ 0, S0 ≥ 0.

(2.1.15)

Similar to the analysis of a simple chemostat without competition, we can easily show that
the semiflow defined by IVP (2.1.15) is asymptotically autonomous with limit semiflow induced
by IVP (2.1.14) by locally uniform convergence and proposition 4 in appendix A.4. Thus if all
solutions of the autonomous system (2.1.14) tend to an equilibrium and there are no cyclical
chains of equilibria then by corollary 2 in appendix A.4 all solutions of our simple chemostat
model converge to an equilibrium. Note that all equilibria of IVP (2.1.14) are isolated since
we excluded equilibria of type x (4)

∗ . Alternatively we can also apply theorem F.1 by Smith and
Waltman [SW95, p. 295].

As we saw in the analysis of the simple chemostat without competition, a population dies out
even without a competitor if αi ≤ 1 or αi > 1 and λi > 1 (i = 1, 2). Hence such a population
is called an “inadequate competitor” [SW95]. Thus all relevant cases are handled by the follow-
ing theorem for which a detailed proof is given by theorem 5.1 by Smith and Waltman [SW95,
pp. 15–17].

Theorem 1 (cf. [SW95, theorem 5.1 on p. 15])
Suppose that αi > 1 (i = 1, 2) and that 0 < λ1 < λ2 < 1. Then any solution ϕ of IVP (2.1.14) with
ϕ (t ) = (N1 (t ),N2 (t ))

T and N 0
i > 0 (i = 1, 2) satisfies

lim
t→∞

N1 (t ) = 1 − λ1 and lim
t→∞

N2 (t ) = 0. 3
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2.1. Chemostat

By considering local stability of equilibria for all different cases cyclical chains of equilibria can
be ruled out since both a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium and a repeller without stable
manifold can never be part of a chain of equilibria. Smith and Waltman [SW95, pp. 296–297]
exclude the existence of cyclical chains of equilibria in more detail.

We conclude that, excluding the case of αi > 1 (i = 1, 2) and λ1 = λ2 with equilibria of type
x (4)
∗ , the locally asymptotically stable equilibria discussed above are even globally asymptotically

stable. The simple chemostat with competition is the first example of the so-called principle of
competitive exclusion: “only one competitor can survive on a single resource” [SW95]. Coex-
istence is usually not found in nature, and both biologically and mathematically only possible
under very special conditions.

2.1.3. General chemostat

Model

The biological setup and in particular the mathematical model of a simple chemostat can be
generalised further without losing the principle of competitive exclusion, which holds even for
an arbitrary number of populations in the culture vessel and a more general class of growth
functions.

Let n ≥ 1 denote the number of populations, and let N1 (t ), . . . ,Nn (t ) be their concentrations
at time t . Moreover, we assume the growth rate of population i (i = 1, . . . ,n) can be described
by a function fi : R≥0 → R≥0 of the substrate concentration that

(i) satisfies fi (0) = 0,
(ii) is strictly monotonically increasing, i.e. f (u) < f (v ) if 0 ≤ u < v ,
(iii) is continuously differentiable.

These mild assumptions cover not only Monod functions but also exponential and hyperbolic
kinetics, and could be weakened to include even piecewise linear kinetics [SW95].

Thus a mathematical model of this general chemostat is given by




S ′(t ) = D (S0 − S (t )) −
n∑
i=1

fi (S (t ))
Ni (t )

γi
, t ≥ 0,

N ′i (t ) = Ni (t ) ( fi (S (t )) − D), i = 1, . . . ,n, t ≥ 0,

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0,

Ni (0) = N 0
i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n,

(2.1.16)

with non-negative initial values S0 and N 0
i , positive parameters D, S0, yield constants γi , and

growth functions fi (i = 1, . . . ,n).

Analysis

Non-dimensionalisation We define new dimensionless variables

t̃ B Dt , S̃ (̃t ) B
S (t )

S0
, Ñi (̃t ) B

Ni (t )

γiS0
, and f̃i (S̃ (̃t )) B

fi (S (t ))

D
(i = 1, . . . ,n), (2.1.17)
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and hence obtain the dimensionless model



S ′(t ) = 1 − S (t ) −
n∑
i=1

fi (S (t ))Ni (t ), t ≥ 0,

N ′i (t ) = Ni (t ) ( fi (S (t )) − 1), i = 1, . . . ,n, t ≥ 0,

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0,

Ni (0) = N 0
i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n,

(2.1.18)

with dimensionless functions fi (i = 1, . . . ,n). Again tildes are dropped to increase readability.

Existence and uniqueness of global non-negative solutions Mathematical analysis of
the general chemostat (2.1.18) follows the same principles as the analyses of the simple che-
mostat models above. For all initial values a unique maximal solution ϕ to IVP (2.1.18) with
ϕ (t ) = (S (t ),N1 (t ), . . . ,Nn (t ))

T exists on a maximal interval Imax . Additionally solution ϕ is
non-negative for all future time for which it is defined. By noticing that Σ(t ) B S (t )+

∑n
i=1 Ni (t ),

defined on Imax , is a solution of



Σ′(t ) = 1 − Σ(t ), t ≥ 0,

Σ(0) = S0 +
n∑
i=1

N 0
i ,

boundedness of ϕ and hence its global existence follows in the same manner as above.

Asymptotic behaviour Moreover, in the sameway it follows that theω-limit set of IVP (2.1.18)
is contained in the set

Ω B


(S,N1, . . . ,Nn ) ⊂ R

n+1
≥0 : S +

n∑
i=1

Ni = 1


,

and that IVP (2.1.18) induces asymptotically autonomous semiflows with limit semiflows defined
by




N ′i (t ) = Ni (t ) ( fi (1 −
n∑
i=1

Ni (t )) − 1), i = 1, . . . ,n, t ≥ 0,

Ni (0) = N 0
i ≥ 0, 0 ≤

n∑
i=1

N 0
i ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . ,n.

(2.1.19)

Thus if all solutions of the autonomous system (2.1.19) converge to an isolated equilibrium and
there are no cyclical chains of equilibria, also all solutions of IVP (2.1.18) converge to an equi-
librium by corollary 2 in appendix A.4. Alternatively we can again apply theorem 5.1 by Smith
and Waltman [SW95, p. 295].

In our general chemostat model break-even concentrations λi are defined as unique solutions
of fi (S ) = 1 if existent and +∞ otherwise (i = 1, . . . ,n). Without loss of generality we assume
that the populations are ordered such that

0 < λ1 < λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn ≤ ∞. (2.1.20)

Again we neglect the unnatural case of equal finite values λi = λj for some i, j = 1, . . . ,n with
i , j. Moreover, as mentioned above, populations with a break-even concentration above 1 are
inadequate competitors and always die out.
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Proposition 1 (cf. [SW95, proposition 3.1 on p. 32])
Suppose IVP (2.1.19) is ordered according to (2.1.20), and let ϕ with ϕ (t ) = (N1 (t ), . . . ,Nn (t ))

T be
its unique global solution. If λi ≥ 1 for some i , then limt→∞ Ni (t ) = 0. 3

A proof of this statement can be found in the book of Smith and Waltman [SW95, p. 32].
Thus the case λi ≥ 1 (i = 1, . . . ,n) with only inadequate competitors can be neglected, since by
proposition 1 all solutions of IVP (2.1.19) tend to the trivial equilibrium (0, . . . , 0).

Let at least one competitor be adequate, i.e. assume 0 < λ1 < 1. Then consistent with the prin-
ciple of competitive exclusion only this first population can survive, even if other competitors
are adequate as well.
Theorem 2 (cf. [SW95, theorem 3.2 on p. 32])
Suppose IVP (2.1.19) is ordered according to (2.1.20) with 0 < λ1 < 1, and let ϕ with ϕ (t ) = (N1 (t ),
. . . ,Nn (t ))

T be its unique global solution. If N 0
1 > 0, then limt→∞ ϕ (t ) = (1 − λ1, 0, . . . , 0)

T . 3

Smith andWaltman [SW95, p. 33] give a short and elegant proof of theorem 2. Taken together,
if IVP (2.1.18) is ordered according to (2.1.20), solutions that do not start in an equilibrium tend
either to the trivial equilibrium (S,N1, . . . ,Nn )

T = (1, 0, . . . , 0)T or the equilibrium with only
the fittest competitor left, i.e. (S,N1, . . . ,Nn )

T = (λ1, 1 − λ1, 0, . . . , 0)
T . Thus the principle of

competitive exclusion holds under quite general conditions.

2.1.4. Further extensions

There exist multiple modifications of both the basic biological and the basic mathematical models
of the chemostat presented above.

Hsu [Hsu78] studied a chemostat model with Monod functions and species-specific removal
rates, given by




S ′(t ) = D (S0 − S (t )) −
n∑
i=1

αiS (t )

κi + S (t )

Ni (t )

γi
, t ≥ 0,

N ′i (t ) = Ni (t )

(
αiS (t )

κi + S (t )
− Di

)
, i = 1, . . . ,n, t ≥ 0,

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0,

Ni (0) = N 0
i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n,

with initial values S0 and N 0
i , positive parameters D, S0, αi , κi , γi , and removal rates Di (i =

1, . . . ,n). Different removal rates allow to account for different mortality rates of the populations
and to model an experimental setup with additional output filters that “might slow the washout
of an organism but not the nutrient” [SW95]. Interestingly the principle of competitive exclusion
still holds [Hsu78].

Tang, Sitomer, and Jackson [TSJ97] and Malik and Smith [MS06] studied another interesting
chemostat model in which “cells can adapt to the change of nutrient concentration in the chemo-
stat by switching between fast and slow nutrient uptake and growing modes with asymmetric
thresholds for transition from one mode to another” [TSJ97]. Thus this model can describe the
transition between active growing and quiescent cells. In a single species setting the model in-
duces transient oscillatory patterns, which can be found in experimental data but do not occur in
the standard chemostat model [TSJ97]. However, competition between two species generically
still leads to extinction of one species. Further details can be found in the publications by Tang,
Sitomer, and Jackson [TSJ97] and Malik and Smith [MS06].
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2.2. Quorum Sensing

2.2.1. Generic models

In this section we give an overview about possible generic QS models. In literature multiple QS
models can be found, and we present only a small selection of those, inspired by Dockery and
Keener [DK01] and Müller et al. [Mül+06]. In particular, we neglect any spatial structure of cells
or extracellular space and do not show any spatial QS models.

Regulation pathways of AHL QS are quite similar in many Gram-negative bacteria [Mül+06].
Generally, AHL QS is regulated by homologes of the V. fischeri LuxI and LuxR proteins [FPG01],
and hence the regulation pathway of the lux system in V. fischeri is the common prototype for
AHL QS models. Thus the generic mathematical models in this section are based on the QS
system of V. fischeri.

In P. putida only one LuxI/LuxR-type QS system is known but multiple AHL QS systems were
found in many other Gram-negative bacteria. Also V. fischeri contains another so-called ain
system in addition to the lux system [KCD96; KBD94]. Lupp et al. [Lup+03] discovered that
the ain system is “the predominant inducer of luminescence expression in culture” [Lup+03],
whereas the lux system shows an apparent impact “only at the high cell densities occuring in
symbiosis” [Lup+03], which suggests that these two systems in V. fischeri “sequentially induce
the expression of luminescence genes and possibly other colonization factors” [Lup+03]. Kuttler
and Hense [KH08] investigated the interplay of these systems using a sophisticated mathemat-
ical model but followingMüller et al. [Mül+06] we neglect the ain system since we are interested
in QS at higher cell densities. Like Müller et al. [Mül+06] we also neglect a third putative QS
system in V. fischeri since “its quantitative contribution [to both luminescence regulation and
colonization competence] is small” [LR04] compared to that of the ain system.

A scheme of the regulatory path of the LuxI/LuxR QS system in V. fischeri is shown in fig. 2.2.
AHL is synthesised by LuxI at an approximately constant background production rate, and can
diffuse out of and into the cell. Moreover, in the cytoplasm AHL forms complexes with the LuxR
protein, so-called AHL-LuxR monomers. These monomers can form polymers consisting of sev-
eral AHL-LuxR complexes, which can bind to the so-called lux box on the DNA and thereby
activate the expression of target genes. More precisely, they activate the transcription of tar-
get genes to so-called mRNAs which are then translated to corresponding proteins. Since LuxI
is among those target genes the binding of AHL-LuxR polymers to the lux box increases the
production of LuxI.

Following the law of mass action, a basic mathematical model including mRNAs luxI and luxR
that are translated to LuxI and LuxR can be derived from the regulation pathway in fig. 2.2, in
the same way as Dockery and Keener [DK01] did it for the las system in P. aeruginosa. Initially
we focus only on the regulation pathway in a single cell and hence neglect any extracellular
AHL and diffusion. Let I (t ), R (t ), A(t ), C (t ), m(t ), and r (t ) denote the concentrations of LuxI,
LuxR, intracellular AHL, AHL-LuxR monomers, luxI, and luxR at time t , respectively. AHL-
LuxR monomers are formed at rate k1 from a single AHL molecule and a single LuxR protein,
and additionally these complexes decompose at rate k2. Thus the dynamics ofC can be described
by

C ′(t ) = k1A(t )R (t )︸       ︷︷       ︸
formation

−k2C (t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
decomposition

, (2.2.1)

LuxR proteins are consumed in the formation of AHL-LuxR complexes and produced when these
complexes decompose. Moreover, new LuxR proteins are translated from luxR at rate αR and
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Figure 2.2.: Scheme of the regulatory pathway of the LuxI/LuxR QS system in V. fischeri. Taken
from [Mül+06].

LuxR proteins are naturally degraded at rate γR as well. Hence we obtain

R′(t ) = k2C (t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
decomposition

−k1A(t )R (t )︸       ︷︷       ︸
formation

+αRr (t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
translation

−γRR (t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
degradation

(2.2.2)

as simple model for the dynamics of R. Analogously intracellular AHL is produced when AHL-
LuxR complexes decompose and consumed in their formation, and additionally synthesised by
LuxI enzymes and naturally degraded. Thus the dynamics of A can be modelled similarly as

A′(t ) = k2C (t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
decomposition

−k1A(t )R (t )︸       ︷︷       ︸
formation

+αAI (t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
synthesis

−γAA(t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
degradation

. (2.2.3)

LuxI is only translated from luxI at rate αI and naturally degraded at rate γI , hence the dynamics
of I are given by

I ′(t ) = αIm(t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
translation

− γI I (t )︸︷︷︸
degradation

. (2.2.4)

We assume that both luxI and luxR are transcribed at a basal background production rate and
degrade naturally. Moreover, the binding of AHL-LuxR polymers to the lux box can increase the
transcription of luxI and optionally of luxR [Wil+08; GTL06]. Dockery and Keener [DK01] used
rates of Michaelis-Menten type to model this dependency but only considered monomers. Fol-
lowing Kuttler andHense [KH08] and Barbarossa and Kuttler [BK16], one can consider dynamics
of AHL-LuxR polymers of different lengths and let the increased transcription rate depend on
the largest AHL-LuxR complexes. By assuming that “the formation of complexes and its poly-
mers […] take[s] place on a fast time scale” [BK16], the resulting model can be simplified such
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that the induced expression of LuxI and LuxR only depends on the concentration of AHL-LuxR
complexes.

The same model equations can be obtained from another consideration. We do not derive
a model for the dynamics of AHL-LuxR polymers and neglect their concrete dynamics since
the formation and decomposition of polymers happens on a much faster time scale than other
processes in this regulation pathway such as AHL dynamics. Instead we assume that AHL-
LuxR monomers can bind to DNA in a cooperative fashion at multiple binding sites and thereby
activate gene expression. This simplification might be justified since “[c]ooperative binding of
proteins onto nucleic acids has […] been shown” [SN13]. A simple approach is then to assume
that the increased transcription rate is proportional to the fraction of binding sites occupied by
AHL-LuxR monomers.

There are multiple mathematical models for cooperative bindings with the so-called Hill equa-
tion [Hil10] being one of the simplest and most common approaches. It was initially proposed
by Hill [Hil10] in his studies about oxygen binding of haemoglobin, and is therefore named after
him. The Hill equation

y =
xn

Kn + xn

gives an estimatey of the fraction of binding sites of a macromolecule that are bound by a ligand
with unbound concentration x . Half of the binding sites are occupied at the ligand concentration
K , and the so-called Hill coefficientn, even thoughHill did not “base any direct physical meaning
on n” [Hil10], can be interpreted as an estimate of the cooperativity of ligand binding. Note
that for n = 1 the Hill equation is an equation of Michaelis-Menten type and hence models an
uncooperative ligand binding.

Thus the dynamics ofm and r can be modelled in a quite general way by

m′(t ) =m0 + αm
C (t )nm

Knm
m +C (t )nm︸                        ︷︷                        ︸

transcription

−γmm(t )︸  ︷︷  ︸
degradation

(2.2.5)

and
r ′(t ) = r0 + αr

C (t )nr

Knr
r +C (t )

nr︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
transcription

− γrr (t )︸︷︷︸
degradation

, (2.2.6)

wherem0 and r0 are basal transcription rates, αm and αr are maximal increases of transcription
rates induced by AHL-LuxR complexes, Km and Kr are half-saturation concentrations of AHL-
LuxR complexes, nm and nr are Hill coefficients and represent polymerisation degrees of AHL-
LuxR complexes, and γm and γr are natural degradation rates.

Taken together eqs. (2.2.1) to (2.2.6) can describe the simplified intracellular dynamics of a
LuxI/LuxR QS system without diffusion to the extracellular space. However, this model is still
very complex and hence usually further simplified. As Dockery and Keener note, “[t]here is
evidence that many proteins are more stable than the mRNA that code for them” [DK01]. This
justifies the assumption that the dynamics of mRNA, such asm and r , happen on a much faster
time scale than the dynamics of the proteins they code for, such as I and R. Thus for the analysis
of these slower dynamics we takem and r to be in quasi-steady state, i.e.m′(t ) = 0 and r ′(t ) = 0,
which yields

γmm(t ) =m0 + αm
C (t )nm

Knm
m +C (t )nm
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and
γrr (t ) = r0 + αr

C (t )nr

Knr
r +C (t )

nr .

Commonly dynamics of other variables such as I , C , or R are assumed to be in a quasi-steady
state as well. In the QS model of the las system in P. aeruginosa by Dockery and Keener [DK01]
both I and C are in an equilibrium, whereas Müller et al. [Mül+06] considered all dynamics to
be fast except for AHL. Following the approach of Dockery and Keener [DK01] we obtain the
equations




R′(t ) =
αR
γr

(
r0 + αr

C (t )nr

Knr
r +C (t )

nr

)
− γRR (t ),

A′(t ) =
αAαI
γIγm

(
m0 + αm

C (t )nm

Knm
m +C (t )nm

)
− γAA(t ),

C (t ) =
k1
k2

A(t )R (t ).

If in addition to the quasi-steady states of I and C we assume that LuxR proteins R are in an
equilibrium and we neglect any feedback of AHL-LuxR complexes on the expression of LuxR,
we can derive another QS model

A′(t ) =
αAαI
γIγm

*.
,
m0 + αm

A(t )nm( k2γrγR
k1αRr0

Km
) nm
+A(t )nm

+/
-
− γAA(t ) (2.2.7)

that only describes AHL dynamics and is similar to the model of [Mül+06]. Of course, both QS
models can be simplified by lumping together the remaining parameters.

However, bothmodels still miss a distinction between intra- and extracellular AHL and neglect
diffusion out of and into the cell. Dynamics of extracellular AHL can be added to these models
in different ways. In particular, it is possible, and in non-stirred settings also advisable, to take
the spatial structure of cells and extracellular space into account. Some spatial QS models are
discussed by Dockery and Keener [DK01] and Müller et al. [Mül+06] but we do not present them
here since the concrete spatial distribution of AHL seems negligible in our well-stirred chemostat
experiments.

We can add diffusion to our generic intracellular QS models in a simple way by following the
approach of Müller et al. [Mül+06]. Let Ac (t ) and Ae (t ) denote the concentrations of AHL in
intra- and extracellular space at time t , and let d1 and d2 denote the diffusion rate of AHL out of
and into the cell, respectively. Furthermore, extracellular AHL is degraded at a certain rate γe .
We can extend our intracellular QS models by replacing the dynamics of intracellular AHL A,
formulated as function A′ = f (A), with the dynamics of intracellular and extracellular AHL Ac
and Ae , given by




A′c (t ) = f (Ac ) − d1Ac (t ) + d2Ae (t ),

A′e (t ) = d1Ac (t ) − d2Ae (t ) − γeAe (t ).
(2.2.8)

Hence with new simplified parameters QS model (2.2.7) yields




A′c (t ) = A0 + αm
A(t )n

Knm
m +A(t )nm

− γAA(t ) − d1Ac (t ) + d2Ae (t ),

A′e (t ) = d1Ac (t ) − d2Ae (t ) − γeAe (t ),

(2.2.9)

which is exactly the generic QS model of Müller et al. [Mül+06].
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Generic QS models such as model (2.2.9) of Müller et al. [Mül+06] or the las system model of
Dockery and Keener [DK01] display one or three non-negative steady states, depending on the
parameter region. Dockery and Keener [DK01] investigated both number and scale of steady-
state values for LuxR and intracellular AHL depending on the local cell density in their extended
model, which we did not derive here. At both low and high cell densities their model exhibits
unique stable steady states. These steady states are small at low cell densities and large at high
cell densities. At intermediate cell densities their model showed three steady states, with the
small and large values being “stable steady solutions while the intermediate solution is unstable”
[DK01]. Thus mathematically cell density “provides a switch between the two stable steady
solutions” [DK01], corresponding to the biological description of QS.

2.2.2. P. putida IsoF in a chemostat

Model

In their publication Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] proposed a mathematical QS model of
P. putida IsoF for chemostat experiments, which combines a chemostat and a QS model and was
used for parameter estimation and further analysis of their experimental data.

The experimental setup of Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] consisted mainly of a chemo-
stat with one species of P. putida IsoF, as shown in fig. 2.3a. Hence the dynamics of substrate
concentration S and cell density N in the culture vessel can be described by a simple chemostat
model. Often growth rates of bacteria can be approximated quite well with Michaelis-Menten
type kinetics but Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] chose the more general Hill equation in-
stead since then “[n]onlinearity in the consumption process can be included” [Bud+14]. Thus
the dynamics of S and N are given by

S ′(t ) = D (S0 − S (t )) −
γSS (t )

nS

KnS
m + S (t )

nS N (t ) (2.2.10)

and
N ′(t ) = N (t )

(
aS (t )nS

KnS
m + S (t )

nS − D

)
, (2.2.11)

where D is the washout rate, S0 is the substrate concentration in the nutrient vessel, γS is the
maximal substrate consumption rate, Km is the half-saturation constant, nS is a Hill coefficient
and represents non-linearity in the consumption process, and a is the maximal growth rate.
Although for nS = 1 the Hill equation also covers the simpler Michaelis-Menten kinetics, the
choice of this more general growth model might not be necessary and even questionable regard-
ing model simplification and parameter estimation. Indeed, since Hill coefficient nS was fitted
to values of 1.2 or 1.3 in all experiments, it would be interesting to see whether a growth model
of Michaelis-Menten type can simplify the model without significant impairment of data fitting.

A scheme of the QS regulation pathway in a P. putida IsoF cell is depicted in figs. 2.3b and 2.4.
So far the ppu system is the only known AHL QS system in P. putida IsoF, which simplifies both
the biological experiments and the mathematical analysis since in contrast to other organisms
such as V. fischeri [KH08] interplay between QS systems does not have to be considered. The ppu
system is a LuxI/LuxR-type QS systemwith LuxI-type protein PpuI and LuxR-type protein PpuR,
and hence it is very similar to the generic AHL QSmodel of V. fischeri shown in section 2.2.1. The
QS model of P. putida IsoF in chemostats is based on the QS model of P. putida IsoF in batch cul-
tures published by Barbarossa et al. [Bar+10]. In the experiments by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.
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(a) Continuous culture vessel (b) Single bacterial cell

Figure 2.3.: Scheme of QS in P. putida IsoF in a chemostat. Taken from [Bud+14].

[Bud+14] only the concentration of the most prominent AHL, namely 3-oxo-C10-AHL [Fek+10;
Fek+07], was measured, and hence, analogously to the batch culture model by Barbarossa et al.
[Bar+10], only 3-oxo-C10-AHL is considered in the mathematical model. Batch culture experi-
ments of QS in P. putida IsoF indicated the existence of a lactonase that degrades AHL. According
to Barbarossa et al., “the production of the lactonase is assumed to be controlled by PpuR-AHL,
similarly to the production of AHL via PpuI” [Bar+10]. Moreover, in batch culture experiments
the “introduction of a delay equation for the lactonase, taking into account that the production or
activation of lactonase takes some time, yielded a much better quantitative accordance with the
experiments” [Bar+10] than an ODE model without delay, and additionally “[t]he mathematical
delay is supported by many biological hypotheses” [Bar+10]. From batch culture experiments
Barbarossa et al. “could estimate a delay of approximately 1–2 h for the lactonase activation”
[Bar+10].

Let C (t ) and L(t ) denote the intracellular concentrations of PpuR-AHL monomers and lac-
tonase at time t , respectively. Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] describe the dynamics of L by

L′(t ) =
αLC (t − τ )

n2

Cn2

2 +C (t − τ )
n2
N (t )︸                      ︷︷                      ︸

lactonase production

−γLL(t )︸︷︷︸
abiotic decay

−DL(t )︸︷︷︸
outflow

, (2.2.12)

where αL is the maximal production rate of lactonase, C2 is the PpuR-AHL concentration at
which half-maximal production rate is reached, n2 is a Hill coefficient and represents the poly-
merisation degree of PpuR-AHL complexes, and γL is the degradation rate of lactonase. Apart
from an additional outflow lactonase dynamics are equal to those in the delay model of Barbar-
ossa et al. [Bar+10].

Like Barbarossa et al. [Bar+10], Buddrus-Schiemann et al. “do not distinguish between AHL
molecules outside the cell membrane and AHL in the cytoplasm” [Bud+14] and “only consider
the total amount of AHL” [Bud+14]. Even though diffusion of AHL through the cell membrane
is an important part of QS it is neglected since it does not require any transport mechanisms and
it happens “pretty fast, compared to the time scale chosen for the experimental measurements”
[Bar+10]. Hence intra- and extracellular AHL “can be assumed to be in equilibrium” [Bud+14].
From a more mathematical perspective, a quasi-steady state of extracellular AHL concentration
Ae in the generic QS diffusion model (2.2.8) yields Ae (t ) = d1Ac (t )/(d2 + γe ), where Ac is the
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Figure 2.4.: Scheme of QS regulation pathway in a P. putida cell with positive (+) and negative
(−) feedback. Solid arrows represent activations and inhibitions, dashed arrrows
indicate reactions and processes which are partially assumed to be in quasi-steady
state. Dotted arrows represent diffusion of substances out of and into the cell. The
dashed green ellipse indicates the assumption that the total amount of PpuR in one
cell is constant. Taken from [BK16].

intracellular AHL concentration, d1 and d2 denote the diffusion rate of AHL out of the cell and
into the cell, and γe is the degradation rate of extracellular AHL. Since diffusion does not require
any transport mechanisms and is a fast process compared to degradation, we may assume d1 =
d2 � γe . Thus Ae (t ) ≈ Ac (t ). Moreover, both Barbarossa et al. and Buddrus-Schiemann et al.
“neglect the dynamics of PpuI [and its mRNA], assuming that PpuI and AHL are in equilibrium”
[Bud+14].

Let A(t ) and R (t ) denote the total AHL concentration and the intracellular concentration of
PpuR at time t , respectively. An adaption of the dynamics of AHL in the generic QS models to
these assumptions of Buddrus-Schiemann et al. leads to

A′(t ) =

(
αA +

βAC (t )
n1

Cn1

1 +C (t )
n1

)
N (t )︸                             ︷︷                             ︸

AHL production

−γAA(t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
abiotic decay

−DA(t )︸︷︷︸
outflow

+ γ3C (t )︸ ︷︷ ︸
decomposition

−αCR (t )A(t )︸       ︷︷       ︸
formation

−KEA(t )L(t )︸       ︷︷       ︸
degradation by lactonase

,

(2.2.13)

where αA is the basal production rate, βA is the maximal increase of production rate, C1 is the
AHL concentration at which half-maximal increased production rate is reached, n1 is a Hill
coefficient and represent the polymerisation degree of PpuR-AHL complexes, γA is the natural
degradation rate, γ3 is the rate of complex decomposition, αC is the rate of complex formation,
and KE is the lactonase-regulated degradation rate. Even though the degradation product of
3-oxo-C10-AHL, a HS, was quantified experimentally it is not included in the model since “HS
seems to have no regulatory effect on the AHL dynamics” [Bud+14]. As in eq. (2.2.1) of the
generic QS model, the dynamics of C are modelled by

C ′(t ) = αCA(t )R (t ) − γ3C (t ). (2.2.14)
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In contrast to both the generic QS models above and the delay equation model by Barbarossa
et al. [Bar+10], for simplification it is assumed that the total concentration of free and bounded
PpuR is constant. This assumption is indicated in fig. 2.4 by the dashed green ellipse. Hence the
dynamics of R are given by

R (t ) = Rtot −C (t ), (2.2.15)

where Rtot is the steady-state value of total intracellular PpuR concentration.
Equations (2.2.10) to (2.2.15) together form the complete QS model of P. putida IsoF that was

published by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]. For the formulation of a corresponding IVP
with initial time point t0 it is necessary to define at least the concentration of PpuR-AHL com-
plexes C (t ) for t ∈ [t0 − τ , t0]. Like Barbarossa et al. [Bar+10], for simplicity we assume t0 = 0
and a constant history function

C (t ) ≡ C0, t ∈ [−τ , 0], (2.2.16)

for a non-negative value 0 ≤ C0 ≤ Rtot . Before the transfer to the culture vessel, bacterial cells
were grown in a so-called pre-culture, and “contained PpuR and already produced AHL, leading
to PpuR-AHL formation” [Bar+10], but, of course, we could have taken another non-negative his-
tory function. Nevertheless, functions that are continuous throughout the time interval [−τ , 0]
should be preferred in order to avoid a discontinuity of C ′ in the interval [0,τ ]. Thus an IVP to
the QS model from Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] is given by




S ′(t ) = D (S0 − S (t )) −
γSS (t )

nS

KnS
m + S (t )

nS N (t ), t ≥ 0,

N ′(t ) = N (t )

(
aS (t )nS

KnS
m + S (t )

nS − D

)
, t ≥ 0,

A′(t ) =

(
αA +

βAC (t )
n1

Cn1

1 +C (t )
n1

)
N (t ) − γAA(t ) − DA(t )

+ γ3C (t ) − αC (Rtot −C (t ))A(t ) − KEA(t )L(t ), t ≥ 0,

C ′(t ) = αC (Rtot −C (t ))A(t ) − γ3C (t ), t ≥ 0,

L′(t ) =
αLC (t − τ )

n2

Cn2

2 +C (t − τ )
n2
N (t ) − γLL(t ) − DL(t ), t ≥ 0,

C (t ) = C0, t ∈ [−τ , 0],

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0, N (0) = N 0 ≥ 0, A(0) = A0 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ C0 ≤ Rtot , L0 ≥ 0.

(2.2.17)

Table 2.2 shows variables and positive parameters of this model together with exemplary units,
based on the ones Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] used in their publication.

Table 2.2.: Variables and parameters of the QS model (2.2.17) by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.
[Bud+14]. Adapted from [Bud+14].

Symbol Description Unit

N Cell density in culture vessel cell l−1

S Substrate concentration in culture vessel mol l−1

A AHL concentration in culture vessel mol l−1

Continued on next page
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Symbol Description Unit

C PpuR-AHL concentration in one cell mol l−1

L Lactonase concentration in culture vessel mol l−1

N 0 Initial cell density in culture vessel cell l−1

S0 Initial substrate concentration in culture vessel mol l−1

A0 Initial AHL concentration in culture vessel mol l−1

C0 Initial (and past) PpuR-AHL concentration in one cell mol l−1

L0 Initial lactonase concentration in culture vessel mol l−1

τ Delay in lactonase activation h
D Chemostat inflow/outflow rate h−1

S0 Substrate concentration in nutrient vessel mol l−1

γS Substrate consumption rate mol cell−1 h−1

Km Substrate concentration at which half-maximal consump-
tion rate is reached

mol l−1

nS Nonlinearity in substrate consumption process
a Cell division rate h−1

αA Basal AHL production rate mol cell−1 h−1

βA Maximal PpuR-AHL regulated AHL production rate mol cell−1 h−1

C1 PpuR-AHL concentration at which half-maximal PpuR-
AHL regulated AHL production rate is reached

mol l−1

n1 Polymerisation degree for PpuR-AHL (in AHL production
process)

γA AHL degradation rate h−1

γ3 PpuR-AHL degradation rate (backwards reaction) h−1

αC Binding rate for PpuR-AHL lmol−1 h−1

Rtot Total PpuR concentration in the cells mol l−1

KE Lactonase-regulated AHL degradation rate lmol−1 h−1

αL Maximal PpuR-AHL regulated lactonase activation/pro-
duction rate

mol cell−1 h−1

C2 PpuR-AHL concentration at which half-maximal PpuR-
AHL regulated lactonase activation/production rate is
reached

mol l−1

n2 Polymerisation degree for PpuR-AHL (in lactonase activ-
ation process)

γL Lactonase degradation rate h−1

Analysis

Non-dimensionalisation We define dimensionless variables

t̃ B Dt , S̃ (̃t ) B
S (t )

S0
, Ñ (̃t ) B

γSN (t )

aS0
,

Ã(̃t ) B
KEA(t )

D
, C̃ (̃t ) B

C (t )

Rtot
, and L̃ (̃t ) B

KEL(t )

D
,

(2.2.18)
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and new dimensionless parameters

τ̃ B Dτ , K̃m B
Km

S0
, ã B

a

D
,

α̃A B
aKES0αA
D2γS

, β̃A B
aKES0βA
D2γS

, C̃1 B
C1

Rtot
,

γ̃A B
γA
D
+ 1, R̃tot B

KERtot
D
, α̃C B

αC
KE
,

γ̃3 B
γ3
D
, α̃L B

aKES0αL
D2γS

, C̃2 B
C2

Rtot
, and γ̃L B

γL
D
+ 1.

(2.2.19)

Thus after dropping tildes we obtain the dimensionless system




S ′(t ) = 1 − S (t ) −
aS (t )nS

KnS
m + S (t )

nS N (t ), t ≥ 0,

N ′(t ) = N (t )

(
aS (t )nS

KnS
m + S (t )

nS − 1

)
, t ≥ 0,

A′(t ) =

(
αA +

βAC (t )
n1

Cn1

1 +C (t )
n1

)
N (t ) − γAA(t )

+ Rtot (γ3C (t ) − αC (1 −C (t ))A(t )) −A(t )L(t ), t ≥ 0,

C ′(t ) = αC (1 −C (t ))A(t ) − γ3C (t ), t ≥ 0,

L′(t ) =
αLC (t − τ )

n2

Cn2

2 +C (t − τ )
n2
N (t ) − γLL(t ), t ≥ 0,

C (t ) = C0, t ∈ [−τ , 0],

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0, N (0) = N 0 ≥ 0, A(0) = A0 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ C0 ≤ 1, L0 ≥ 0.

(2.2.20)

We stress that this is one possible non-dimensionalisation of IVP (2.2.17) but by far not the
only one. Defining C̃ (̃t ) = KEC (t )/D, analogously to Ã and L̃, leads to a very similar non-
dimensional model with an upper bound of Rtot on C0. Non-dimensionalisation reduced the
number of parameters from 25 to 21.

Existence and uniqueness of global non-negative solutions Let S0, N 0,A0,C0, and L0 be
non-negative initial values. We complete the history function of IVP (2.2.20) by setting S (t ) ≡ S0,
N (t ) ≡ N 0, A(t ) ≡ A0, and L(t ) ≡ L0 for t ∈ [−τ , 0], since some theorems expect a continuous
history function on [−τ , 0]. The chosen completion of the history function does not affect the
dynamics of our system.

Our QS model (2.2.20) satisfies the conditions of theorem 9 in appendix A.3 since continuity of
partial derivatives implies local Lipschitz continuity. Hence a unique local solution exists, which
can be extended to a maximal solution ϕ with ϕ (t ) = (S (t ),N (t ),A(t ),C (t ),L(t ))T on a maximal
interval Imax = [−τ ,T ) for some T > 0.

Since the conditions of proposition 3 in appendix A.3 are satisfied, solutionϕ attains only non-
negative values, as desired. Moreover, we can add the dynamics of free PpuR R (t ) B 1−C (t ) to
IVP (2.2.20), which are given by

R′(t ) = −C ′(t ) = −αCR (t )A(t ) + γ3 (1 − R (t )), t ≥ 0,
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and R (t ) = 1 −C0 for t ∈ [−τ , 0]. The extended system also exhibits a unique maximal solution,
which is just an extension of ϕ on the same interval of existence. Since C0 ≤ 1 the extended
system still satisfies the conditions of proposition 3 in appendix A.3. Hence we obtain R (t ) ≥ 0
on Imax , which impliesC (t ) ≤ 1 on Imax . Since there are no further constraints on the variables
of IVP (2.2.20) from a biological point of view, all values of solutionϕ are biologically meaningful.

It remains to show that solution ϕ does not blow up in finite time, and hence by theorem 10
in appendix A.3 ϕ is a global solution. From the analysis of general chemostat models in sec-
tion 2.1.3 we know that both S (t ) and N (t ) are bounded, more precisely that

|S (t ) |, |N (t ) | ≤ max{S0 + N 0, 1} C M

for all t ∈ Imax . Moreover, we already deduced |C (t ) | ≤ 1 on Imax . Together with the non-
negativity of ϕ we obtain

A′(t ) ≤ (αA + βA)M − γAA(t ) + Rtotγ3

on [0,T ). Thus comparison theorem 8 implies

A(t ) ≤

(
A0 −

(αA + βA)M + Rtotγ3
γA

)
e−γAt +

(αA + βA)M + Rtotγ3
γA

on [0,T ), which yields

|A(t ) | ≤ max

{
A0,

(αA + βA)M + Rtotγ3
γA

}
on Imax . Analogously we derive

L′(t ) ≤ αLM − γLL(t )

on [0,T ), and thus

L(t ) ≤

(
L0 −

αLM

γL

)
e−γLt +

αLM

γL

on [0,T ). Hence L is bounded by |L(t ) | ≤ max{L0,αLM/γL } on Imax . It follows that ϕ is bounded
on Imax , and therefore ϕ is a global solution.

2.2.3. Two populations of P. putida in a chemostat

Model

As already discussed in the introduction to this thesis in section 1.1.2, it is difficult to under-
stand why production of AHL and lactonase occur at the same time even in equilibrium. Hence
Buddrus-Schiemann et al. posed the question “whether AHL-producing and degrading cells be-
long to the same (sub)population” [Bud+14]. To investigate that question we modify the existing
mathematical QS model (2.2.17) of P. putida IsoF in a chemostat. We now distinguish between
two different subpopulations, which we shortly call population 1 and population 2. Cells of pop-
ulation 1 act like typical cells in a LuxI/LuxR-type QS system, are part of the positive feedback
loop, and activate expression of target genes such as LuxI and luminescence genes. However, in
contrast to cells of population 2 these cells do not produce an AHL-degrading lactonase. Cells
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of population 2 do not produce AHL but only activate gene expression of lactonase depending
on the concentration of PpuR-AHL complexes with a time delay.

Let S (t ), N1 (t ), and N2 (t ) denote substrate concentration, concentration of cells of population
1, and concentration of cells of population 2 in the culture vessel at time t , respectively. In a
straightforward way we extend the growth model in IVP (2.2.17) to multiple populations, and
describe the dynamics of S , N1, and N2 by

S ′(t ) = D (S0 − S (t )) −
2∑
i=1

γS,iS (t )
nS,i

K
nS,i
m,i + S (t )

nS,i
Ni (t ), (2.2.21)

N ′i (t ) = Ni (t ) *
,

aiS (t )
nS,i

K
nS,i
m,i + S (t )

nS,i
− D+

-
, i = 1, 2, (2.2.22)

where newly added parameters bear the same meaning as their counterparts with reduced in-
dices in the original model.

We still assume that the total concentration of free and bounded PpuR is constant with the
same value in both subpopulations. All other assumptions of the original QS model are un-
changed. Hence we obtain




S ′(t ) = D (S0 − S (t )) −
2∑
i=1

γS,iS (t )
nS,i

K
nS,i
m,i + S (t )

nS,i
Ni (t ), t ≥ 0,

N ′i (t ) = Ni (t ) *
,

aiS (t )
nS,i

K
nS,i
m,i + S (t )

nS,i
− D+

-
, i = 1, 2, t ≥ 0,

A′(t ) =

(
αA +

βAC (t )
n1

Cn1

1 +C (t )
n1

)
N1 (t ) − γAA(t ) − DA(t )

+ γ3C (t ) − αC (Rtot −C (t ))A(t ) − KEA(t )L(t ), t ≥ 0,

C ′(t ) = αC (Rtot −C (t ))A(t ) − γ3C (t ), t ≥ 0,

L′(t ) =
αLC (t − τ )

n2

Cn2

2 +C (t − τ )
n2
N2 (t ) − γLL(t ) − DL(t ), t ≥ 0,

C (t ) = C0, t ∈ [−τ , 0],

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0, A(0) = A0 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ C0 ≤ Rtot , L(0) = L0 ≥ 0,

Ni (0) = N 0
i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2,

(2.2.23)

as a QS model for P. putida IsoF with two subpopulations.
A major disadvantage of our QS model (2.2.23) with two subpopulations is the number of ad-

ditional variables and parameters compared to the original model. Since Buddrus-Schiemann
et al. [Bud+14] only quantified the total number of cells there are no measurements of N1 or
N2, which complicates fitting of parameters in our model. Hence one might be tempted to use a
very rough simplification and assume that all population-specific parameters are actually equal
for population 1 and population 2. However, there are multiple reasons why this assumption is
usually a bad idea. First of all, it might not be justified since, as discussed above, already equal
break-even concentrations “cannot be expected to be found in nature” [SW95]. Moreover, as
shown above, in the case of unequal break-even concentrations only one population can sur-
vive. Thus by removing the competitive exclusion this simplification changes the asymptotic
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behaviour dramatically if the break-even concentrations are not actually equal. Finally, the sim-
plified model would be equivalent to the original QS model (2.2.17). In a chemostat model of two
populations with equal growth functions the ratio of both populations remains constant. Hence
it is sufficient to consider the dynamics of both populations together, just like in the original
model, and scale the production of AHL and lactonase with a constant factor. However, this
scaling corresponds to scaled values of αA, βA, and αL , which is already covered by the original
model. So the strongest argument against this radical simplification is the fact that the result-
ing model would be equivalent to the original QS model (2.2.17), i.e. it would be impossible to
distinguish between the behaviour of both models.

Analysis

Non-dimensionalisedmodel Similarly to eqs. (2.2.18) and (2.2.19) we define new dimension-
less variables

t̃ B Dt , S̃ (̃t ) B
S (t )

S0
, Ñi (̃t ) B

γS,iNi (t )

aiS0
(i = 1, 2),

Ã(̃t ) B
KEA(t )

D
, C̃ (̃t ) B

C (t )

Rtot
, and L̃ (̃t ) B

KEL(t )

D
,

(2.2.24)

and new dimensionless parameters

S̃0 B
S0

S0
, Ñi

0
B

γS,iN
0
i

aiS0
(i = 1, 2),

Ã0 B
KEA

0

D
, C̃0 B

C0

Rtot
, L̃0 B

KEL
0

D
,

τ̃ B Dτ , K̃m,i B
Km,i

S0
, ãi B

ai
D

(i = 1, 2),

α̃A B
a1KES0αA

D2γ (1)
S

, β̃A B
a1KES0βA

D2γ (1)
S

, C̃1 B
C1

Rtot
,

γ̃A B
γA
D
+ 1, R̃tot B

KERtot
D
, α̃C B

αC
KE
,

γ̃3 B
γ3
D
, α̃L B

a2KES0αL

D2γ (2)
S

, C̃2 B
C2

Rtot
, and γ̃L B

γL
D
+ 1,

(2.2.25)
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and obtain the dimensionless system




S ′(t ) = 1 − S (t ) −
2∑
i=1

aiS (t )
nS,i

K
nS,i
m,i + S (t )

nS,i
Ni (t ), t ≥ 0,

N ′i (t ) = Ni (t ) *
,

aiS (t )
nS,i

K
nS,i
m,i + S (t )

nS,i
− 1+

-
, i = 1, 2, t ≥ 0,

A′(t ) =

(
αA +

βAC (t )
n1

Cn1

1 +C (t )
n1

)
N1 (t ) − γAA(t )

+ Rtot (γ3C (t ) − αC (1 −C (t ))A(t )) −A(t )L(t ), t ≥ 0,

C ′(t ) = αC (1 −C (t ))A(t ) − γ3C (t ), t ≥ 0,

L′(t ) =
αLC (t − τ )

n2

Cn2

2 +C (t − τ )
n2
N2 (t ) − γLL(t ), t ≥ 0,

C (t ) = C0, t ∈ [−τ , 0],

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0, A(0) = A0 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ C0 ≤ 1, L(0) = L0 ≥ 0,

Ni (0) = N 0
i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2.

(2.2.26)

Again we drop all tildes to increase readability. Non-dimensionalisation reduced the number of
parameters from 30 to 25.

Existence anduniqueness of global non-negative solutions Theexistence of unique global
non-negative solutions of the QS model (2.2.26) with two populations follows in the same way
as the existence of unique global non-negative solutions of the original QS model (2.2.20) with
one population.
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In greater generality, a model can be described as a mapping of a set of characterising parameters
to a set of data. Multiple questions can be investigated in the study of suchmodels, among which
the forward problem is one of the most elementary ones. It is defined as the problem to find data
to given parameters.

The characterising parameters of the simple chemostat model (2.1.4) consist of S0, N 0, D, S0,
α , κ, and γ , which define data of substrate concentrations S (t ) and bacterial cell density N (t ) at
time points t ≥ 0 through an IVP. Hence the forward problem of the chemostat model involves
solving the defining system of ODEs. Many methods exist for analytically and numerically solv-
ing ODEs, which we do not discuss in this thesis. However, the forward problem of the original
and the modified QS model requires solving a system of DDEs with constant delays. Since DDEs
are less common and less known than ODEs, this chapter provides an introduction to algorithms
for solving DDEs, both from an analytical and numerical point of view.

3.1. Method of steps

The method of steps is a technique that reduces DDEs with constant delays to a sequence of
ODEs. For illustrative purposes, we solve the simple DDE




x ′(t ) = x (t − τ ), t ≥ 0,

x (t ) = 1, −τ ≤ t ≤ 0,
(3.1.1)

with constant delay τ > 0. This example is taken from Shampine and Thompson [ST09], and a
similar DDE can be found in [Smi11]. If 0 ≤ t ≤ τ , then t − τ ≤ 0 and hence x (t − τ ) = 1. Thus
on the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ τ IVP (3.1.1) is equivalent to




x ′(t ) = 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ τ ,

x (0) = 1,

which yields x (t ) = t + 1 for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ . Similarly we can now reduce IVP (3.1.1) on the interval
τ ≤ t ≤ 2τ to




x ′(t ) = (t − τ ) + 1, τ ≤ t ≤ 2τ ,

x (τ ) = τ + 1,

and obtain x (t ) = (t − τ )2/2 + t + 1 for τ ≤ t ≤ 2τ .
By repeating this procedure we can calculate a solution of IVP (3.1.1) on arbitrary intervals

[(n − 1)τ ,nτ ] (n ∈ N). Since the method of steps reduces a DDE to a sequence of ODEs, we can
sequentially apply theorems about existence and uniqueness of ODEs and obtain theorems 9
and 10 and proposition 3 in appendix A.3. We can apply the method of steps also to DDEs of the
more general form of IVP (1.2.5) with multiple time dependent delays as long as these delays are
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uniformly strictly positive on the integration interval [t0,T ] for which the IVP shall be solved,
i.e. as long as

there exists ϵ > 0 such that τi (t ) ≥ ϵ for all t ≥ [t0,T ] (i = 0, . . . ,n). (3.1.2)

The method of steps can be applied even to DDEs with multiple state dependent delays as long
as

there exists ϵ > 0 such that τi (t , z) ≥ ϵ for all t ∈ [t0,T ] and for all z (i = 0, . . . ,n). (3.1.3)

Then delays do not vanish and the method of steps yields a sequence of ODEs on subintervals
of [t0,T ] of the form [t0 + (n − 1)ϵ, t0 + nϵ] (n ∈ N) for which a solution exists.

3.2. Propagation of discontinuities

Let us go back to IVP (3.1.1). On the interval [0,τ ] we computed the solution x (t ) = t + 1, and
hence

lim
t ↑0

x ′(t ) = 0 , 1 = lim
t ↓0

x ′(t ).

Thus we know already after the first step that the solution to IVP (3.1.1) is not differentiable at
t = 0. Non-differentiable solutions are quite typical for DDEs since usually at the initial time
point the left-hand derivative, defined by the history function, and the right-hand derivative,
defined by the right-hand side of the DDE, are not equal. On the contrary, solutions to IVPs of
ODEs are always differentiable.

With the method of steps we can show that the unique global solution x of IVP (3.1.1) is a
polynomial of degree n on each interval In B [(n − 1)τ ,nτ ] (n ∈ N) with

x (t ) = 1 +
n∑

k=1

(t − (k − 1)τ )k

k!
for all t ∈ In .

Thus in addition to the initial discontinuity of x ′ at time t = 0, solution x has jump discontinuities
in higher-order derivatives x (n+1) at times t = nτ (n ∈ N) since

lim
t ↑nτ

x (n+1) (t ) = 0 , 1 = lim
t ↓nτ

x (n+1) (t ).

These discontinuities are propagated from the initial discontinuity at t = 0.
Let us consider this phenomenon in greater generality for an IVP of the form




x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t ),x (t − τ (t ))), t ≥ t0,

x (t ) = x0 (t ) t ≤ t0,
(3.2.1)

with a single time dependent delay τ . We assume τ (t ) ≥ 0 for all t ≥ t0 and define the so-called
deviated argument

α (t ) = t − τ (t )

for t ≥ t0. If α (t ) ≤ t0 for some t ≥ t0, then discontinuities of the history function x0 can
propagate. Assume the first derivative of solution x is discontinuous at t0, i.e. limt ↑t0 x

′(t ) ,
limt ↓t0 x

′(t ). If f , x0, and τ are differentiable, then x ′′(t ) exists except for points ξ1,i > t0 with
α (ξ1,i ) = t0 and α ′(ξ1,i ) , 0, as Bellen and Zennaro [BZ05, p. 22] show. Thus the discontinuities
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of x ′′ arising from the initial discontinuity of x ′ at t = t0 are exactly the simple roots of the
equation

α (t ) = t0.

Following Bellen and Zennaro [BZ05] we call these jump discontinuities in x ′′ 1-level primary
discontinuities since they arise from a discontinuity at the initial time point. One can check that
“a k-level primary discontinuity point ξk,i gives rise to (k + 1)-level primary discontinuities”
[BZ05] in x (k+2) at points ξk+1, j > ξk,i , which are simple roots of

α (t ) = ξk,i . (3.2.2)

Hence solution x “becomes smoother and smoother as the primary discontinuity level increases”
[BZ05], whereas in NDDEs in general smoothing does not occur. Increased smoothing is possible
at roots of eq. (3.2.2) with odd multiplicity z ≥ 3, as the following theorem for DDEs shows.

Theorem 3 (cf. [BZ05, theorem 2.1.1 on p. 23])
If ξ j,i is a primary discontinuity point where the function x has continuous derivatives up to the
order ω − 1, then x is continuously differentiable at the propagated point ξ j+1,k at least to the order
zω, provided ξ j+1,k is a root of eq. (3.2.2) with odd multiplicity z. 3

Secondary discontinuities arise from discontinuities with respect to t in derivatives of f , x0,
and τ , and are propagated in the same way according to eq. (3.2.2). Following Shampine and
Thompson [ST09], we call a discontinuity ξ a discontinuity of order k if x (s ) (ξ ) exists for all
s = 0, . . . ,k and x (k ) has a discontinuity at ξ . Note that this definition differs from the unintuitive
definition given by Bellen and Zennaro [BZ05], according to which a jump discontinuity in
derivative x (k ) at time point ξ is of order k − 1.

A DDE with a single constant delay τ > 0, smooth functions f and x0, and a discontinuity
in the first derivative at the initial time point t0, such as our example of IVP (3.1.1), exhibits
discontinuities of order at least k + 1 at time points t0 + kτ for all k ∈ N. For DDEs of other
types, the set of discontinuities can be a lot more complicated. With multiple delays and hence
multiple deviated arguments, a discontinuity is propagated by each deviated argument according
to eq. (3.2.2). Since the propagation of discontinuities resembles a branching process, the times
of all discontinuities form a so-called discontinuity tree. Propagation of discontinuities occurs
also for state-dependent delays. However, in that case eq. (3.2.2) becomes an implicit equation
and discontinuities cannot be calculated a priori.

3.3. Numerical algorithms

In this section we present the standard approach for numerically solving DDEs of the form




x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t ),x (t − τ (t ,x (t )))) , t ∈ [t0,T ],

x (t ) = x0 (t ), t ≤ t0,
(3.3.1)

on some interval [t0,T ]. Several other approaches for numerically solving DDEs have been pro-
posed in literature (see [BZ05] for a review) but are not discussed here. DDEs with multiple
delays can be handled in a similar way, but might pose additional numerical problems since the
propagation of discontinuities can cause clustering, as Shampine and Thompson illustrate:
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Suppose that one delay is 1 and another is 1/3. The second delay causes an initial
discontinuity at t = 0 to propagate to 1/3, 2/3, 3/3, …and the first delay causes it
to propagate to t = 1, …. In principle the discontinuity at 3/3 occurs at the same
time as the one at 1, but 1/3 is not represented exactly in finite precision arithmetic,
so it is found that in practice there are two discontinuities that are extremely close
together. This simple example is an extreme case, but shows how innocuous delays
can lead to clustering of discontinuities, clearly a difficult situation for numerical
methods. [ST09]

As we saw in the last sections, some DDEs can be solved analytically by the method of steps.
Similarly, the most popular approach for numerically solving IVP (3.3.1) consists in reducing a
DDE to a sequence of ODEs on a mesh {t0, t1, . . . , tN = T } and solving these ODEs by numerical
ODE methods. However, as propagating discontinuities show, “DDEs are not ODEs” [ST09] and
we have to consider several important characteristics of DDEs.

Typically numerical ODEmethods approximate the solution of an IVP of ODEs only at certain
mesh points. However, in the reduced IVPs resulting from the method of steps the (analytical
or numerical) prior solution has to be evaluated at time points t − τ that might not all be mesh
points. Hence in addition to solution values at mesh points wemust approximate solution values
at arbitrary other time points in the integration interval. This additional approximation can be
done by a so-called continuous extension of the underlying discrete ODE method. A continuous
extension sometimes “is given quite naturally by the method itself” [BZ05] but can also be a
simple a posteriori interpolation of solution values atmesh points. Following Bellen and Zennaro
[BZ05], we call any ODE method with a continuous extension a continuous ODE method and
refer to its underlying ODE method as discrete ODE method.

The standard approach via continuous ODE methods works as follows. Once an approxima-
tion x̃n for solution value x (tn ) is obtained at a time point tn (n = 0, . . . ,N − 1), the next step
involves numerically solving the ODE system




w ′n+1 (t ) = f (t ,wn+1 (t ), z (t − τ (t ,wn+1 (t )))) , t ∈ [tn , tn+1],

wn+1 (tn ) = x̃n ,
(3.3.2)

with a continuous ODE method, where

z (s ) =




x0 (s ) if s ≤ t0,

η(s ) if t0 ≤ s ≤ tn ,

wn+1 (s ) if tn ≤ s ≤ tn+1,

and η is the continuous extension of the continuous ODE method.
If t − τ (t ,wn+1 (t )) ≤ tn for all t ∈ [tn , tn+1] and the interpolation η(s ) for t0 ≤ s ≤ tn is only

based on nodes ≤ tn , then IVP (3.3.2) reduces to an ODE, which can be solved by the discrete
ODE method. Otherwise, if s B t − τ (t ,wn+1 (t )) > tn for some time point t ∈ [tn , tn+1] at which
f is evaluated by the discrete ODEmethod, then z (s ) = wn+1 (s ) is not known and IVP (3.3.2) “can
no longer be viewed as an ODE” [BZ05]. However, z (s ) “is still approximated by the interpolant
η(t ) in the underlying interval [tn , tn+1]” [BZ05]. Thus “use of the continuous extension makes
the overall method implicit even if the discrete method we are using is explicit” [BZ05]. Hence
overlapping, as Bellen and Zennaro call this case, “requires a completely different algorithm”
[BZ05].
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For constant and time dependent delays we can easily check whether t − τ ≤ tn for all t ∈
[tn , tn+1] and hence whether IVP (3.3.2) reduces to an ODE. In particular, for constant delays
or if hypothesis (3.1.2) holds overlapping can be avoided if the step size is sufficiently small.
However, for state dependent delays the deviated argument t − τ also depends on the unknown
solutionwn+1, and thus in general it is not possible to know a priori whether overlapping occurs.
If hypothesis (3.1.3) holds, then the state dependent delay does not vanish “even if it is computed
in a perturbation of the true local solutionwn+1 (t )” [BZ05] and overlapping can be avoided.

How accurate are solutions retrieved by the numerical approach with continuous ODE meth-
ods of different accuracy orders? Usually we require at least Cp+1-continuous solutions on in-
tervals of adjacent mesh points for a discrete ODE method to be of order p ≥ 1 at mesh points.
Moreover, an accuracy order can be defined for continuous ODE methods that additionally de-
pends on accuracy throughout the integration interval. Also continuous ODE methods with an
underlying discrete ODE method of order p ≥ 1 assume Cp+1-continuous solutions between
adjacent mesh points. For details see definition 3.2.5 and theorem 3.2.8 by Bellen and Zennaro
[BZ05, pp. 42–44]. Thus if we apply the method of steps with continuous ODE methods, as
outlined above, with a discrete ODE method of order p, “it is crucial [for the success of the
method] to include among the mesh points all the discontinuities” [BZ05] of x (s ) at least for
s = 0, 1, . . . ,p + 1, i.e. to include at least all discontinuities up to order p + 1.

After these theoretical considerations we show a concrete algorithm and turn back to DDEs
with a single constant delay τ > 0. For this type of DDEs we can easily avoid overlapping
by restricting step sizes to at most τ . Algorithm 3.1 is an example of a method of steps al-
gorithm via continuous ODE methods without overlapping for these DDEs. The convergence of
this algorithm is guaranteed by theorem 4.1.6 from Bellen and Zennaro [BZ05, p. 70]. In fact, the
accuracy of algorithm 3.1 is at most of orderp and also depends on the accuracy order of the con-
tinuous extension. Moreover, the algorithm can easily be adapted to DDEs with a non-vanishing
time dependent delay that satisfy hypothesis (3.1.2).

Unfortunately algorithm 3.1 does not work for vanishing time dependent delays. Moreover,
it is inconvenient even for constant delays since short delays cause large numbers of time steps
even though discontinuities smooth out and “we may be able to use a step size much longer than
a delay” [ST09]. However, to use larger time steps we need approximations in the next interval
[tn , tn+1] beforewn+1 is known and a continuous extension on [tn , tn+1] can be computed, which,
as mentioned above, turns even explicit ODE methods to implicit methods. Hence algorithms
without overlapping are simpler to analyse and to implement, and “[e]arly codes simply restrict
the step size so as to avoid this difficulty” [ST09]. A common approach is to predict values in
[tn , tn+1] using the continuous extension from the preceding step and “then repeat using a con-
tinuous extension for the current step until the values for […] [wn+1 (tn+1)] converge” [ST09].
Theorem 4.2.3 and its proof by Bellen and Zennaro [BZ05, p. 72] guarantee that for sufficiently
small step sizes this procedure actually converges and hence is justified. Combined with al-
gorithm 3.1, we obtain a DDE algorithm for DDEs with a single constant delay that allows time
steps of arbitrary size. A generalisation of this algorithm is used by the DDE solver dde23 in
MATLAB by Shampine and Thompson [ST00; ST01], which also works for DDEs with multiple
constant delays. Moreover, this approach can be generalised to DDEs with an arbitrary time
dependent delay with guaranteed convergence [BZ05, theorem 4.2.5 on p. 75].

Assuming that discontinuities are known a priori, this general DDE algorithm can also be
applied to DDEs with a state dependent delay and a similar convergence result holds [BZ05,
theorem 4.3.5 on p. 83]. However, as discussed above, for state dependent delays it is difficult
to ensure that discontinuity points are included as mesh points and that step sizes are tuned to
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Input: Any continuous ODE method with discrete ODE method of order p ≥ 1 and IVP




x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t ),x (t − τ )), t ∈ [t0,T ],

x (t ) = x0 (t ), t ∈ [t0 − τ , t0],
(3.3.3)

with single constant delay τ > 0, Cp-continuous function f on [t0,T ] × R
m × Rm ,

and Cp-continuous initial function x0.
Output: Numerical approximation η(t ) of IVP (3.3.3).

1 Define a mesh {t0, t1, . . . , tN = T } that includes all discontinuity points
t0 C ξ0 < ξ1 < · · · < ξs < T of order ≤ p + 1 and avoids overlapping, i.e. satisfies
ti − ti−1 ≤ τ for all i = 1, . . . ,N . Set ξs+1 B T .

2 Solve the equation




w ′1 (t ) = f (t ,w1 (t ),x0 (t − τ )) , t ∈ [t0, t1],

w1 (t0) = x0 (t0),

by the discrete ODE method.
3 for n = 1 to N − 1 do
4 Compute and store the continuous extension η(t ) for t ∈ [tn−1, tn ] by interpolating

data from an interval [ξi , ξi+1] for some index 0 ≤ i ≤ s only.
5 Solve the equation




w ′n+1 (t ) = f (t ,wn+1 (t ),η(t − τ )) , t ∈ [tn , tn+1],

wn+1 (tn ) = η(tn ),

by the discrete ODE method.
6 end
7 Compute and store the continuous extension η(t ) for t ∈ [tN−1, tN ] by interpolating data

from the interval [ξs , ξs+1] only.

Figure 3.1.: Numerical method of steps algorithm via continuous ODE methods without over-
lapping for DDEs with a single constant delay. Special case of algorithm 4.1.1 from
Bellen and Zennaro [BZ05, pp. 63–64], adapted to theorem 4.1.6 from Bellen and
Zennaro [BZ05, p. 70].
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close discontinuity points. These problems have been discussed in literature, see [BZ05, p. 49;
Pau99] and references therein. One approach is the so-called tracking of discontinuities that
“is based on finding the discontinuities ξk, j satisfying ξk, j − τ (ξk, j ,wn+1 (ξk−1, j )) = ξk−1,i for
some i” [BZ05] and includes them as mesh points. This approach is applied by DDE solvers
such as DKLAG6 by Corwin, Sarafyan, andThompson [CST97] and DDE_SOLVER byThompson
and Shampine [TS06]. A second approach does not track discontinuities but assumes that they
are “automatically included in the mesh by suitable variable stepsize strategies based on the
estimation of the local error or on the computation of the defect” [BZ05] and is used by DDE
solvers such as DDVERK by Enright and Hayashi [EH97b], RADAR5 by Guglielmi and Hairer
[GH01], and ddesd in MATLAB by Shampine [Sha05]. The implementations of methods without
tracking discontinuities “are simpler but undergo a larger number of rejected steps and may lead
to a sequence of very small stepsizes in the neighborhood of a low order discontinuity ξ ” [BZ05].

For further details about numerical methods for DDEs we refer to [ST09; BZ05] and references
therein.

3.4. DelayDiffEq

Scientific computing languages can be categorised as dynamically typed languages such as R [R
C17], Python [Pyt17], Mathematica [Wol17], orMATLAB [The17], and statically typed languages
such as C and Fortran. Nowadays dynamically typed languages are very popular among re-
searchers since they allow programmers to write simple high-level code and increase productiv-
ity. However, “C and Fortran remain the gold standard for performance of computationally
intensive problems” [Bez+17]. Thus researchers still often rewrite performance-critical parts of
their code in a statically typed language. Julia, a relatively new scientific computing language
whose first public release was announced in 2012, tries to solve this two language problem by al-
lowing “programmers to write clear, high-level, generic and abstract code that closely resembles
mathematical formulas, yet produces fast, low-level machine code that has traditionally only
been generated by static languages” [Bez+17]. Insights to Julia’s language design and an intro-
duction to Julia with examples can be found in the publication of Bezanson et al. [Bez+17], who
built Julia at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Julia is an open source project with a
very active community, who “has contributed over 1200 Julia packages” [Bez+17].

JuliaDiffEq is a Github organisation that “provide[s] a modular, easily-extendable, and highly
performant ecosystem for solving various forms of differential equations” [Jul17j] in Julia. Cur-
rently JuliaDiffEq has 28 active members which contribute regularly to its Julia packages and
improve both algorithms and interfaces. Different Julia packages cover “discrete equations (func-
tion maps, discrete stochastic (Gillespie/Markov) simulations), ordinary differential equations,
stochastic differential equations, algebraic differential equations, delay differential equations,
hybrid differential equations, jump diffusions, and (stochastic) partial differential equations”
[RN17] with a unified user interface. It includes many modern features such as “allowing arbit-
rary user-defined number systems […] [and] built-inmultithreading and parallelism” [RN17]. All
these features and packages are accessible via the Julia package DifferentialEquations.jl [Rac+17],
which is compared to differential equation suites in MATLAB, R, Python, C, Mathematica, and
Fortran in a blog post by Rackauckas [Rac17], the lead developer of JuliaDiffEq. Accuracy of im-
plemented algorithms is ensured by the testing and benchmarking suite DiffEqDevTools.jl [Jul17e].
Package OrdinaryDiffEq.jl [Jul17l] implements over 60 different ODE solvers for both non-stiff
and stiff problems in Julia. Moreover, there exist interfaces to the Sundials library and classic
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Fortran algorithms. An overview of all available ODE solvers can be found in the Differen-

tialEquations.jl documentation [Jul17k].
An interface for solving DDEs with method of steps algorithms as described in section 3.3 is

provided by the package DelayDiffEq.jl [Jul17n]. When I started to work on this thesis, Delay-
DiffEq.jl was a proof of concept and could only solve DDEs with constant delays for a small
subset of continuous ODE methods in OrdinaryDiffEq.jl. In particular stiff ODE methods did
not work. During simulations of QS model (2.2.17) I discovered some bugs in DelayDiffEq.jl

and also in other Julia packages taken care of by JuliaDiffEq. After I had contributed fixes of
these issues to the affected Julia packages I was invited to join JuliaDiffEq. Under assistance of
Rackauckas I completely rewrote and extended DelayDiffEq.jl in the following months and
lifted it to a fully functional release. Tests ensure that DelayDiffEq.jl covers DDEs with con-
stant, time dependent, and even state dependent delays for a huge variety of ODE algorithms
in OrdinaryDiffEq.jl. All method of steps algorithms discussed in section 3.3 above can be
applied, in particular DDEs with state dependent delays can be solved with both mentioned ap-
proaches by either tracking discontinuities or residual control methods. In principle all suitable
ODE methods in OrdinaryDiffEq.jl, including stiff methods, should be applicable. The Dif-

ferentialEquations.jl documentation [Jul17h] contains detailed information about available
DDE solvers [Jul17b] and provides a tutorial on how to solve a DDE with DelayDiffEq.jl.

For three DDEs with single constant delay I conducted qualitative and quantitative bench-
marks which are publicly accessible at DiffEqBenchmarks.jl [Jul17d]. Two of the benchmarked
DDEs, the Mackey-Glass equation [MG77] and the model of chronic granulocytic leukemia by
Wheldon, Kirk, and Finlay [WKF74], which were discussed in section 1.2.2, are taken from the
set of test problems for DDE solvers published by Enright and Hayashi [EH97a]. The dimen-
sionalised QS model (2.2.17) with the parameters fitted by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]
is the third DDE, for which we compare simulations with different continuous ODE methods.
First we conduct a qualitative analysis and visually compare solutions at fixed absolute and
relative tolerance of 10−6 and 10−3, respectively. In figs. 3.3 to 3.7 resulting AHL dynamics are
shown for non-stiff methods OwrenZen3 [OZ92] and OwrenZen5 [OZ92], and stiff methods Rosen-
brock23 [SR97], Rodas4 [HW96], and Rodas5 [Mar93], which are all recommended by the Dif-

ferentialEquations.jl documentation [Jul17b]. Additionally fig. 3.2 visualises AHL dynamics
for ODE method BS3 [BS89] since using it “is similar to MATLAB [DDE solver] dde23” [Jul17b].
In these figures red circles indicate steps of the applied DDE solver and the blue line denotes its
continuous extension. Simulations with non-stiff methods BS3, OwrenZen3, and OwrenZen5 show
multiple oscillations and multiple steps into the negative domain although we saw in our ana-
lysis in section 2.2.2 that solutions of QSmodel (2.2.17) are always non-negative for non-negative
initial values. The amplitude of these oscillations is decreased for OwrenZen3 in contrast to BS3,
consistent with the recommendations by JuliaDiffEq [Jul17b] and other literature data [OZ92].
Compared to OwrenZen3, application of the higher-order method OwrenZen5 leads to even smal-
ler oscillations. At the same tolerances, stiff methods Rosenbrock23, Rodas4, and Rodas5 show
smooth non-negative dynamics without any visible differences. By visual inspection, the num-
ber of steps taken by Rodas5 seems to be lower than the number of steps taken by Rosenbrock23

and Rodas4, and hence Rodas5 appears to be the most efficient algorithm out of the five tested
methods for solving the fitted QS model (2.2.17).

Next we try to confirm these findings by a quantitative analysis. We compute a reference
solution of the fitted QSmodel (2.2.17) at extremely low absolute and relative tolerances of 10−14.
The JuliaDiffEq benchmark suite DiffEqDevTools.jl then calculates simulations of the model
with BS3, OwrenZen3, OwrenZen5, Rosenbrock23, Rodas4, and Rodas5 at different high tolerances
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Figure 3.2.: Simulation of QS model (2.2.17) (parameters of experiment CC2 by [Bud+14]) with
BS3 (absolute tolerance of 10−6 and relative tolerance of 10−3). Red circles indicate
steps of DDE solver, blue line denotes continuous extension. Created by code B.1.6.
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Figure 3.3.: Simulation of QS model (2.2.17) (parameters of experiment CC2 by [Bud+14]) with
OwrenZen3 (absolute tolerance of 10−6 and relative tolerance of 10−3). Red circles
indicate steps of DDE solver, blue line denotes continuous extension. Created by
code B.1.6.
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Figure 3.4.: Simulation of QS model (2.2.17) (parameters of experiment CC2 by [Bud+14]) with
OwrenZen5 (absolute tolerance of 10−6 and relative tolerance of 10−3). Red circles
indicate steps of DDE solver, blue line denotes continuous extension. Created by
code B.1.6.
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Figure 3.5.: Simulation of QS model (2.2.17) (parameters of experiment CC2 by [Bud+14]) with
Rosenbrock23 (absolute tolerance of 10−6 and relative tolerance of 10−3). Red circles
indicate steps of DDE solver, blue line denotes continuous extension. Created by
code B.1.6.
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Figure 3.6.: Simulation of QS model (2.2.17) (parameters of experiment CC2 by [Bud+14]) with
Rodas4 (absolute tolerance of 10−6 and relative tolerance of 10−3). Red circles indicate
steps of DDE solver, blue line denotes continuous extension. Created by code B.1.6.
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Figure 3.7.: Simulation of QS model (2.2.17) (parameters of experiment CC2 by [Bud+14]) with
Rodas5 (absolute tolerance of 10−6 and relative tolerance of 10−3). Red circles indicate
steps of DDE solver, blue line denotes continuous extension. Created by code B.1.6.
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Figure 3.8.: Average interpolation errors of simulations of QS model (2.2.17) (parameters of ex-
periment CC2 by [Bud+14]) at high tolerances (combinations 10−4−i and 10−1−i

(i = 0, 1, 2, 3) of absolute and relative tolerances). Errors are computed by for-
mula (3.4.1). Created by code B.1.7.

and measures both computation times and errors of these simulations. As high tolerances we
use absolute tolerances of 10−4−i and relative tolerances of 10−1−i for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, and as error
measure we take the average interpolation error

√√√
1

100

100∑
i=1

(
xtest (ti ) − xref (ti )

) 2
, (3.4.1)

where xtest and xref are the tested and the reference solution that are evaluated at 100 equally
spaced time points ti in the integration interval. Results of these benchmarks are visualised
in fig. 3.8. Moreover, we repeat these benchmarks with maximal interpolation errors as error
measure, which yields similar results plotted in fig. 3.9. Both benchmarks confirm that at high
tolerances Rodas5 is the most efficient method for solving the fitted QS model (2.2.17), followed
by the lower-order Rosenbrock23 method.

Analogously we benchmark the two most efficient methods Rodas5 and Rosenbrock23 at low
tolerances. Solutions at high tolerances are accurate enough for plotting but we are interested in
more precise solutions if we quantify the fit of these simulations to measurement data. Bench-
marks at absolute tolerances of 10−8−i and relative tolerances of 10−5−i for i = 0, 1, 2, 3 in
figs. 3.10 and 3.11 show that also at low tolerances Rodas5 is superior to Rosenbrock23 for the
fitted QS model (2.2.17).

So far, we always fixed absolute and relative tolerances without taking into account the scale
of our variables. In particular, since values ofA are below 1 × 10−6mol l−1 andN increases above
4 × 1011 cell l−1 on the integration interval for the fitted dimensionalised QS model (2.2.17) we
might want to adjust absolute tolerances of the applied ODE methods component-wise in an
adaptive manner to the system’s limits, similar to MATLAB. We can achieve this behaviour by
a predefined AutoAbstol callback [Jul17i], which was improved by myself to allow component-
wise tolerances. With adaptive tolerances BS3 yields a much better simulation of AHL dynamics,
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Figure 3.9.: Maximal interpolation errors of simulations of QS model (2.2.17) (parameters of
experiment CC2 by [Bud+14]) at high tolerances (combinations 10−5−i and 10−1−i

(i = 0, 1, 2, 3) of absolute and relative tolerances). Created by code B.1.7.
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Figure 3.10.: Average interpolation errors of simulations of QS model (2.2.17) (parameters of
experiment CC2 by [Bud+14]) at low tolerances (combinations 10−8−i and 10−5−i

(i = 0, 1, 2, 3) of absolute and relative tolerances). Errors are computed by for-
mula (3.4.1). Created by code B.1.7.
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Figure 3.11.: Maximal interpolation errors of simulations of QS model (2.2.17) (parameters of
experiment CC2 by [Bud+14]) at low tolerances (combinations 10−8−i and 10−5−i

(i = 0, 1, 2, 3) of absolute and relative tolerances). Created by code B.1.7.

as we see in fig. 3.12. However, closer inspection still reveals small bumps and oscillations,
and hence visually noticeable errors. Rodas5 with adaptive tolerances yields a slightly worse
simulation (not shown here), which however can be discovered only by quantitative analysis
with DiffEqDevTools.jl and not by visual inspection.

We conclude that at the range of parameters fitted by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] the
stiff QS model (2.2.17) is most efficiently simulated by the Rodas5 method. Thus we use this
method for further simulations and parameter fitting of our QS models in this thesis.
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Figure 3.12.: Simulation of QS model (2.2.17) (parameters of experiment CC2 by [Bud+14]) with
BS3 (component-wise adaptive absolute tolerances using AutoAbstol callback and
relative tolerance of 10−3). Red circles indicate steps of DDE solver, blue line denotes
continuous extension. Created by code B.1.6.
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In this chapter we discuss the so-called inverse problem for our QS models, i.e. the problem of
finding characterising parameters of ourmodels to given data. The inverse problem is the inverse
to the forward problem of finding data to given characterising parameters which we considered
in chapter 3. Inverse problems are very important in science since by solving these problems
we learn how well our model fits experimental data and which unobserved model parameters
describe our observations best. In particular, for our QS models we want to investigate whether
they are able to explain the experimental measurements of cell densities and AHL concentrations
by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and which model parameters give the best fit to these
observations. For further details about the theory of inverse problems and inverse problems in
mathematical biology we refer to Tarantola [Tar05] and Clermont and Zenker [CZ15].

4.1. Introduction

The inverse problem we discuss here is also called parameter estimation. Usually it “considers a
cost function to be optimized (such asmaximum likelihood), which in case of non-linear dynamic
models must be solved numerically” [GB15]. Numerical parameter estimation is typically non-
trivial and more difficult than solving a corresponding forward problem due to, among other
things, the ill-conditioning and non-convexity of the inverse problem [GB15].

Ill-conditioning of these problems is typically caused bymodelswith toomany parameters, too
few experimental data, or significant measurement errors [GB15]. Such models are often overfit,
i.e. the estimated parameters give a good fit to the experimental data but the calibrated model
is not able “to generalize well in situations different from those considered in the calibration
data set” [GB15], by “mistaking noise for a signal” [Sil12]. Hence overfit models show a low
predictive value and do not allow to transfer mathematical results to general conclusions in
the studied field of science and engineering. Overfitting is a common and general problem in
applied sciences and might even be “the most important scientific problem you’ve never heard
of” [Sil12], as Silver phrases it in his award-winning book.

Non-convexity, on the other hand, gives rise to multiple local minima of the cost function.
Thus local optimisation can lead to local solutions butmight fail to find a global minimum. Hence
we require suitable global optimisation methods [GB15] or alternatively multi-start local meth-
ods with “many independent [local] optimization runs from different initial guesses” [Rau+13].
However, according to Gábor and Banga multi-start local methods are only effective “for relat-
ively well-behaved problems, i.e. those with good initial guesses and tight bounds on the para-
meters” [GB15], and hence, “in general, global optimization methods should be used in order to
minimize the possibility of convergence to local solutions” [GB15].

To deal with ill-conditioning and non-convexity we mostly follow the practical guidelines
by Gábor and Banga [GB15] and apply suitable global optimisation methods and regularization
techniques.
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4.2. Cost function

From our analysis in section 2.2.2 we know that state vectors (S (t ),N (t ),A(t ),C (t ),L(t ))T of the
QS model (2.2.17) are uniquely defined by the parameters in table 2.2, which can be grouped in
a parameter vector θ . Hence for parameters θ that satisfy the constraints of our model (2.2.17)
we may define unique state vectors (S (t ,θ ),N (t ,θ ),A(t ,θ ),C (t ,θ ),L(t ,θ ))T . Analogously we
can define state vectors (S (t ,θ ),N1 (t ,θ ),N2 (t ,θ ),A(t ,θ ),C (t ,θ ),L(t ,θ ))

T of the modified QS
model (2.2.23) depending on different parameters θ .

Usually it is technically not possible to directly observe state vectors, also known as internal
model states. Instead of state vectors so-called observables are measured [Rau+09; GB15]. Ob-
servables y depend on state vectors x ∈ RNx and parameters θ ∈ RNθ via an observable function
д : RNx × RNθ → RNy and are defined as y (t ,θ ) B д(x (t ,θ ),θ ) at a time point t .

As discussed in section 1.1.2, Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] measured cell densities, con-
centrations of 3-oxo-C10-AHL, both with UHPLC and ELISA, and concentrations of its degrad-
ation product, a HS, with ELISA. We do not consider AHL measurements with ELISA for para-
meter estimation due to the greater accuracy of AHL measurements with UHPLC. Moreover,
since our QS models do not describe dynamics of HSs experimental data of HS are excluded.
Thus for the original QS model (2.2.17) we define observables y (t ,θ ) B (N (t ,θ ),A(t ,θ ))T ,
whereas for the QS model (2.2.23) with two subpopulations observables are given by y (t ,θ ) B
(N1 (t ,θ ) + N2 (t ,θ ),A(t ,θ ))

T . We denote the first component of these observables by yN (t ,θ )
and the component of AHL concentrations by yA (t ,θ ).

We only consider experiments CC2 and CC3, for which relevant measurements are shown in
tables 4.1 and 4.2. In both experiments the washout rate of the chemostat was controlled. It was
fixed to D = 0.1 h−1 in experiment CC2 and D = 0.2 h−1 in experiment CC3. To simplify our
notation and improve the readability of our theoretical discussions, we mostly consider experi-
ment CC2 in the following sections. However, usually this poses no restriction but only clarifies
our explanations.

Table 4.1.: Cell densities and AHL concentrations measured by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.
[Bud+14] in experiment CC2. AHL concentrations were determined by UHPLC. Cells
in 10 µl samples were counted using amicroscope and determined as mean value from
10 counting squares [Bud+14]; missing values are due to broken slides.

Time [h] Cell density [cell l−1] AHL concentration [nmol l−1]

0 843 881 200 0.000
12 173 217 720 000 136.658
13 230 956 960 000 115.760
14 268 709 540 000 136.121
15 275 371 760 000 145.141
16 308 682 860 000 184.594
17 390 850 240 000 351.628
18 437 485 780 000 440.156
19 446 368 740 000 595.196
20 473 017 620 000 616.612
21 461 913 920 000 619.935

Continued on next page
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Time [h] Cell density [cell l−1] AHL concentration [nmol l−1]

22 461 913 920 000 495.969
23 457 472 440 000 475.970
24 450 810 220 000 404.463
25 404.003
26 466 355 400 000 319.779
27 461 913 920 000 157.421
28 473 017 620 000 291.008
29 477 459 100 000 278.142
30 450 810 220 000 254.326
36 457 472 440 000 132.160
38 464 134 660 000 125.908
40 468 576 140 000 109.462
42 457 472 440 000 98.736

Table 4.2.: Cell densities and AHL concentrations measured by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.
[Bud+14] in experiment CC3. AHL concentrations were determined by UHPLC. Cells
in 10 µl samples were counted using amicroscope and determined as mean value from
10 counting squares [Bud+14]; missing values are due to broken slides.

Time [h] Cells [cell l−1] AHL concentration [nmol l−1]

0 732 844 200 0.000
16 1 332 444 000 0.000
17 1 554 518 000 1.685
18 2.089
19 3.746
20 1 554 518 000 10.882
21 11 769 922 000 2.998
22 10 437 478 000 9.968
23 6 662 220 000 7.771
24 15 767 254 000 26.062
25 15 545 180 000 21.531
26 12 214 070 000 28.349
27 25 760 584 000 16.385
28 30 868 286 000 53.699
29 24 428 140 000 64.908
30 77 947 974 000 90.361
31 110 370 778 000 119.626
32 182 100 680 000 95.557
33 250 943 620 000 197.696
34 457 472 440 000 290.911
40 1 112 590 740 000 200.309
41 1 037 085 580 000 272.763

Continued on next page
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Time [h] Cell density [cell l−1] AHL concentration [nmol l−1]

42 1 070 396 680 000 165.012
43 1 536 752 080 000 319.163
44 1 518 986 160 000 99.747
45 1 474 571 360 000 179.357
46 1 454 584 700 000 211.424
47 1 476 792 100 000 168.603
48 1 328 002 520 000 196.537
49 162.606

Clearly measurements in tables 4.1 and 4.2 are collected at discrete time points. Let ÑCC2
i

and ÃCC2
j be the measured cell densities and AHL concentrations of experiment CC2 at time

points tCC2
N ,i and tCC2

A, j , which correspond to observablesyN (tCC2
N ,i ,θ ) andyA (t

CC2
A, j ,θ ), respectively

(i = 1, . . . ,NCC2
N , j = 1, . . . ,NCC2

A ).
Obviouslymeasurements ÑCC2

i and ÃCC2
j are afflicted with errors whose “type andmagnitude

[…] depend on both the experimental techniques and the post-processing of the data” [GB15].
For different experimental methods it has been shown that measurement noise is multiplicative
log-normally and/or additive normally distributed, see [Rau+13; GB15] and references therein.
Concentration measurements are typically log-normally distributed, whereas cell counting pro-
cesses can be described by a Poisson or a Gaussian distribution [Sta02; EM80]. We assume
log-normally distributed noise for the AHL concentration measurements and additive normally
distributed errors for the cell counting results in tables 4.1 and 4.2. However, we logarithmise
both experimental data and observables of AHL concentration to obtain only additive normally
distributed errors since “[f]or parameter estimation additive normally distributed measurement
noise is more convenient” [Rau+13]. For consistency we use the same notation for the logar-
ithmised data and observables.

A common problem we face is the existence of measured AHL concentrations of 0mol l−1,
which would yield a value of −∞ after logarithmic transformation. Hence any calculation in-
volving this observation would lead to infinite values, and therefore no parameter estimation
would be possible. In literature different approaches can be found on how to deal with this
problem [Hyn10; Sta02]. Often instead of a log-transformation a transformation of the form
x 7→ log(x+c ) for some c > 0 is applied. Since it is not possible to take the logarithm of a dimen-
sioned quantity [Mat+11], this transformation should rather be written as x 7→ log((x + c )/x0),
with typically, and also in this thesis, reference x0 defined as 1[x ], where [x ] is the unit of x , and
often also c = 1[x ] arbitrarily set. Shifting parameter c should rather depend on the distribution
of the data at hand, and hence some authors set c =m/2, wherem is the smallest, non-zero data
value, or c = q21/q3, where q1 and q3 are the first and third quartile of all non-zero data [Sta02;
Hyn10]. Other approaches include an inverse hyperbolic sine transformation [BMR88], and, of
course, reconsidering the assumption of log-normally distributed data. Sometimes a Poisson
distribution or a mixture model can describe the data, and in particular the observed values of
zero, more appropriately.

We follow the common approach and apply a shifted log-transformation to our AHLmeasure-
ments and observables. The shifting parameter is chosen to be approximately half of the smallest
measured AHL concentration in experiments CC2 and CC3 and hence is set to c = 0.5 nmol l−1.
The shift of our data by c can be interpreted as a modification that accounts for indetectable small
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4.2. Cost function

measurements. Under the assumption of uncorrelated measurement errors for each observable
we get the noise model

ÑCC2
i = yN (tCC2

N ,i ,θ ) + ϵN ,i , ϵN ,i ∼ N (0,σ2
N ,i ),

ÃCC2
j = yA (t

CC2
A, j ,θ ) + ϵA, j , ϵA, j ∼ N (0,σ2

A, j ),
(4.2.1)

with variance components σ2
N ,i and σ

2
A, j .

For reliable parameter estimates “a realistic choice of the variance components […] is crucial”
[Rau+13]. Often variances are estimated a priori from multiple measurements. However, this
approach is not feasible for single replicates such as the AHL measurements with UHPLC by
Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14], and “leads to highly variable estimates” [Rau+13] even in
case of few replicates. Another approach is to fit a distribution of variance components, simul-
taneously together with the model parameters. This approach yields reasonable results even if
no replicates are available [Rau+13]. A comparison of both approaches by Raue et al. shows that
the second approach “facilitates a statistically more accurate assessment of themodel parameters
than using a preprocessing of the experimental data” [Rau+13].

Since the AHLmeasurements by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] are only single replicates
we apply the second approach and simultaneously estimate variance components σ2

N ,i and σ
2
A, j

together with the estimation of model parameters θ . The simplest distribution of variance com-
ponents would be equal constant variances for all measurements, but tables 4.1 and 4.2 suggest
that this assumption is not justified a priori due to the different orders of magnitude of cell dens-
ity and AHL concentration measurements. Hence instead we assume equal constant variances
σ2
N = σ

2
N ,i and σ

2
A = σ

2
A, j for each observable component separately.

To calibrate our QSmodel we perform amaximum likelihood estimation, which formulates the
parameter estimation problem as maximisation of the likelihood of the measured data [GB15].
The likelihood is a well-known measure of how likely the measurements are observed for given
parameters, or in the words of Fisher who published the concept of maximum likelihood estim-
ation in 1922:

The likelihood that any parameter (or set of parameters) should have any assigned
value (or set of values) is proportional to the probability that if this were so, the
totality of observations should be that observed. [Fis22]

For our inverse problems, the likelihood L is given by

L
(
ÑCC2
i , ÃCC2

j
���θ ,σN ,σA

)
=

*..
,

NCC2
N∏
i=1

1√
2πσ2

N

× exp *.
,
−
1

2
*
,

yN (tCC2
N ,i ,θ ) − Ñ

CC2
i

σN
+
-

2

+/
-

+//
-

×
*..
,

NCC2
A∏
j=1

1√
2πσ2

A

× exp
*..
,
−
1

2
*.
,

yA (t
CC2
A, j ,θ ) − Ã

CC2
j

σA

+/
-

2
+//
-

+//
-
,

(4.2.2)

which is a special case of the more general versions by Gábor and Banga [GB15] and Raue et al.
[Rau+13]. Maximisation of the likelihood is equivalent to the more common and numerically
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4. Inverse problem

more efficient minimisation of the negative log-likelihood

J
(
ÑCC2
i , ÃCC2

j
���θ ,σN ,σA

)
= 2NCC2

N log(σN ) +

NCC2
N∑
i=1

*
,

yN (tCC2
N ,i θ ) − Ñ

CC2
i

σN
+
-

2

+ 2NCC2
A log(σA) +

NCC2
A∑
j=1

*.
,

yA (t
CC2
A, j ,θ ) − Ã

CC2
j

σA

+/
-

2

,

(4.2.3)

where constant terms are omitted [Rau+13].
As the definitions of the likelihood L in eq. (4.2.2) and the negative log-likelihood J in

eq. (4.2.3) show, we have to simultaneously fit variance components σ2
N and σ2

A if we estim-
ate parameters θ . Fortunately we can explicitly calculate optimal values of σN and σA for given
model parameters θ . For fixed parameters θ , first-order necessary conditions for a minimum

0
!
=
∂J

∂σN

(
ÑCC2
i , ÃCC2

j
���θ ,σN ,σA

)
=

2NCC2
N

σN
−
2
∑NCC2

N
i=1

(
yN (tCC2

N ,i ,θ ) − Ñ
CC2
i

) 2
σ3
N

,

0
!
=
∂J

∂σA

(
ÑCC2
i , ÃCC2

j
���θ ,σN ,σA

)
=

2NCC2
A

σA
−
2
∑NCC2

A
j=1

(
yA (t

CC2
A, j ,θ ) − Ã

CC2
j

) 2
σ3
A

,

yield optimal likelihood estimators

σ2
N (θ ) =

1

NCC2
N

NCC2
N∑
i=1

(
yN (tCC2

N ,i ,θ ) − Ñ
CC2
i

) 2
(4.2.4)

and

σ2
A (θ ) =

1

NCC2
A

NCC2
A∑
j=1

(
yA (t

CC2
A, j ,θ ) − Ã

CC2
j

) 2
(4.2.5)

for variances σ2
N and σ2

A. Hence after inserting these estimators in eq. (4.2.3) and again omitting
constant terms we obtain the simplified objective function

QL (θ ) = NCC2
N log

*..
,

NCC2
N∑
i=1

(
yN (tCC2

N ,i ,θ ) − Ñ
CC2
i

) 2+//
-

+ NCC2
A log

*..
,

NCC2
A∑
j=1

(
yA (t

CC2
A, j ,θ ) − Ã

CC2
j

) 2+//
-
,

(4.2.6)

which only depends on our model parameters θ .

4.3. Regularization

It is not guaranteed that a, constrained or unconstrained, minimisation problem with objective
function QL in eq. (4.2.6) has a unique solution. Hence we follow the guidelines by Gábor and
Banga [GB15] and perform global optimisation with additional regularization. Regularization
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4.3. Regularization

aims “to ensure the uniqueness of the solution […], to reduce the ill-conditioning and to avoid
model overfitting” [GB15] by adding information to the estimation. This additional information
usually penalises “model complexity and/or wild behaviour” [GB15]. However, usually it is not
clear which regularization method should be selected and how it should be tuned, i.e. how it
should be balanced with the experimental data [GB15].

We add penalty type regularization to our cost function QL and obtain a regularized cost
function

QR (θ ) = QL (θ ) + αΓ(θ ), (4.3.1)

where α ≥ 0 is a non-negative regularization parameter and Γ : RNθ → R is a regularization
penalty function, which is assumed to be well conditioned and to have a unique minimum. If
α = 0, the resulting regularized optimisation problem is equal to the original ill-posed estima-
tion problem, whereas as α → ∞ the regularized problem is well posed but highly biased by the
penalty function [GB15]. Thus the regularization parameter α balances classic parameter estim-
ation from measured data and a priori information of the penalty function, and is adjusted by
the regularization tuning. As suggested by Gábor and Banga [GB15] which compared multiple
different types of regularization and tunings, we choose a generalised Tikhonov regularization
of the form

Γ(θ ) =
(
θ − θ ref

)T
W TW

(
θ − θ ref

)
,

where θ ref ∈ RNθ are reference parameters andW ∈ RNθ×Nθ is a diagonal scaling matrix. If
W is the identity matrix, the regularization is called (non-weighted) Tikhonov regularization; if
θ ref = 0, it is also known as ridge regularization [GB15].

The concrete regularization depends on available prior information. If there is a good guess of
parameter values θguess available, we use a weighted Tikhonov regularization with θ ref B θguess

andWi j B δi, j/θ
ref
i (i, j = 1, . . . ,Nθ ), i.e. the diagonal ofW is initialisedwith the inverse elements

of θ ref . Otherwise, if we have some information about the parameters and their bounds, we apply
a non-weighted Tikhonov regularization with θ ref B θguess. Finally, without prior knowledge
and only a random guess of parameters at hand, we perform a two-step regularization with ridge
regularization in the first step and non-weighted Tikhonov regularization with θ ref B θ̂ (1) in
the second step, where θ̂ (1) are the parameters estimated with ridge regularization.

Tuning of regularization parameter α also follows the procedure outlined by Gábor and Banga
[GB15]. Initially a set of candidates α1 > · · · > αI > 0 are determined, which are often elements
of a geometric series; Gábor and Banga [GB15] recommend a set of I = 11 candidates in the range
of 1 × 10−3 to 1 × 103. We solve regularized estimation problems for each of the candidates
αi , resulting in parameter estimates θ̂αi (i = 1, . . . , I ). Finally we select the candidate which
minimises the prediction error.

We can directly measure the prediction error, if we split our data: we can calibrate the model
to one part of the data and then quantify how well the calibrated model predicts the other meas-
urements. Hence we might try to fit our QS models to experiment CC2 and then measure the
prediction error of the calibrated models with parameter estimates θ̂αi using data of experiment
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4. Inverse problem

CC3, by e.g. calculating the normalised root mean square
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(4.3.2)

for every parameter estimate θ̂αi . Equation (4.3.2) computes squared errors for all measure-
ments ÑCC3

i and ÃCC3
j of experiment CC3 at time points tCC3

N ,i and tCC3
A, j (i = 1, . . . ,NCC3

N ,
j = 1, . . . ,NCC3

A ), and normalises them to the range of corresponding data. A more general
version of this formula is given by Gábor and Banga [GB15]. However, experiment CC3 was
performed under different experimental conditions with a different washout rate and hence it
seems unlikely that we can apply our estimates directly to this different setting. Typically we
have to estimate at least different initial values for experiment CC3 to obtain a proper prediction,
which however yields another optimisation problem. Thus a calibration data set which shows
similar dynamics, such as a replicate experiment, would be preferable.

Moreover, often it is not clear how to split available data in a calibration data set and a set
for cross-validation, or it might even be impossible for sparse data. Gábor and Banga [GB15]
showed that alternatively the (robust) generalised cross-validation error provides a measure by
whichwe can reliably select themost appropriate parameter estimatewithout dividing ourmeas-
urements. The general definition of the robust generalised cross-validation error by Gábor and
Banga [GB15] yields in our setup

RGCV(αi ) = γ
(NCC2

N + NCC2
A )

3

F (αi )2
+ (1 − γ ) (NCC2

N + NCC2
A )

2 (4.3.3)

with
F (αi ) = tr

(
1 − J (θ̂αi )

(
J (θ̂αi )

T J (θ̂αi ) + αi1
) −1

J (θ̂αi )
T
)
,

where 1 are identity matrices (possibly of different size) and J (θ ) is the Jacobian matrix of the
normalised residual vector

R (θ ) = *.
,

yN (tCC2
N ,i ,θ ) − Ñ

CC2
i

σN (θ )
,
yA (t

CC2
A, j ,θ ) − Ã

CC2
j

σA (θ )
+/
-

T

(4.3.4)

with optimal variance components σ2
N and σ2

A defined by eqs. (4.2.4) and (4.2.5). We select the
regularization parameter with minimal RGCV. The choice of the non-negative tuning para-
meter γ , which was set to γ = 0.1 by Gábor and Banga [GB15], does not affect this selection
since F is the only non-constant term in eq. (4.3.3). The parameter with minimal RGCV also
yields a minimal generalised cross-validation error

GCV(αi ) =
(NCC2

N + NCC2
A )

3

F (αi )2
. (4.3.5)
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4.4. Model simplification

TheGCV provides another criterion for selecting the most appropriate regularization parameter
and is recommended for larger data sets, in contrast to the RGCV which is preferable if the
number of measurements is smaller [GB15].

An overview of the applied regularization tuning and the regularization schemes depending
on our prior knowledge is shown in fig. 4.1.

4.4. Model simplification

As we saw in our analysis in section 2.2.2, non-dimensionalisation of the QS model (2.2.17) re-
duces the number of parameters from 25 to 21 by measuring quantities in dimensionless units
and lumping together remaining groups of parameters. In our inverse problems a smaller num-
ber of parameters leads to a lower-dimensional optimisation and hence a simplification of para-
meter estimation. Moreover, it can resolve so-called structural non-identifiabilities. Structural
non-identifiabilities arise from redundant parameterizations, i.e. subsets of parameters that can
be varied without changing the observables [Rau+09]. More precisely, a parameter θi is called
structurally identifiable if y (θi ) = y (θ ′i ) ⇔ θi = θ ′i , where y denotes the observables. If this
relation holds in a neighbourhood for almost all values θi , parameter θi is structurally locally
identifiable; if the equivalence is satisfied for all considered values of θi , it is structurally glob-
ally identifiable [GVB17]. If there exists a set of redundant parameters, the cost function is
constant along a manifold of these ambiguous parameters, and thus these parameters cannot be
uniquely identified. Structural identifiability cannot be resolved by increased accuracy of ex-
perimental data but only by changing the observables. Often it is difficult to detect structural
non-identifiability analytically since usually dependency of internal states on parameters cannot
be computed in an analytic closed form.

Since the experimental data by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] in tables 4.1 and 4.2 are
not dimensionless we cannot base our parameter estimation on the non-dimensionalised mod-
els (2.2.20) and (2.2.26). However, we still can simplify our QS models (2.2.17) and (2.2.23) by
non-dimensionalising substrate concentration S , PpuR-AHL concentrationC , and lactonase con-
centration L which do not affect the observables.

Similar to the non-dimensionalisation of the original QS model (2.2.17) in section 2.2.2 we
define dimensionless variables

S̃ (t ) B
S (t )

S0
, C̃ (t ) B

C (t )

Rtot
, and L̃(t ) B

KEL(t )

D
, (4.4.1)

and (not necessarily dimensionless) parameters

S̃0 B
S0

S0
, C̃0 B

C0

Rtot
, L̃0 B

KEL
0

D
,

K̃m B
Km

S0
, γ̃S B

γS
S0
,

C̃1 B
C1

Rtot
, α̃L B

KEαL
D
, and C̃2 B

C2

Rtot
.

(4.4.2)
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4. Inverse problem

Figure 4.1.: Regularization procedures depending on prior knowledge. Taken from [GB15].
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4.4. Model simplification

After removing tildes to increase readability we obtain the QS model




S ′(t ) = D (1 − S (t )) −
γSS (t )

nS

KnS
m + S (t )

nS N (t ), t ≥ 0,

N ′(t ) = N (t )

(
aS (t )nS

KnS
m + S (t )

nS − D

)
, t ≥ 0,

A′(t ) =

(
αA +

βAC (t )
n1

Cn1

1 +C (t )
n1

)
N (t ) − γAA(t ) − DA(t )

+ Rtot (γ3C (t ) − αC (1 −C (t ))A(t )) − DA(t )L(t ), t ≥ 0,

C ′(t ) = αC (1 −C (t ))A(t ) − γ3C (t ), t ≥ 0,

L′(t ) =
αLC (t − τ )

n2

Cn2

2 +C (t − τ )
n2
N (t ) − γLL(t ) − DL(t ), t ≥ 0,

C (t ) = C0, t ∈ [−τ , 0],

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0, N (0) = N 0 ≥ 0, A(0) = A0 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ C0 ≤ 1, L(0) = L0 ≥ 0,

(4.4.3)

which is equivalent to the original QS model (2.2.17). This simplification reduces the number of
model parameters from 25 in the original model (2.2.17) to 23 in the simplified model, which con-
tains both dimensionless and dimensionalised variables and parameters. More precisely, vari-
ables S ,C , and L, as well as parameters S0,C0, L0, Km ,C1, andC2 are dimensionless, whereas all
other variables and parameters are dimensionalised.

Moreover, the model simplification defined by eqs. (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) reveals subsets of para-
meters in the original model (2.2.17) that are structurally non-identifiable from the measure-
ments by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]. Scaling of S0, S0, γS , and Km with the same factor
leads to another solution of model (2.2.17) which leaves the dynamics of N and A, and hence of
observables yN and yA, unchanged. Thus parameters S0, S0, γS , and Km form a subset of redund-
ant parameters. Similarly, parameters L0, KE , and αL are another set of redundant parameters.
In particular, without additional model assumptions or other experimental measurements the
dimensionalised dynamics neither of substrate concentration S nor of lactonase concentration L
in the original model (2.2.17) can be uniquely identified.

Similarly we can simplify the QS model (2.2.23) with two subpopulations. We define dimen-
sionless variables S̃ , C̃ , and L̃ by eq. (4.4.1) and new parameters

S̃0 B
S0

S0
, C̃0 B

C0

Rtot
, L̃0 B

KEL
0

D
,

K̃m,i B
Km,i

S0
, γ̃S,i B

γS,i
S0

(i = 1, 2),

C̃1 B
C1

Rtot
, α̃L B

KEαL
D
, and C̃2 B

C2

Rtot
.

(4.4.4)
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Hence after dropping tildes we obtain the simplified QS model




S ′(t ) = D (1 − S (t )) −
2∑
i=1

γS,iS (t )
nS,i

K
nS,i
m,i + S (t )

nS,i
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N ′i (t ) = Ni (t ) *
,

aiS (t )
nS,i

K
nS,i
m,i + S (t )

nS,i
− D+

-
, i = 1, 2, t ≥ 0,
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βAC (t )
n1

Cn1

1 +C (t )
n1

)
N1 (t ) − γAA(t ) − DA(t )

+ Rtot (γ3C (t ) − αC (1 −C (t ))A(t )) − DA(t )L(t ), t ≥ 0,

C ′(t ) = αC (1 −C (t ))A(t ) − γ3C (t ), t ≥ 0,

L′(t ) =
αLC (t − τ )

n2

Cn2

2 +C (t − τ )
n2
N2 (t ) − γLL(t ) − DL(t ), t ≥ 0,

C (t ) = C0, t ∈ [−τ , 0],

S (0) = S0 ≥ 0, A(0) = A0 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ C0 ≤ 1, L(0) = L0 ≥ 0,

Ni (0) = N 0
i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2,

(4.4.5)

with two subpopulations N1 and N2 of P. putida IsoF. The number of parameters is reduced from
30 in QS model (2.2.23) to 28 in the simplified model, which contains dimensionless variables S ,
C , and L, and dimensionless parameters S0, C0, L0, Km,i , C1, and C2 (i = 1, 2).

Again themodel simplification reveals two subsets of redundant parameters in theQSmodel (2.2.23)
with two subpopulations that cannot be uniquely identified from the experimental measure-
ments by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]. Parameters S0, S0, Km,i , and γS,i (i = 1, 2), and
parameters L0, KE , and αL form two structurally non-identifiable subsets.

We can further reduce the number of estimated parameters. Thewashout rateD of the chemo-
stat was a controlled known parameter in experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et
al. [Bud+14], and hence we do not estimate D but fix it a priori. Moreover, for parameter estima-
tion of the original QSmodel (2.2.17) Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] assumed that the initial
substrate concentration in the culture vessel S0 equals the substrate concentration in the nutri-
ent vessel S0. Under the same assumption we obtain S0 = 1 in our simplified QS models (4.4.3)
and (4.4.5). In a previous study Barbarossa et al. “could estimate a delay of approximately 1–2 h
for the lactonase activation” [Bar+10] in batch cultures. Hence as Buddrus-Schiemann et al.
[Bud+14] we do not estimate time delay τ but assume a fixed time delay τ = 2 h.

With the hypothesis S0 = S0 Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] could resolve the problem of
redundant parameterization of S0, S0, Km , and γS in the original model (2.2.17). However, even
with all additional assumptions it remains unclear howBuddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] could
uniquely estimate lactonase dynamics.

Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] published parameter estimates for both experiment CC2
and experiment CC3. Of course, these estimates are calculated for the original QS model (2.2.17).
By transforming the parameter estimates by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] according to
eq. (4.4.2), we obtain a parameter set for the simplified QS model (4.4.3) that yields the same ob-
servables and hence the same fit to themeasurements as the estimated original QSmodel (2.2.17).
The transformed parameter estimates for experiments CC2 and CC3, including the fixed para-
meters S0, D, and τ , are shown in table 4.3. Figure 4.2 visualises the observables yN and yA of
our simplified QS model (4.4.3) with the transformed parameters for experiment CC2 together
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4.4. Model simplification

with the measurements of this experiment. Figure 4.3 shows the same dynamics with non-
transformed AHL concentrations and hence is similar to fig. 1.3 that was published by Buddrus-
Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] to illustrate measurements and numerical simulations of their estim-
ated QS model. Analogously we plot measurements of experiment CC3 and observables with
the transformed parameter estimates in figs. B.1 and B.2 in appendix B.1.

Table 4.3.: Parameter estimates for experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.
[Bud+14], adapted to our simplified QS model (4.4.3). Published estimates were trans-
formed by eq. (4.4.2).

Experiment

Name CC2 CC3 Unit

S0 1 1
N 0 8.4 × 108 1.8 × 108 cell l−1

A0 2.5 × 10−9 1 × 10−8 mol l−1

C0 1.52 × 10−1 2.05 × 10−3

L0 7.5 × 10−18 6.25 × 10−18

τ 2 2 h
D 0.1 0.2 h−1

γS 1.3 × 10−12 2.5 × 10−13 l cell−1 h−1

Km 0.41 0.38
nS 1.3 1.3
a 0.66 0.56 h−1

αA 2.3 × 10−19 2.3 × 10−19 mol cell−1 h−1

βA 2.3 × 10−18 2.3 × 10−18 mol cell−1 h−1

C1 0.14 1.75 × 10−3

n1 2.3 2.3
γA 0.05 0.05 h−1

Rtot 5 × 10−7 4 × 10−5 mol l−1

γ3 0.080 0.080 h−1

αC 4 × 104 4 × 104 lmol−1 h−1

αL 1.65 × 10−11 1.375 × 10−11 l cell−1 h−1

C2 0.14 1.75 × 10−3

n2 2.5 2.5
γL 0.005 0.005 h−1

Unfortunately for our newly proposed QS models (2.2.23) and (4.4.5) with two populations
no parameter estimates are published. However, we can derive a set of parameters that yields
the same observables as our QS models with one population. Let θ̂ = (Ŝ0, N̂ 0, . . . , γ̂L )

T be a set
of parameters for the simplified QS model (4.4.3) with one population. We define parameters
θ = (S0,N 0

1 ,N
0
2 , . . . ,γL )

T for the QS model (4.4.5) by setting

N 0
1 B

N̂ 0

2
, N 0

2 B
N̂ 0

2
,

γS,i B γ̂S , Km,i B K̂m , nS,i B n̂S , ai B â (i = 1, 2),

αA B 2α̂A, βA B 2β̂A, αL B 2α̂L,

(4.4.6)
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Figure 4.2.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and log-transformed measurements of AHL concen-
tration Ã of experiment CC2 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and correspond-
ing observablesyN andyA of the simplified QS model (4.4.3) with adapted parameter
estimates of experiment CC2 in table 4.3. Created by code B.1.9.
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Figure 4.3.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and non-transformed measurements of AHL con-
centration Ã of experiment CC2 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and corres-
ponding observable yN and internal state A of the simplified QS model (4.4.3) with
adapted parameter estimates of experiment CC2 in table 4.3. Created by code B.1.9.
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Figure 4.4.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and log-transformed measurements of AHL concen-
tration Ã of experiment CC2 by [Bud+14] and corresponding observables yN and
yA of the simplified QS model (4.4.5) with adapted parameter estimates of experi-
ment CC2 in table 4.3 which were additionally transformed according to eq. (4.4.6).
Created by code B.1.9.

and taking all other parameters ofθ from the reference parameters θ̂ . Then functions S (t ) B Ŝ (t ),
N1 (t ) = N2 (t ) B N̂ (t )/2, A(t ) B Â(t ),C (t ) B Ĉ (t ), and L(t ) B L̂(t ) form a solution (and hence,
as we know from our analysis in section 2.2.3, even the unique solution) of the simplified QS
model (4.4.5) with parameters θ , where S (t ), N (t ), A(t ),C (t ), and L(t ) are the unique solution of
QS model (4.4.3) of one population with parameters θ̂ . In particular, the observables yN and yA
of the QS model (4.4.5) of two populations with parameters θ are equal to the observables of the
model for one population with parameters θ̂ . Thus from the parameter estimates by Buddrus-
Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] we can derive parameters for our QS model of two populations that
provide an equally good approximation of the experimental data. Figure 4.4 illustrates that QS
model (4.4.5) with the according to eq. (4.4.6) transformed parameter estimates by Buddrus-
Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] yields the same observables as the QS model of one population in
fig. 4.2. A similar plot for experiment CC3 is shown in fig. B.3 in appendix B.1.

4.5. Practical identifiability

Even the elimination of the redundant parameterizations in the last section, which by the way
does not exclude further sets of structurally non-identifiable parameters, does not guarantee
that the parameters in our QS models (4.4.3) and (4.4.5) are actually identifiable, since “struc-
tural identifiability is only a necessary but not sufficient condition for identifiability” [GVB17].
Practical identifiability is also affected by the amount and quality of measurements, and “less
clearly defined in literature” [Rau+09]. Raue et al. [Rau+09] propose a definition of practical
non-identifiability and call parameter estimates with infinitely extended likelihood-based con-
fidence region practically non-identifiable. Often even structurally identifiable parameters are
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not practically identifiable since either they do not (or only slightly) influence the observables or
“a change in one parameter can be compensated by changes in other parameters” [GVB17]. But
even though a change of a practically non-identifiable parameter, with possible compensation
by other parameters, does change the observables only negligibly “model behavior in terms of
internal states x might vary strongly” [Rau+09]. In contrast to structural non-identifiabilities,
adjusting and improving the experimental setup by “increasing the amount and quality of meas-
ured data and/or the choice of measurement time-points ti j will ultimately resolve a practical
non-identifiability” [Rau+09].

Usually practical identifiability of parameters is quantified in a so-called practical or a pos-
teriori identifiability analysis. There exist various methods to detect and analyse practically
non-identifiable parameters, see [Rau+09; GVB17] and references therein. Here we only fol-
low the approach by Gábor, Villaverde, and Banga [GVB17] and study the parametric sensit-
ivities. Hereby we distinguish between the sensitivities Xi (t ,θ ) B ∂x (t ,θ )/∂θi of state vector
x to a parameter θi and the sensitivities Yi (t ,θ ) B ∂y (t ,θ )/∂θi of observables y to this para-
meter, which can be computed from the sensitivities Xi by exploiting the definition y (t ,θ ) =
д(x (t ,θ ),θ ) with observable function д. Above we mentioned the two main sources of practical
non-identifiability. For the first case, where observables are very insensitive to changes in a
parameter, we consider the average sensitivity of observables to a parameter. The second case
of parameters whose change is compensated by other parameters is related to the collinearity
of parametric sensitivities [GVB17].

Sensitivities Xi of a system of ODEs can be computed by an additional system of ODEs, the
so-called sensitivity equations. Usually both ODE systems are solved together since the sens-
itivity equations contain the Jacobian of the original system and hence show the same “stiff-
ness” [GB15]. The sensitivity equations are well known in the case of ODEs, and are e.g. given
by Gábor, Villaverde, and Banga [GVB17].

In the case of DDEs the derivation and in particular numerical solving of sensitivity equations
is more difficult. Baker and Rihan [BR99], Zivari-Piran and Enright [ZE12], and Banks, Robbins,
and Sutton [BRS13] discuss sensitivity analysis of DDEs and the problems arising for general
DDEs. Fortunately our QS models are relatively simple systems of the form of IVP (1.2.6) with
only one single constant delay. For such DDEs the parametric sensitivities Xi (t ,θ ) of internal
states x (t ,θ ) satisfy




X ′i (t ,θ ) = Jx (t ) (t ,θ )Xi (t ,θ ) + Jx (t−τ ) (t ,θ )X
′
i (t ,θ ) +

∂ f

∂θi
(t ,x (t ),x (t − τ ),θ ), t ≥ t0,

Xi (t ,θ ) =
∂x0 (t ,θ )

∂θi
, t ≤ t0,

(4.5.1)

where Jx (t ) (t ,θ ) = [∂ fi (t ,x (t ),x (t − τ ),θ )/∂x j (t )]i, j and Jx (t−τ ) (t ,θ ) = [∂ fi (t ,x (t ),x (t − τ ),θ )/
∂x j (t −τ )]i, j are the Jacobians of the model function f with respect to the regular internal states
x (t ) and the delayed internal states x (t−τ ), respectively [ZE12; BR99]. In general, if time delay τ
is also a parameter, discontinuities of x (t ,θ ) can propagate to IVP (4.5.1) and must be considered
by numerical solvers [ZE12; BR99]. In these cases one has to perform an update of sensitivities
Xi atC1–discontinuity points, as Zivari-Piran and Enright [ZE12] show. Since we fix time delay
τ = 2 h for parameter estimation the sensitivity analysis is simplified in our case. To obtain
the parametric sensitivities of internal state vectors we have to solve IVPs (4.5.1) simultaneously
with the DDE system (1.2.6). Even though this is a fairly simple algorithm at first glance, it can
be a major computing problem when the number of parameters and variables is large and the
problem is stiff [BR99].
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We investigate the parametric sensitivities of our simplified QS models (4.4.3) and (4.4.5) for
the adapted parameter estimates by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]. Since time delay τ ,
washout rate D = 0.1 h−1, and initial substrate concentration S0 = 1 are not estimated they are
not included in our sensitivity analysis. With the help of the Julia package SymPy.jl [Jul17p], a
Julia package for symbolic computation, we derive all involved derivatives and Jacobians, which
are listed in appendix C. We solve the extended system of DDEs for the estimated parameters
and obtain sensitivities Xi of the internal state vectors for every variable parameter θi . The
sensitivities Yi = (∂yN /∂θi , ∂yA/∂θi )

T of the observables can be calculated as

Yi (t ) =

(
∂N

∂θi
(t ),

1

A(t ) + c

∂A

∂θi
(t )

)T
(4.5.2)

for QS model (4.4.3) with one population and as

Yi (t ) =

(
∂N1

∂θi
(t ) +

∂N2

∂θi
(t ),

1

A(t ) + c

∂A

∂θi
(t )

)T
(4.5.3)

for model (4.4.5) with two populations, where c = 0.5mol l−1 is the constant shift of the log-
transformation that was applied to both measurements and observables and all other variables
are part of the solution of the extended DDE system. Like Gábor, Villaverde, and Banga [GVB17],
we normalise sensitivities Yi using the estimated standard deviations σ2

N and σ2
A in eqs. (4.2.4)

and (4.2.5) for our parameters, and define scaled sensitivities

Si (t ) =
(
SN ,i (t ), SA,i (t )

)T B (
σ−1N
∂yN
∂θi

(t ),σ−1A
∂yA
∂θi

(t )

)T
(4.5.4)

for every parameter θi . We base our investigations on an average measure

Smsqr
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-
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(4.5.5)

for every parameter θi , the so-called root mean squared sensitivity, which depends on the para-
metric sensitivities of the observables at the measured time points.

For the simplified QS system (4.4.3) the resulting root mean squared sensitivities are shown
in table 4.4, together with the analogously defined and computed sensitivities of experiment
CC3. For the published parameter estimates of both experiments average sensitivities of AHL
production rates αA and βA are extremely high. Sensitivities of other parameters are consider-
ably smaller and even below the threshold Gábor, Villaverde, and Banga [GVB17] considered
necessary for a parameter to be influential. They “set the threshold to four orders of magnitude
smaller than the maximum root mean square value” [GVB17], and considered parameters be-
low this value as practically non-identifiable. Thus if we apply the same cut-off value only AHL
production rates αA and βA are practically identifiable.
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Table 4.4.: Root mean squared sensitivities of parameters in the simplified QS model (4.4.3)
for experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and adapted
parameter estimates in table 4.3 with fixed parameters τ , S0, and D. Computed by
code B.4.4.

Experiment

Name CC2 CC3

N 0 2.35 × 10−9 9.91 × 10−9

A0 9.44 × 107 1.01 × 107

C0 9.11 55.3
L0 9.70 × 10−2 6.36 × 10−3

γS 7.69 × 1012 1.85 × 1013

Km 13.7 27.7
nS 3.05 6.16
a 30.5 62.7
αA 2.94 × 1018 2.37 × 1017

βA 1.01 × 1018 2.20 × 1017

C1 22.7 64.6
n1 0.407 2.70 × 10−2

γA 3.68 0.307
Rtot 1.66 × 105 6.26 × 103

γ3 27.2 1.00
αC 4.48 × 10−5 6.03 × 10−6

αL 1.24 × 1011 2.44 × 1010

C2 22.1 6.42
n2 0.377 3.39 × 10−3

γL 6.06 0.971

We repeat the same analysis for the QS model (4.4.5) of two populations with the adapted
parameter estimates in table 4.3. As expected, the average parametric sensitivities of the observ-
ables, shown in table B.1 in appendix B.4, are very similar to the values for the QS model with
one population in table 4.4. Thus a threshold of four order of magnitudes below themaximal root
mean squared value would again only leave parameters αA and βA being practically identifiable.

Since even parameters with a high average sensitivity and hence influence on the observables
might be unidentifiable if their changes can be compensated by other parameters, Gábor, Vil-
laverde, and Banga [GVB17] further investigated collinearity of the set of influential parameters
that are determined by the analysis above. However, in this thesis we do not perform additional
sensitivity analyses. If we apply the same threshold as Gábor, Villaverde, and Banga [GVB17]
and only consider parameters αA and βA to be influential, the collinearity analysis would involve
only these two parameters. Even if we choose a different threshold, our results in tables 4.4
and B.1 show that among the parameter estimates by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] some
parameters are less influential. The measured observables are clearly more sensitive to paramet-
ers such as initial value A0, growth parameter γS , AHL production rates αA and βA, or lactonase
production rate αL than to other parameters such as Hill coefficients nS , n1, or n2.
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4.6. Estimation

4.6. Estimation

We turn back to our estimation problem and put our theoretical discussions in the last sections
into practice.

We choose a weighted Tikhonov regularization with our adapted parameter estimates in
table 4.3 as reference guess for the parameter estimation of both simplified QS models (4.4.3)
and (4.4.5). As figs. 4.2 and 4.4 show, the adapted parameter estimates are a good guess for
both models and hence we follow the recommendation by Gábor and Banga [GB15] in fig. 4.1.
Moreover, as suggested we choose eleven tuning parameters for our penalty function in the
range from 1 × 10−3 to 1 × 103. We do not split our measurements and estimate parameters for
both experiments CC2 and CC3 separately. We select the best parameter estimate by minimising
the robust generalised cross-validation error RGCV in eq. (4.3.3), which we saw in our case is
equivalent to minimising the generalised cross-validation error GCV in eq. (4.3.5). To compute
the RGCV we have to derive the Jacobian J (θ ) of the residual vector F (θ ) in eq. (4.3.4) with
respect to parameters θ . This Jacobian is defined by

[J (θ )]i, j =
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D . Hence apart from the experimental data, the entries of the Jacobian J (θ )

only depend on observables and their parametric sensitivities. Therefore for each candidate θ̂αi
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of parameters we perform a sensitivity analysis as shown in section 4.5 to compute the Jacobian
J (θ̂αi ) and derive its RGCV.

Parameter estimation is performed in log-space and bounded by a factor of exp(3) ≈ 20 above
and a factor of exp(−3) ≈ 1/20 below our initial guesses. Since the global optimisation algorithm
that was applied by Gábor and Banga [GB15] is not available in Julia, we perform a different op-
timisation procedure that is available in the open-source library NLopt [Joh] for non-linear op-
timisation. Conveniently we can access this library via the Julia package NLopt.jl [Jul17o].
NLopt features different, both derivative-free and gradient-based, global and local optimisa-
tion algorithms. After some initial tries we opted for an evolutionary global optimisation al-
gorithm [SF11; SGH10] which, similarly to the meta-heuristic applied by Gábor and Banga
[GB15], is supported by a derivative-free local optimisation procedure [Pow09]. As its name
suggests, the local optimisation algorithm BOBYQA (Bound Optimisation BYQuadratic Approx-
imation [Pow09]) performs bound-constrained optimisation with a quadratic approximation of
the objective function. After 100 iterations of global optimisation we perform at most 10 itera-
tions of local optimisation to improve the convergence of the global optimisation algorithm. For
every regularization parameter we repeat this sequence of global and local optimisations 100
times, and hence we carry out at most 11 000 optimisation steps per regularization parameter.

As suggested by Gábor and Banga [GB15], we do not estimate parameters for different regu-
larization parameters in parallel but perform a global sequential forward search for these tuning
parameters in descending order followed by a local backward search. Let α1 > α2 > · · · > α11
be our regularization parameters. We apply our optimisation heuristic sequentially for α1, α2,
…, α11 and thereby set the optimised parameters for αi−1 as initial guess of the estimation with
regularization parameter αi . It can happen that estimate θ̂αi is much better than previous estim-
ates such as θ̂αi−1 if the optimisation did not converge to a global optimum for αi−1. However,
since we include θ̂αi−1 in the estimation with parameter αi , estimate θ̂αi cannot be dominated
by θ̂αi−1 [GB15]. Afterwards we perform local optimisations for parameters α11, α10, …, α1 in
reverse order to polish the results of our global optimisation and to fix estimates which perform
much worse. More precisely, for parameter αi we conduct two local optimisations, one starting
at θ̂αi and another one starting at θ̂αi+1 . These local optimisations are restricted to at most 10 000
evaluations each. Thus we perform at most 31 000 iterations for each regularization parameter
in the global sequential forward search and the local backward search in total.

4.7. Results

By following the estimation procedure in section 4.6 we obtain sets of parameters for the simpli-
fied QS model (4.4.3) with measurements from experiment CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann
et al. [Bud+14] which are shown in table 4.5. Moreover, for the QS model (4.4.5) of two popu-
lations we retrieve the parameter estimates in table 4.6. Our estimated parameters are different
from the parameters published by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and yield reduced values
of cost functionQL , as table 4.7 shows. Most remarkably, the estimates of initial AHL concentra-
tion A0 and AHL production rates αA and βA are less than the estimates by Buddrus-Schiemann
et al. [Bud+14], whereas most other parameter estimates are similar. Nevertheless, our estim-
ates of αA and βA are of the same order as the estimates by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]
which were fixed to values that were fitted and published before by Fekete et al. [Fek+10] for
batch culture experiments of P. putida IsoF. Apart from initial values, growth parameter γS (or
growth parameters γS,1 and γS,2), and parameters C1, Rtot , and C2, the estimated parameters
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for experiments CC2 and CC3 are very similar for both QS models. In particular, AHL and lac-
tonase production rates are stable across different experiments, confirming that “at least for the
range of conditions investigated, the induction behaviour of P. putida IsoF is surprisingly stable”
[Bud+14].

Table 4.5.: Estimated parameters in the simplified QS model (4.4.3) with fixed parameters τ , S0,
and D, for experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]. Com-
puted by code in appendix B.5.

Experiment

Name CC2 CC3 Unit

N 0 9.49 × 108 1.18 × 108 cell l−1

A0 4.35 × 10−10 2.60 × 10−9 mol l−1

C0 0.147 1.59 × 10−3

L0 6.39 × 10−18 7.14 × 10−18

γS 1.28 × 10−12 2.83 × 10−13 l cell−1 h−1

Km 0.386 0.402
nS 1.30 1.30
a 0.657 0.572 h−1

αA 1.21 × 10−19 1.93 × 10−19 mol cell−1 h−1

βA 1.55 × 10−18 1.18 × 10−18 mol cell−1 h−1

C1 0.140 2.10 × 10−3

n1 2.30 2.30
γA 5.02 × 10−2 5.02 × 10−2 h−1

Rtot 4.64 × 10−7 4.31 × 10−5 mol l−1

γ3 8.41 × 10−2 7.84 × 10−2 h−1

αC 5.21 × 104 6.22 × 104 lmol−1 h−1

αL 1.31 × 10−11 8.92 × 10−12 l cell−1 h−1

C2 0.142 1.80 × 10−3

n2 2.52 2.50
γL 4.91 × 10−3 4.97 × 10−3 h−1

Table 4.6.: Estimated parameters in the simplified QS model (4.4.5) with fixed parameters τ , S0,
and D, for experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]. Com-
puted by code in appendix B.5.

Experiment

Name CC2 CC3 Unit

N 0
1 3.69 × 108 5.15 × 107 cell l−1

N 0
2 5.95 × 108 9.13 × 107 cell l−1

A0 4.99 × 10−10 2.04 × 10−9 mol l−1

C0 0.146 1.48 × 10−3

L0 6.75 × 10−18 7.34 × 10−18

Continued on next page
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Name CC2 CC3 Unit

γS,1 1.30 × 10−12 2.42 × 10−13 l cell−1 h−1

Km,1 0.385 0.405
nS,1 1.30 1.30
a1 0.657 0.569 h−1

γS,2 1.28 × 10−12 2.99 × 10−13 l cell−1 h−1

Km,2 0.385 0.406
nS,2 1.30 1.30
a2 0.657 0.565 h−1

αA 3.52 × 10−19 3.85 × 10−19 mol cell−1 h−1

βA 4.71 × 10−18 4.45 × 10−18 mol cell−1 h−1

C1 0.141 2.25 × 10−3

n1 2.31 2.30
γA 5.06 × 10−2 5.06 × 10−2 h−1

Rtot 3.71 × 10−7 4.96 × 10−5 mol l−1

γ3 8.55 × 10−2 7.78 × 10−2 h−1

αC 4.50 × 104 6.79 × 104 lmol−1 h−1

αL 2.52 × 10−11 2.28 × 10−11 l cell−1 h−1

C2 0.143 1.71 × 10−3

n2 2.51 2.50
γL 5.03 × 10−3 4.97 × 10−3 h−1

Table 4.7.: Value of cost function QL of simplified QS models with fixed parameters τ , S0, and
D for experiments CC2 and CC3, with adapted parameter estimates by Buddrus-
Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] or estimated parameters. B denotes adapted parameter
estimates in table 4.3, E estimated parameters in tables 4.5 and 4.6; n = 1 denotes QS
model (4.4.3) of one population, n = 2 QS model (4.4.5) of two populations.

Experiment Parameters n QL

CC2 B 1 1221.47
CC2 E 1 1184.32
CC2 B 2 1221.47
CC2 E 2 1186.13
CC3 B 1 1571.18
CC3 E 1 1520.00
CC3 B 2 1571.18
CC3 E 2 1518.13

Figures 4.5 to 4.7 show the resulting fit to the measurements of experiment CC2 for these
estimates. Measurements and estimates of experiment CC3 are presented in figs. B.4 to B.6 in
appendix B.1.

We repeat the sensitivity analysis of our QS models (4.4.3) and (4.4.5) with our estimated
parameters in tables 4.5 and 4.6. Tables B.2 and B.3 in appendix B.4 list the computed parametric
sensitivities. Again the model output is most sensitive towards AHL production rates αA and βA,
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Figure 4.5.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and log-transformed measurements of AHL concen-
tration Ã of experiment CC2 by [Bud+14] and corresponding observables yN and yA
of the simplified QS model (4.4.5) with estimated parameters in table 4.5. Created by
code B.1.10.
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Figure 4.6.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and non-transformed measurements of AHL con-
centration Ã of experiment CC2 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and corres-
ponding observable yN and internal state A of the simplified QS model (4.4.3) with
estimated parameters in table 4.5. Created by code B.1.10.
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Figure 4.7.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and log-transformed measurements of AHL concen-
tration Ã of experiment CC2 by [Bud+14] and corresponding observables yN and yA
of the simplified QS model (4.4.5) with estimated parameters in table 4.6. Created by
code B.1.10.

compared to which other parameters such as Hill coefficients or initial cell density are negligible.
An overview about the quality of fit of the different combinations of parameters, models, and

experiments is provided in table 4.7. Surprisingly for experiment CC2 the estimated parameters
of QS model (4.4.5) with two populations yield a slightly worse fit than the estimated parameters
of QS model (4.4.3) with one population, although we showed in section 4.4 that any set of
parameters of the QS model with one population induces a set of parameters of the QS model
with two populations with identical observables. Hence either the optimisation did not approach
the global minimum in the estimation of QS model (4.4.5) with two populations or this result is
caused by the additional regularization.

Information criteria allow us to compare models and select the best model out of a set of
candidate models. Famous criteria are Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC). The AIC, which was actually defined as “an information criterion”
[BA02], is given by AIC = −2 ln(L (θ̂ )) + 2K , where L (θ̂ ) is the likelihood of a parameter
estimate θ̂ for a given data and model and K is the number of estimable parameters in this
model. However, if the sample size n of the data is small with respect to the number of estimated
parameters K , e.g. n/K < 40 [BA02], then it is recommended to use a corrected criterion, called
AICc, that is defined by

AICc = AIC+
2K (K + 1)

n − K − 1
= −2 ln(L (θ̂ )) +

2Kn

n − K − 1
.

Since the sample size of experiments CC2 and CC3 is 47 and 57, respectively, and thus small
with respect to the number of estimated parameters in both QS models, we apply the AICc to
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compare the QS models (4.4.3) and (4.4.5). For experiment CC2 we obtain from eq. (4.2.2)

AICc = QL (θ̂ ) +
1

NCC2
N

+
1

NCC2
A

− NCC2
N ln(NCC2

N ) − NCC2
A ln(NCC2

A ) + (NCC2
N

+ NCC2
A ) ln(2π ) +

2K (NCC2
N + NCC2

A )

NCC2
N + NCC2

A − K − 1
.

Since the AIC, and also the AICc, “can be shifted by any additive constant” [BA02], we omit all
constant terms and get

IAICc = QL (θ̂ ) +
2K (NCC2

N + NCC2
A )

NCC2
N + NCC2

A − K − 1
.

An analogous result holds for experiment CC3.
For experiment CC2, we obtain IAICc ≈ 1256.63 for our QS model (4.4.3) with estimated

parameters in table 4.5, and IAICc ≈ 1298.03 for our QS model (4.4.5) of two populations with
estimated parameters in table 4.6. The large difference between both values implies that with
these parameter estimates it is very unlikely that the QS model with two populations is the best
model for the measurements by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]. According to Burnham and
Anderson [BA02], a difference above 10 implies that this model has either essentially no support
or “at least […] fail[s] to explain some substantial explainable variation in the data” [BA02].

For experiment CC3, we obtain IAICc ≈ 1583.33 for the QS model of one population with
estimated parameters in table 4.5 and IAICc ≈ 1610.06 for the QS model (4.4.5) with estimated
parameters in table 4.6. Thus also for experiment CC3 it is very unlikely that our QSmodel (4.4.5)
with two populations is the best model.
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5. Discussion

In this thesis we presented the QSmodel for P. putida in a chemostat by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.
[Bud+14] and its biological motivation, together with its foundation in modelling of chemostats
and QS systems. The theory of chemostat models provides a very natural extension of this model
with one bacterial population to a model with two populations, of which one produces only AHL
and the other one only lactonase. The existence of two populationswould provide an explanation
to the surprising finding of both AHL and lactonase production under steady state conditions
in chemostat experiments by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]. Moreover, we proved that
both QS models are biologically plausible in the sense that for all non-negative initial conditions
and parameters they exhibit unique global solutions such that biological quantities stay non-
negative.

To compute solutions of these QS models, which due to the time delay in lactonase activa-
tion are described as system of DDEs, we improved and implemented DelayDiffEq.jl, a Julia
package for solving DDEs, and contributed to its surrounding ecosystem of differential equation
software. In this thesis we gave an introduction to the theory of DDE solvers and described the
theoretical basis of the algorithms in DelayDiffEq.jl. With the help of the original QS model
with published parameter estimates by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] we compared the
qualitative and quantitative performance of different ODE methods that are available in Delay-

DiffEq.jl. The poor performance of non-stiff ODE methods showed the stiffness of the QS
model for these parameters.

Finally we discussed the inverse problem of both the original and the extended QS model.
Using a maximum-likelihood approach, we derived a suitable cost function for these models
which takes into account the different distribution of cell counting measurements and data of
AHL concentrations. We detected sets of structurally non-identifiable parameters in both the
original and the modified QS model which we could resolve by a simplification of our models.
Both additional assumptions of certain fixed parameter values, already employed by Buddrus-
Schiemann et al. [Bud+14], and parameter reduction by non-dimensionalisation were required
to remove the non-identifiable parameter sets. Unfortunately, due to these non-identifiabilities it
is only possible to estimate the dynamics of substrate concentration and lactonase concentration
qualitatively but not quantitatively. This problem cannot be solved by additional or improved
measurements of cell density and AHL concentration but only by measurements of different
observables. We also shortly analysed the practical identifiability of the parameter estimates by
Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and discovered a large discrepancy between sensitivity of
the observed quantities to AHL production rates and to other parameters. Hence even for many
of the structurally identifiable parameters it might not be possible to retrieve reliable estimates
within a small confidence interval. However, theoretically we can get rid of these practical
non-identifiabilities by a sufficiently high number of additional and improved measurements,
possibly also at different time points.

We followed the publication by Gábor and Banga [GB15] and applied a heuristic of global and
local optimisations to our regularised cost function to overcome problems with non-convexity of
the cost function and the existence of multiple local minima. We used the published parameter
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estimates as initial guess for our optimisation and could adapt these estimates also to our QS
model with two populations. We could further improve the parameter estimates by Buddrus-
Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and, in particular, we obtained a better fit to the experimental data
of AHL concentrations. We assume that this is merely caused by the simultaneous estimation
of chemostat parameters and QS parameters, whereas Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] de-
coupled the QS model and estimated chemostat parameters separately before estimation of the
remaining parameters. The sequential estimation yields a good approximation of cell density
measurements but a noticeably worse estimation of AHL concentrations, as fig. 4.2 shows.

A comparison of the QS models with the estimated parameters for experiments CC2 and CC3
revealed that at least with the current measurement data and the computed estimates there is no
support for the hypothesis of two subpopulations. It has been shown that cheating occurs in QS,
i.e. some bacteria exploit signal molecules without producing them [SMS07; Dig+07]. It would
be interesting to see whether additional populations that produce neither AHL nor lactonase can
improve our QS models. Since the implementation of our QS models, presented in appendix B.3,
is very general and already allows to generate models with an arbitrary number of populations,
of which at most two populations participate in AHL and lactonase production, this question
could be tackled by the methods and the code contained in this thesis.
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A. Dynamical systems

In this chapter no proofs are given. However, for most mathematical statements, and in par-
ticular for theorems, propositions, and lemmas, at least one reference is provided. Note that
for consistency the mathematical notation is adapted to this thesis, so statements might slightly
differ from their sources.

A.1. Introduction

We shortly introduce the basic terminology of dynamical systems, which can be found in [Tes12;
BS02; Kuz04]. Dynamical systems can be defined in a very general way.

Definition 1 (cf. [Kuz04, definition 1.1 on p. 7; Tes12, p. 187])
A dynamical system is a triple {T ,X,ϕt } where T is a time set, X is a state space (phase space),
andϕt : X → X is a family of evolution operators parameterised by t ∈ T and satisfyingϕ0 = id,
where id is the identity map on X, and ϕt+s = ϕt ◦ ϕs for all t , s ∈ T .

The dynamical system is called invertible if the family of evolution operators forms a group.3

Dynamical systems can be classified by their time set T . We speak of discrete-time dynamical
systems if there exists a bijection between T andN. Hence dynamical systems with time set Z or
N0 are discrete-time dynamical systems. Continuous-time dynamical systems are systems with
an open and connected subset ofR as time set, such asR orR≥0. Some authors call a continuous-
time dynamical system with time set R a flow and a continuous-time dynamical system with
time set R≥0 a semiflow [BS02], whereas others use the terms “flow” and “semiflow” only for
evolution operators of these dynamical systems [Kuz04; Tes12].

In this thesis we usually consider continuous-time dynamical systems with time set R≥0 or
[0,τ ) for some τ > 0. Moreover, commonly the state space in biological dynamical systems is the
n-dimensional space Rn

≥0, since biological quantities are non-negative. Often we are interested
in the future dynamical behaviour for a given initial state.

Definition 2 (cf. [Kuz04, definition 1.2 on p. 8; BS02, p. 2; Tes12, p. 192])
Let {T ,X,ϕt } be a dynamical system. The orbit (trajectory) starting at x0 ∈ X is the ordered
subset of the state space X

O (x0) B {x ∈ X : x = ϕt , for all t ∈ T such that ϕtx0 is defined}.

If T ⊂ R, then additionally we define the positive semiorbit starting at x0

O+ (x0) B {x ∈ X : x = ϕt , for all t ∈ T ∩ R≥0 such that ϕtx0 is defined}

and the negative semiorbit

O− (x0) B {x ∈ X : x = ϕt , for all t ∈ T ∩ R≤0 such that ϕtx0 is defined}. 3
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For continuous-time systems with continuous evolution operators orbits are curves in the
state space, whereas orbits of discrete-time systems are sequences of points. Equilibria are spe-
cial and important orbits.

Definition 3 (cf. [Kuz04, definition 1.3 on p. 9; Tes12, p. 192])
Let {T ,X,ϕt } be a dynamical system. A point x∗ ∈ X is called an equilibrium (fixed point) if
ϕtx∗ = x∗ for all t ∈ T . Otherwise x∗ is called regular. 3

Since any evolution operator acts on an equilibrium as the identity map, a system in an equi-
librium stays there forever. Following Kuznetsov, we use the term “fixed point” in discrete-time
systems and the term “equilibrium” in continuous-time systems.

The partitioning of the state space into orbits is called the phase portrait of a dynamical system.
It contains information about the dynamical behaviour such as the asymptotic states to which
the system tends as t → ∞. Since it is not possible to depict all orbits in one figure, phase
portraits are only drawn schematically.

In modelling of biological processes, usually a desired property of a dynamical system is that
for any non-negative initial state all future states are also non-negative. In a more general way,
we want Rn

≥0 to be a forward invariant set.

Definition 4 (cf. [Kuz04, definition 1.6 on p. 10; BS02, p. 2; Tes12, p. 193])
Let S ⊂ X be a subset of a dynamical system {T ,X,ϕt }. The set S is invariant if O (x0) ⊂ S for
all x0 ∈ S .

Suppose T ⊂ R. The set S is forward invariant if O+ (x0) ⊂ S for all x0 ∈ S , and backward
invariant if O− (x0) ⊂ S for all x0 ∈ S . 3

Of course, the evolution operators of a dynamical system {T ,X,ϕt } can be restricted to an
invariant set S , and we can consider the dynamical system {T , S,ϕt |S } instead, where ϕt |S : S →
S is the restriction of ϕt to S .

Let the state space X of a dynamical system {T ,X,ϕt } be a complete metric space, i.e. a
metric space such that every Cauchy sequence in X has a limit in X. Note that this usually
poses no additional restriction to biological models with state spaces such as Rn or Rn

≥0, but
enables reasoning about stability of invariant sets.

Definition 5 (cf. [Kuz04, definition 1.8 on p. 17; Tes12, p. 198])
Let {T ,X,ϕt } be a dynamical system. An invariant set S0 is called

1. Lyapunov stable if for any sufficiently small neighbourhood U ⊃ S0 there exists a neigh-
bourhood V ⊃ S0 such that ϕtx ∈ U for all x ∈ V and all t > 0;

2. asymptotically stable if there exists a neighbourhood U0 ⊃ S0 such that ϕtx → S0 for all
x ∈ U0 as t → ∞. 3

For equilibria S0, which obviously are invariant sets, definition 5 is just the maybe more com-
mon definition of stable equilibria.

Since two dynamical systems might behave similarly and show similar phase portraits, it is
reasonable to specify an equivalence relation on dynamical systems.

Definition 6 (cf. [Kuz04, definition 2.1 on pp. 39,40])
Adynamical system {T ,X,ϕt } is called topologically equivalent to a dynamical system {T ,X,ψ t }

if there is a homeomorphism h : X → X mapping orbits of the first system onto orbits of the
second system, preserving the direction of time. 3
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Figure A.1.: Phase portraits of two topologically equivalent dynamical systems. Taken
from Kuznetsov [Kuz04].

Thus the phase portrait of a topologically equivalent dynamical system can be obtained by a
continuous transformation, and is sometimes also called topologically equivalent. An example of
phase portraits of two topological equivalent dynamical systems is shown in fig. A.1. Topological
equivalence maps invariant sets to invariant sets, and in particular equilibria to equilibria.

However, often we are only interested in local dynamics in some region U ⊂ X such as the
neighbourhood of an equilibrium. We can modify definition 6 for such cases.

Definition 7 (cf. [Kuz04, pp. 42,43])
A dynamical system {T ,X,ϕt } is called locally topologically equivalent near an equilibrium
x0 to a dynamical system {T ,X,ψ t } near an equilibrium y0 if there exists a homeomorphism
h : X → X that

1. is defined in a small neighbourhood U ⊂ X of x0,
2. satisfies y0 = h(x0),
3. maps orbits of the first system in U onto orbits of the second system in V = h(U ) ⊂ X,

preserving the direction of time. 3

A.2. Ordinary differential equations

In applied sciences, and also in the thesis at hand, continuous-time dynamical systems are often
generated by a system of ODEs of the form

x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t )), (A.2.1)

or equivalently
x ′i (t ) = fi (t ,x1 (t ), . . . ,xn (t )), i = 1, . . . ,n,

where f : I ×U → Rn is a sufficiently smooth vector-valued function on an open time interval
I ⊂ R and a nonempty, open, and connected setU ⊂ Rn . System (A.2.1) is called autonomous if
the function f is independent of t , otherwise it is a nonautonomous system. For completeness
we repeat the definition of the corresponding IVP (1.2.1), which is given by




x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t )), t ≥ t0,

x (t0) = x0,
(A.2.2)
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for (t0,x0) ∈ I ×U .

Definition 8 (cf. [CH16, definition 1.4 on p. 7; Hal80, p. 12])
Let J ⊂ I be a time interval such that t0 belongs to the interior of J . A mapping ϕ : J → U is said
to be a local solution to IVP (A.2.2) on J, if ϕ is continuously differentiable on J , i.e. ϕ ∈ C1 (J ,Rn ),
and satisfies

1. ϕ ′(t ) = f (t ,ϕ (t )) for all t ∈ I ,
2. ϕ (t0) = x0.

We refer to f as vector field on J . 3

Thewell-known theorem of Picard-Lindelöf proves the existence and uniqueness of local solu-
tions to IVP (A.2.2).

Theorem 4 (Picard-Lindelöf, cf. [Tes12, p. 38; Hal80, pp. 19–20])
Suppose f ∈ C (I × U ,Rn ), where I × U is an open subset of R × Rn , and (t0,x0) ∈ I × U . If f
is locally Lipschitz continuous in the second argument, uniformly with respect to the first, i.e. for
every compact set V0 ⊂ I ×U the number

L = sup
(t,x ),(t,y )∈V0

| f (t ,x ) − f (t ,y) |

|x − y |

is finite, then there exists δ > 0 such that IVP (A.2.2) possesses a unique local solutionϕ ∈ C1 (Iδ ,R
n )

on the interval Iδ B [t0 − δ , t0 + δ ]. 3

Remark 1
If additionally f ∈ Ck (I ×U ,Rn ) for some k ≥ 1, then the unique local solution ϕ of theorem 4
satisfies ϕ ∈ Ck+1 (Iδ ,R

n ). A proof of this immediate conclusion is given by Teschl [Tes12,
p. 38]. 3

Remark 2
We know that fx ∈ C1 (I × U ,Rn ) implies that f is locally Lipschitz continuous in the second
argument, uniformly with respect to the first (see [Tes12, pp. 38,39; Hal80, p. 18]). Hence in
the common case of a continuously differentiable function f theorem 4 shows the existence and
uniqueness of a local solution to IVP (A.2.2). 3

Thus under certain conditions a local solution to IVP (A.2.2) exists and is unique on its “‘ex-
istence interval’ Iδ ” [CH16]. However, theorem 4 does not guarantee that unique local solutions
of IVP (A.2.2) coincide on intersections of their existence intervals.

Theorem 5 (cf. [CH16, theorem 1.3 on p. 7])
Let the conditions of theorem 4 be satisfied. For given (t0,x0) ∈ I × U let ϕ1 be the solution of
IVP (A.2.2) on interval I1 and ϕ2 be the solution to IVP (A.2.2) on interval I2. Then

ϕ1 (t ) ≡ ϕ2 (t )

for all t ∈ I1 ∩ I2. 3

In order to study the asymptotic behaviour of these solutions, wewould like to obtain solutions
to IVP (A.2.2) that are defined on a largest possible interval. Therefore we introduce the concept
of maximal solutions.
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Definition 9 (cf. [CH16, definitions 1.6 and 1.7 on p. 8; Hal80, p. 16])
Consider (t0,x0) ∈ I × U and let ϕ be a, not necessarily unique, solution to IVP (A.2.2) on an
interval J ⊂ I . Solution ϕ is

1. right-continuable, if there exists another solutionψ to IVP (A.2.2) on interval J1, such that
J ⊂ J1, sup J belongs to the interior of J1, and ϕ coincides withψ on J .

2. left-continuable, if there exists another solution ψ to IVP (A.2.2) on interval J2, such that
J ⊂ J2, inf J belongs to the interior of J2, and ϕ coincides withψ on J .

3. continuable, if it is right-continuable or left-continuable.
4. called a maximal solution with maximal interval of existence J if it is not continuable. 3

Remark 3
Let the conditions of theorem 4 be satisfied, and let ϕ be a continuable solution to IVP (A.2.2)
and ψ another solution to IVP (A.2.2), as stated in definition 9. Then theorem 5 ensures that ϕ
andψ coincide on the interval J . 3

Fortunately for our studies, both existence and uniqueness of maximal solutions to IVP (A.2.2)
can be shown.

Theorem 6 (cf. [CH16, theorem 1.4 on p. 8; Hal80, theorem 2.1 on p. 17])
Let the conditions of theorem 4 be satisfied. Then for each (t0,x0) ∈ I × U there exists a unique
maximal solution to IVP (A.2.2). Moreover, the interval of existence of such a maximal solution,
denoted by Imax = Imax (t0,x0), is open. 3

Of course, ideally we would have sup Imax = ∞, such that the maximal solution is defined
globally for all t ≥ t0. The following theorem ensures that solutions that do not blow up in finite
time are global solutions.

Theorem 7 (cf. [CH16, theorem 1.5 on p. 8; Hal80, theorem 2.1 on p. 17])
Let ϕ be a, not necessarily unique, maximal solution to IVP (A.2.2) with interval of existence Imax =

(a,b). Then (t ,ϕ (t )) tends to the boundary of I ×U as t → a and t → b. 3

Sometimes we can bound the right-hand side of an IVP by a simpler function to which we
can compute an analytical solution. Under certain conditions this analytical solution bounds
the solution to our original IVP. Multiple statements about so-called differential inequalities can
be found in the books of Hale [Hal80], Smith and Waltman [SW95], and Waltman [Wal86], but
we only mention a classic comparison theorem that is sufficient for our needs.

Theorem 8 (comparison theorem [Wal86, theorem 3.2 on p. 209])
Let f (t ,y) be a continuous function satisfying a Lipschitz condition with respect to y in a regionG.
Let x (t ) be a solution of

x ′ ≤ f (t ,x ) (A.2.3)

and let y (t ) be a solution of
y ′ = f (t ,y)

with y (t0) = x (t0), (t0,y (t0)) ∈ G. Then x (t ) ≤ y (t ) for t > t0, as long as (t ,x (t )) and (t ,y (t ))
remain in G. Further, if x (t0) < y (t0), or if the inequality in (A.2.3) is strict, then x (t ) < y (t ) for
t > t0, as long as (t ,x (t )) and (t ,y (t )) remain in G. 3
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In biological models, such as the ones presented in this thesis, the dynamics usually have
to satisfy additional constraints. Since biological quantities are not negative, a solution to a
biological IVP is only biologically meaningful if it contains only non-negative components. Of-
ten the positive invariance of Rn

≥0 can be checked with the following result.

Proposition 2 (cf. [SW95, proposition B.7 on p. 267])
Suppose that the solutions of IVP (A.2.2) with x0 ∈ Rn≥0 are unique and that, for all i , xi = 0 implies
fi (t ,x ) ≥ 0. Then x (t ) ∈ Rn

≥0 for all t ≥ t0 for which it is defined, provided x0 ∈ Rn≥0. 3

The determination and analysis of equilibria is another important part of the study of ODEs.
Since we consider only autonomous ODEs in this thesis, we restrict the discussion of stability
theory to autonomous ODEs.

Definition 10 (cf. [Per01, definition 1 on p. 102])
A point x∗ ∈ Rn is called an equilibrium point or critical point of the autonomous ODE

x ′(t ) = f (x (t )), (A.2.4)

if f (x∗) = 0. Equilibrium x∗ is hyperbolic if all eigenvalues of Jacobian J (x∗) = [∂ fi (x∗)/∂x j ]i, j
of f at point x∗ have non-zero real part. The linear system

x ′(t ) = J (x∗)x (t ) (A.2.5)

is called the linearisation of eq. (A.2.4) at x∗. 3

The definition of equilibria of autonomous ODEs in definition 10 agrees with definition 3 for
general dynamical systems. If x∗ is an equilibrium of an autonomous ODE, then by Taylor’s
theorem

f (x ) = J (x∗) (x − x∗) + O (‖x − x∗‖
2)

for x ∈ Rn close to x∗, and hence close to the origin the linearisation in eq. (A.2.5) seems to be
an approximation to the non-linear system in eq. (A.2.4) near the equilibrium x∗. Indeed, if x∗
is a hyperbolic equilibrium, the autonomous ODE in eq. (A.2.4) near x∗ is locally topologically
equivalent to its linearisation near the origin. This famous result is known asHartman–Grobman
theorem, and we refer to Perko [Per01, pp. 120–121] and Teschl [Tes12, theorem 9.9 on p. 264]
for a more detailed formulation and its proof. Hence by the Hartman–Grobman theorem we can
simplify the stability analysis of an autonomous ODE at a hyperbolic equilibrium x∗ and study
the stability of the origin in the linearisation at x∗ instead. The solution of the linearisation with
initial condition x (0) = x0 is given by

x (t ) = exp(J (x∗)t )x0,

and hence the stability of the origin depends on the eigenvalues of J (x∗):

Corollary 1 (cf. [Tes12, corollaries 3.5 and 3.6 on p. 71])
Equilibrium 0 of the linear system

x ′(t ) = Ax

is
(i) stable if and only if all eigenvalues α j of A satisfy Re(α j ) ≤ 0 and for all eigenvalues with

Re(α j ) = 0 the corresponding algebraic and geometric multiplicities are equal,
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(ii) asymptotically stable if and only if all eigenvalues α j of A satisfy Re(α j ) < 0. 3

Thus we can classify equilibria of autonomous ODEs by their eigenvalues:

Definition 11 (cf. [Per01, definition 2 on p. 102])
An equilibrium x∗ of an autonomous ODE is called

(i) a sink if all eigenvalues of Jacobian J (x∗) have negative real part,
(ii) a source if all eigenvalues of Jacobian J (x∗) have positive real part,
(iii) a saddle if x∗ is a hyperbolic equilibrium and Jacobian J (x∗) has at least one eigenvalue

with positive real part and at least one with negative real part. 3

A.3. Delay differential equations

As discussed in section 1.2.2, in reality biological processes usually do not take place instant-
aneously but only after some time delay. Hence often mathematical models of these processes
are formulated as DDEs. Here we only consider the special case of DDEs with a single constant
delay, since the QSmodels in this thesis contain at most one constant delay and wewant to avoid
excessive additional notation. However, many results can be generalised to DDEs with multiple
and also dependent delays. The interested reader is referred to the books of Smith [Smi11], Bellen
and Zennaro [BZ05], Kuang [Kua93], and Hale [Hal77].

Let τ > 0 be a constant delay. A DDE with constant delay τ is of the form

x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t ),x (t − τ )) (A.3.1)

where f : I×U ×U → Rn is a sufficiently smooth vector-valued function on an open time interval
I ⊂ R and an nonempty, open, and connected set U ⊂ Rn . As we have seen in section 1.2.2 and
in particular in eq. (A.3.2), there exists a corresponding IVP, given by




x ′(t ) = f (t ,x (t ),x (t − τ )), t ≥ t0,

x (t ) = x0 (t ), t ∈ [t0 − τ , t0],
(A.3.2)

for a sufficiently smooth history function x0 : [t0 − τ , t0] → U . Using the method of steps,
explained in section 3.1, we can transfer most definitions and results from the theory of ODEs.

Definition 12 (cf. [Smi11, p. 25; Hal77, pp. 36–37])
LetT > t0. A mapping ϕ : [t0−τ ,T ) → U is said to be a local solution to IVP (A.3.2) on [t0−τ ,T )
if

(i) ϕ (t ) = x0 (t ) for t ∈ [t0 − τ , t0],
(ii) ϕ ′(t ) = f (t ,ϕ (t ),ϕ (t − τ )) for t ∈ [t0,T ). 3

Note that, in contrast to the definition of local solutions to ODEs in definition 8, a local solution
to IVP (A.3.2) is usually not continuously differentiable and x ′(t0) has to be interpreted as right-
hand derivative at t0.

Theorem 9 (cf. [Smi11, theorem 3.1 on p. 26])
Let f ∈ C (I ×U ×U ,Rn ) and x0 ∈ C ([t0 − τ , t0],U ) for an open set I ×U ⊂ R × Rn with t0 ∈ I
and τ > 0. If f is locally Lipschitz continuous in the second argument, uniformly with respect to
the first and the third, then there exists T > t0 and a unique local solution ϕ : [t0 − τ ,T ) → U of
IVP (A.3.2). 3
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As for ODEs, continuable and maximal solutions can be defined and the existence of maximal
solutions can be proved.

Theorem 10 (cf. [Smi11, theorem 3.2 on p. 26])
Let ϕ : [t0 − τ ,T ) → U be a, not necessarily unique, maximal solution of IVP (A.3.2). Then (t ,ϕ (t ))
tends to the boundary of I ×U as t → T . 3

Fortunately for our study of biological models, proposition 2 about non-negative solutions
can be applied in a similar way to DDEs.

Proposition 3 ([Smi11, theorem 3.4 on p. 27])
Let f : I × Rn

≥0 × R
n
≥0 → R

n and x0 ∈ C ([t0 − τ , t0],Rn≥0) for an open set I ⊂ R with t0 ∈ I and
τ > 0. Suppose f is locally Lipschitz continuous in the second argument, uniformly with respect to
the first and the third.
If xi = 0 implies fi (t ,x ,y) ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . ,n, t ∈ I with t ≥ t0, and x ,y ∈ Rn≥0, then the

corresponding solution ϕ (t ) of theorem 9 satisfies ϕ (t ) ∈ Rn
≥0 for all t ≥ t0 where it is defined. 3

Smith [Smi11, remark 3.5 on p. 28] shows that the condition in proposition 3 is necessary for
generic positive invariance of the positive cone Rn

≥0.

A.4. Asymptotically autonomous semiflows

Autonomous and non-autonomous ODEs are two well-known fundamental types of ODEs. It is
possible to generalise these characterisations to semiflows.

Definition 13 (cf. [Thi92, pp. 758–759; MST95, p. 1671])
Let (X ,d ) be a metric space. Consider the mapping Φ : ∆ × X → X on ∆ B {(t , s ) : t0 ≤ s ≤ t <
∞}. Φ is called a non-autonomous semiflow if it is continuous and satisfies

(i) Φ(s, s,x ) = x for all s ≥ t0,
(ii) Φ(t , s,Φ(s, r ,x )) = Φ(t , r ,x ) for all t ≥ s ≥ r ≥ t0.

The semiflow is called autonomous if, in addition,
(iii) Φ(t + r , s + r ,x ) = Φ(t , s,x ) for all r ≥ 0 and for all t ≥ s ≥ t0. 3

If Φ is an autonomous semiflow we can define a map Θ : [0,∞) × X → X with Θ(t ,x ) B
Φ(t + t0, t0,x ), which will be referred to as autonomous semiflow further on. Clearly it is suf-
ficient to study Θ, which is continuous and satisfies

(i) Θ(0,x ) = x ,
(ii) Θ(t ,Θ(s,x )) = Θ(t + s,x ) for all t , s ≥ 0.

Definition 14 (cf. [Thi92, definition 2.1 on p. 759; MST95, p. 1671])
Let Φ be a non-autonomous semiflow and Θ an autonomous semiflow on X . Then Φ is called
asymptotically autonomous with limit semiflow Θ if

Φ(tj + sj , sj ,x j ) → Θ(t ,x ), j → ∞,

for any sequences tj → t , sj → ∞, x j → x (j → ∞), with elements x ,x j ∈ X , 0 ≤ t , tj < ∞, and
sj ≥ t0. 3

Further on, we always explicitly mention which semiflow, Φ or Θ, we refer to. Moreover, we
introduce some additional notation.
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Definition 15 (cf. [Thi92, definition 2.6 on p. 760])
Let Y be a forward Θ-invariant subset of X . A Θ-invariant subset M of Y is called an isolated
compact Θ-invariant subset of Y , if and only if there is an open subset U of X such that there
is no compact Θ-invariant set M̃ with M ⊂ M̃ ⊂ U ∩ Y except M . U is called a Θ-isolating
neighbourhood of M in Y . 3

Under certain conditions solutions ofΦ converge to equilibria of the simpler dynamical system
Θ. Of course, this is not true in general, as presented for some examples by Thieme [Thi94], and
analysis has to be done carefully.

Theorem 11 (cf. [Thi92, theorem 4.2 on p. 762])
Let Φ be an asymptotically autonomous semiflow on the metric space X and Θ its continuous limit
semiflow. Assume that the equilibria of Θ are isolated compact Θ-invariant subsets of X , and the
ω-Θ-limit set of any pre-compact Θ-orbit contains an Θ-equilibrium.

Further let the point (s,x ), s ≥ t0, x ∈ X , have a pre-compact Φ-orbit. Then the following
alternative holds:

• Φ(t , s,x ) → e , t → ∞, for some Θ-equilibrium e .
• Theω-Φ-limit set of (s,x ) contains finitely manyΘ-equilibria which are chained to each other
in a cyclic way. 3

Note that the second option can occur even for planar ODEs, as shown by Thieme [Thi94;
Thi92].

Corollary 2 (cf. [Thi92, corollary 4.3 on p.762])
Let Φ be an asymptotically autonomous semiflow on the metric space X and Θ its continuous limit
semiflow. Assume that the equilibria of Θ are isolated compact Θ-invariant subsets of X , and the
ω-Θ-limit set of any pre-compact Θ-orbit contains an Θ-equilibrium.

If there is no Θ-cyclical chain of Θ-equilibria, then any pre-compact forward Φ-orbit converges
towards a Θ-equilibrium for t → ∞. 3

Remark 4
Thieme [Thi92] notes that both theorem 11 and corollary 2 remain true if equilibria are replaced
by compact Θ-invariant subsets of X . 3

Since this result given by Thieme [Thi92] holds for general asymptotically autonomous semi-
flows it can be applied to asymptotically autonomous ODEs but also to asymptotically autonom-
ous partial differential equations or DDEs. When dealing with ODEs, often the following result
is helpful for checking whether a semiflow is asymptotically autonomous.

Proposition 4 (cf. [MST95, proposition 1.1 on p. 1672])
Consider systems of ODEs x ′(t ) = f (t ,x ) and y ′ = д(y) on some open subset U ⊂ Rn . We assume
that f and д are continuous and that IVPs for each system have unique global solutions.
Denote by Φ(t , s,x0) the solution x (t ) of the first system satisfying x (s ) = x0 and denote by

Θ(t ,x0) the solution y (t ) of the second system satisfying y (0) = x0.
Φ is asymptotically autonomous with limit semiflow Θ if one of the following two conditions is

satisfied:
• f (t ,x ) → д(x ), t → ∞, uniformly on compact subsets of U .
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• д is locally Lipschitz and for each compact subset K ⊂ U there is a function µk : [0,∞) →
[0,∞) satisfying µk (t ) → 0, t → ∞, and

�����

∫ t+σ

t
[f (s,x ) − д(x )] ds

�����
≤ µk (t )

for every (x ,σ ) ∈ U × [0, 1] and t ≥ 0. 3

A special case of the convergence result for asymptotically autonomous semiflows in the-
orem 11 for a certain group of ODEs can be found in [SW95, theorem F.1 on p. 295].
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This chapter contains all programme codes that were developed for this thesis but are not pub-
licly available. However, this is only a small fraction of my programming efforts since by far the
largest amount of code was contributed to JuliaDiffEq, the Julia differential equation solver pro-
ject on Github. In particular, the DDE solver in DelayDiffEq.jl [Jul17n] was almost completely
rewritten and extended by myself.

B.1. Plots

In this sections all Julia functions are listed that were used for the creation of plots in this thesis.
If you would like to run them on your own computer you have to import the following Julia
packages:

Code B.1.1: Packages for plotting

1 using DelayDiffEq, LaTeXStrings

2

3 import PGFPlotsX: @pgf, Axis, Coordinates, Plot, save

In all plotting functions DDEs are solved with DelayDiffEq.jl [Jul17n] and plots of solutions
are exported as TikZ pictures in separate TEX files with PGFPlotsX.jl [Car17]. With the LATEX
library PGFPlots publication quality figures can be created from these files.

Plots of solutions of Hutchinson’s equation (1.2.4) for parameters a = 0.3, a = 1.4, and a = 1.7
with t0 = 0 and ϕ (t ) = 0.1 on [−1, 0] are created by codes B.1.2 and B.1.3.

Code B.1.2: Solutions of Hutchinson’s equation (1.2.4)

1 ”””

2 plot_hutchinson([file = ”../../tex/pgfplots/hutchinson.tex”])

3

4 Save plot of solutions of Hutchinson’s equation

5

6 ‘‘‘math

7 N’(t) = aN(t)(1 - N(t-1))

8 ‘‘‘

9

10 for ‘‘0 \\leq t \\leq 50‘‘ with history function ‘‘N(t) = 0.1‘‘ on ‘‘[-1, 0]‘‘,

11 for parameters ‘‘a = 0.3‘‘ and ‘‘a = 1.4‘‘, in ‘file‘.

12 ”””

13 function plot_hutchinson(file = ”../../tex/pgfplots/hutchinson.tex”)

14 # create parameterised Hutchinson’s equation and history function

15 f = DDEParameterizedFunction((t, u, h, a) -> a * u * (1 - h(t - 1)), 0.3)

16 h(t) = 0.1
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17

18 # compute solution of Hutchinson’s equation for a = 1.4 and 0 ≤ t ≤ 50

19 dde1 = DDEProblem(f, h, 0.1, (0.0, 50.0), [1.0])

20 sol1 = solve(dde1, MethodOfSteps(OwrenZen4()))

21

22 # compute solution of Hutchinson’s equation for a = 0.3 and 0 ≤ t ≤ 50

23 f.params = 1.4

24 dde2 = DDEProblem(f, h, 0.1, (0.0, 50.0), [1])

25 sol2 = solve(dde2, MethodOfSteps(OwrenZen4()))

26

27 # plot solutions

28 t = linspace(0, 50, 100 * max(length(sol1.t), length(sol2.t)))

29 @pgf axis = Axis([

30 Plot(Coordinates(t, sol1(t)), { no_marks }; label = L”\alpha=0.3”),

31 Plot(Coordinates(t, sol2(t)), { no_marks }; label = L”\alpha=1.4”)],

32 {

33 xlabel = L”t”,

34 ylabel = L”N(t)”,

35 xmin = 0,

36 xmax = 50,

37 grid = ”major”,

38 })

39 save(file, axis; include_preamble = false)

40 end

Code B.1.3: Time delay embedding of Hutchinson’s equation (1.2.4)

1 ”””

2 plot_hutchinson_embedding([file =

”../../tex/pgfplots/hutchinson_embedding.tex”])↪→

3

4 Save plot of time delay embedding of solution of Hutchinson’s equation

5

6 ‘‘‘math

7 N’(t) = 1.7 N(t)(1 - N(t-1))

8 ‘‘‘

9

10 for ‘‘1 \\leq t \\leq 50‘‘ with history function ‘‘N(t) = 0.1‘‘ on ‘‘[-1, 0]‘‘

11 in ‘file‘.

12 ”””

13 function plot_hutchinson_embedding(file =

”../../tex/pgfplots/hutchinson_embedding.tex”)↪→

14 # create Hutchinson’s equation and history function

15 f(t, u, h) = 1.7 * u * (1 - h(t - 1))

16 h(t) = 0.1

17

18 # compute solution of Hutchinson’s equation

19 dde = DDEProblem(f, h, 0.1, (0.0, 50.0), [1])

20 sol = solve(dde, MethodOfSteps(OwrenZen4()))

21
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22 # plot time delay embedding

23 t = linspace(1, 50, 100 * length(sol.t))

24 @pgf axis = Axis(Plot(Coordinates(sol(t), sol(t - 1)), { no_marks }),

25 {

26 xlabel = L”N(t)”,

27 ylabel = L”N(t-1)”,

28 grid = ”major”,

29 })

30 save(file, axis; include_preamble = false)

31 end

Similarly codes B.1.4 and B.1.4 generate plots of solutions of Mackey-Glass equation (1.2.7)
for parameters γ = 1, β = 2, n = 9.65, and τ = 2 with ϕ (t ) = 0.5 on [−2, 0].

Code B.1.4: Solution of Mackey-Glass equation (1.2.7)

1 ”””

2 plot_mackey_glass([file = ”../../tex/pgfplots/mackey_glass.tex”])

3

4 Save plot of solutions of delay logistic equation

5

6 ‘‘‘math

7 x’(t) = \\frac{\\beta x(t-\\tau)}{1 + x(t-\\tau)^n} - \\gamma x(t)

8 ‘‘‘

9

10 for ‘‘300 \\leq t \\leq 600‘‘ with history function ‘‘x(t) = 0.5‘‘ on ‘‘[-2, 0]‘‘,

11 for parameters ‘‘\\gamma = 1‘‘, ‘‘\\beta = 2‘‘, ‘‘n = 9.65‘‘, and ‘‘\\tau = 2‘‘,

12 in ‘file‘.

13 ”””

14 function plot_mackey_glass(file = ”../../tex/pgfplots/mackey_glass.tex”)

15 # create Mackey-Glass equation and history function

16 f(t, u, h) = 2 * h(t - 2) / (1 + h(t - 2)^9.65) - u

17 h(t) = 0.5

18

19 # compute solution of Mackey-Glass equation for 0 ≤ t ≤ 600

20 dde = DDEProblem(f, h, 0.5, (0.0, 600.0), [2])

21 sol = solve(dde, MethodOfSteps(Rosenbrock23()))

22

23 # plot solution

24 t = linspace(300, 600, 5 * length(sol.t))

25 @pgf axis = Axis(

26 Plot(Coordinates(t, sol(t)), { no_marks }),

27 {

28 xlabel = L”t”,

29 ylabel = L”x(t)”,

30 xmin = 300,

31 xmax = 600,

32 grid = ”major”,

33 })

34 save(file, axis; include_preamble = false)

35 end
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Code B.1.5: Time delay embedding of Mackey-Glass equation (1.2.7)

1 ”””

2 plot_mackey_glass_embedding([file =

”../../tex/pgfplots/mackey_glass_embedding.tex”])↪→

3

4 Save plot of time delay embedding of solution of Mackey-Glass equation

5

6 ‘‘‘math

7 x’(t) = \\frac{\\beta x(t-\\tau)}{1 + x(t-\\tau)^n} - \\gamma x(t)

8 ‘‘‘

9

10 for ‘‘2 \\leq t \\leq 600‘‘ with history function ‘‘x(t) = 0.5‘‘ on ‘‘[-2, 0]‘‘,

11 for parameters ‘‘\\gamma = 1‘‘, ‘‘\\beta = 2‘‘, ‘‘n = 9.65‘‘, and ‘‘\\tau = 2‘‘,

12 in ‘file‘.

13 ”””

14 function plot_mackey_glass_embedding(file =

”../../tex/pgfplots/mackey_glass_embedding.tex”)↪→

15 # create Mackey-Glass equation and history function

16 f(t, u, h) = 2 * h(t - 2) / (1 + h(t - 2)^9.65) - u

17 h(t) = 0.5

18

19 # compute solution of Mackey-Glass equation for 0 ≤ t ≤ 600

20 dde = DDEProblem(f, h, 0.5, (0.0, 600.0), [2])

21 sol = solve(dde, MethodOfSteps(Rosenbrock23()))

22

23 # plot time delay embedding

24 t = linspace(2, 600, 10 * length(sol.t))

25 @pgf axis = Axis(Plot(Coordinates(sol(t), sol(t - 2)), { no_marks }),

26 {

27 xlabel = L”x(t)”,

28 ylabel = L”x(t-2)”,

29 grid = ”major”,

30 })

31 save(file, axis; include_preamble = false)

32 end

Code B.1.6 generates plots of simulations of QS model (2.2.17) with ODE methods BS3, Owren-
Zen3, OwrenZen5, Rosenbrock23, Rodas4, and Rodas5. At fixed and adaptive absolute tolerances
numerical solutions are computed to DDE system (2.2.17) with the published estimated para-
meters of experiment CC2 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14].

Code B.1.6: Simulations of QS model (2.2.17)

1 using DiffEqProblemLibrary, DiffEqCallbacks

2

3 ”””

4 plot_qs_simulations([prefix = ”../../tex/pgfplots/qs_simulation_”])

5

6 Plot simulations of the original QS model by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.

7 (published parameters of experiment CC2) with different ODE methods ‘BS3‘,
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8 ‘OwrenZen3‘, ‘OwrenZen5‘, ‘Rosenbrock23‘, ‘Rodas4‘, and ‘Rodas5‘, at fixed

9 absolute tolerances of 1e-6 and at adaptive absolute tolerances.

10 ”””

11 function plot_qs_simulations(prefix = ”../../tex/pgfplots/qs_simulation_”)

12 for (alg, autoabstol) in Iterators.product((BS3, OwrenZen3, OwrenZen5,

13 Rosenbrock23, Rodas4, Rodas5),

14 (false, true))

15 # determine file name

16 file = string(prefix, autoabstol ? ”autoabstol_” : ””,

17 replace(string(alg), r”^.*\.”, ””), ”.tex”)

18

19 # compute solution of QS model

20 if autoabstol

21 sol = solve(prob_dde_qs, MethodOfSteps(alg()); save_idxs = 3,

22 abstol = fill(1e-6, 5),

23 callback = AutoAbstol(init_curmax = zeros(5)))

24 else

25 sol = solve(prob_dde_qs, MethodOfSteps(alg()); save_idxs = 3)

26 end

27

28 # plot AHL dynamics

29 t = linspace(prob_dde_qs.tspan[1], prob_dde_qs.tspan[2],

30 100 * length(sol.t))

31 @pgf axis = Axis([Plot(Coordinates(t, sol(t)), { no_marks }),

32 Plot(Coordinates(sol.t, sol.u), { only_marks,

33 mark = ”o” })],

34 {

35 xlabel = L”t”,

36 x_unit = ”\\hour”,

37 ylabel = L”A(t)”,

38 y_unit = ”\\mol\\per\\litre”,

39 xmin = prob_dde_qs.tspan[1],

40 xmax = prob_dde_qs.tspan[2],

41 grid = ”major”,

42 })

43 save(file, axis; include_preamble = false)

44 end

45 end

In code B.1.7 average and maximal interpolation errors are computed for simulations of the
same QS model (2.2.17) at different absolute and relative tolerances. The benchmarks are ex-
ecuted with the same ODE methods used for simulations in code B.1.6.

Code B.1.7: Benchmarks of QS model (2.2.17)

1 using DiffEqProblemLibrary, DiffEqDevTools

2

3 ”””

4 plot_qs_benchmark([prefix = ”../../tex/pgfplots/qs_benchmark_”])

5

6 Plot benchmarks of average and maximal interpolation errors for simulations
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7 of the original QS model by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. (published parameters of

8 experiment CC2) with different ODE methods ‘BS3‘, ‘OwrenZen3‘, ‘OwrenZen5‘,

9 ‘Rosenbrock23‘, ‘Rodas4‘, and ‘Rodas5‘ at high tolerances and methods

‘Rosenbrock23‘↪→

10 and ‘Rodas5‘ at low tolerances.

11 ”””

12 function plot_qs_benchmark(prefix = ”../../tex/pgfplots/qs_benchmark_”)

13 # compute test solution of AHL dynamics at low tolerances

14 sol = solve(prob_dde_qs, MethodOfSteps(Vern9(), max_fixedpoint_iters=1000);

15 reltol=1e-14, abstol=1e-14, save_idxs=3)

16 test_sol = TestSolution(sol)

17

18 # range of high and low tolerances

19 abstols = (1./10.^(4:7), 1./10.^(8:11))

20 reltols = (1./10.^(1:4), 1./10.^(5:8))

21

22 # methods for high tolerances

23 setups_high = [Dict(:alg => MethodOfSteps(BS3())),

24 Dict(:alg => MethodOfSteps(OwrenZen3())),

25 Dict(:alg => MethodOfSteps(OwrenZen5())),

26 Dict(:alg => MethodOfSteps(Rosenbrock23())),

27 Dict(:alg => MethodOfSteps(Rodas4())),

28 Dict(:alg => MethodOfSteps(Rodas5()))]

29 names_high = [”BS3”, ”OwrenZen3”, ”OwrenZen5”,

30 ”Rosenbrock23”, ”Rodas4”, ”Rodas5”]

31

32 # methods for low tolerances

33 setups_low = [Dict(:alg => MethodOfSteps(Rosenbrock23())),

34 Dict(:alg => MethodOfSteps(Rodas5()))]

35 names_low = [”Rosenbrock23”, ”Rodas5”]

36

37 # at both high and low tolerances

38 for (prefix, setups, abstols, reltols, names) in zip(prefix .* (”high_”,

”low_”),↪→

39 (setups_high,

setups_low),↪→

40 abstols, reltols,

41 (names_high, names_low))

42 # for both average and maximal interpolation errors

43 for error_estimate in (:L2, :L∞)

44 # execute benchmarks

45 wp = WorkPrecisionSet(prob_dde_qs, abstols, reltols, setups;

46 names = names, save_idxs = 3, appxsol =

test_sol,↪→

47 maxiters = Int(1e5),

48 error_estimate = error_estimate)

49

50 # plot results

51 @pgf axis = Axis([Plot(Coordinates(wp[i].errors, wp[i].times);

52 label = string(”\\texttt{”, wp.names[i], ”}”))

53 for i in 1:length(wp)],
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54 {

55 xlabel = ”Error”,

56 ylabel = ”Time”,

57 y_unit = ”\\second”,

58 xmode = ”log”,

59 ymode = ”log”,

60 grid = ”major”,

61 })

62 save(string(prefix, error_estimate, ”.tex”), axis;

63 include_preamble = false)

64 end

65 end

66 end

With the help of the generic function in code B.1.8 we visualise the fit of a solution of a QS
model to the experimental data by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]. The implementation of
the QS models is explained in appendix B.3.

Code B.1.8: Observables of solution to QS model and measurement data

1 ”””

2 plot_fit(sol::DESolution, M::Type{<:QSModel}, file::String[,

3 data::DiffEqArray = exp_data(M)]; siunitx::Bool = true,

4 log::Bool = true)

5

6 Plot observables of solution ‘sol‘ to a QS model of type ‘M‘ and measurements

7 ‘data‘ to ‘file‘. If ‘siunitx‘ is ‘true‘, labels of axes include units of the

8 LaTeX package ‘siunitx‘; if ‘log‘ is ‘false‘, AHL concentrations of solution ‘sol‘

9 are not log-transformed.

10 ”””

11 function plot_fit(sol::DESolution, M::Type{<:QSModel}, file::String,

12 data::DiffEqArray = exp_data(M); siunitx::Bool = true,

13 log::Bool = true)

14 # compute observables

15 ts = linspace(sol.t[1], sol.t[end], 100 * length(sol.t))

16 y = observables(sol, ts, M, Val{log})

17

18 # remove missing entries from measurements

19 dataN, dataA = dropnull(data)

20

21 @pgf begin

22 ax1 = Axis([

23 # plot observables of AHL concentration

24 Plot(Coordinates(ts, y[2]), { ”blue!75!black”, no_marks };

25 incremental = false),

26 # plot log-transformed measurements of AHL concentration

27 Plot(Coordinates(dataA.t, dataA.u), { blue, only_marks, mark = ”*” };

28 incremental = false)],

29 {

30 scale_only_axis,

31 ”axis y line*” = ”left”,
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32 y_axis_style = ”blue!75!black”,

33 xlabel = ”Time”,

34 ylabel = log ? ”log-transformed AHL concentration” :

35 ”AHL concentration”,

36 xmin = ts[1],

37 xmax = ts[end],

38 xmajorgrids,

39 })

40

41 ax2 = Axis([

42 # add legends of AHL concentration

43 ”\\addlegendimage{blue!75!black,no marks}”,

44 log ? ”\\addlegendentry{\$y_A\$}” : ”\\addlegendentry{\$A\$}”,

45 ”\\addlegendimage{blue,only marks}”,

46 ”\\addlegendentry{\$\\tilde{A}\$}”,

47 # plot observables of cell density

48 Plot(Coordinates(ts, y[1]), { ”green!75!black”, no_marks };

49 label = L”y_N”, incremental = false),

50 # plot measurements of cell density

51 Plot(Coordinates(dataN.t, dataN.u), { green, only_marks,

52 mark = ”square*” };

53 label = L”\tilde{N}”, incremental = false)],

54 {

55 scale_only_axis,

56 axis_x_line = ”none”,

57 ”axis y line*” = ”right”,

58 y_axis_style = ”green!75!black”,

59 ylabel = ”Cell density”,

60 xmin = ts[1],

61 xmax = ts[end],

62 ymin = 0,

63 legend_style = { at = { ”(1.05, 1.0)” },

64 anchor = ”north west” }

65 })

66 end

67

68 # add units (can be disabled for interactive plotting in REPL)

69 if siunitx

70 ax1[”x unit”] = ”\\hour”

71 if !log

72 ax1[”y unit”] = ”\\mol\\per\\litre”

73 end

74 ax2[”y unit”] = ”\\cell\\per\\litre”

75 end

76

77 # limit AHL concentration to 0 if no log-transformation applied

78 if !log

79 ax1[”ymin”] = 0

80 end

81

82 # define plot settings
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83 opts = ”\\pgfplotsset{set layers, y axis style/.style = {” *

84 ”yticklabel style = \#1, ylabel style = \#1, y axis line style = \#1,” *

85 ”ytick style = \#1}}”

86

87 # create figure

88 figure = PGFPlotsX.TikzPicture([opts, ax1, ax2])

89

90 save(file, figure; include_preamble = false)

91 end

Codes B.1.9 and B.1.10 show how the generic function in code B.1.8 is used to plot measure-
ments and the dynamics of a QS model with the parameters published by Buddrus-Schiemann
et al. [Bud+14] in table 4.3 or our estimated parameters in tables 4.5 and 4.6. The Julia pack-
age JLD2.jl [Kor17] allows us to save and load groups of estimates in a HDF5-compatible file
format. In appendix B.5 we present the implementation of our parameter estimation algorithm.
Figures B.1 to B.3 visualise the fit of the QS models with the published parameters by Buddrus-
Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] to the measurements of experiment CC3. In figs. B.4 to B.6 we show
the observables of the QS models with our estimated parameters for experiment CC3.

Code B.1.9: Fit of QS models (4.4.3) and (4.4.5) with parameters by Buddrus-Schiemann
et al. [Bud+14]

1 ”””

2 plot_fit_buddrus([prefix = ”../../tex/pgfplots/fit_buddrus_”])

3

4 Plot fit of measurements of experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.

5 and observables of the simplified QS models (one and two populations) with adapted

6 parameter estimates by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. to files with ‘prefix‘.

7 ”””

8 function plot_fit_buddrus(prefix = ”../../tex/pgfplots/fit_buddrus_”)

9 for (prob, name) in zip((SIMPLE_QS_PROBLEM, SIMPLE_MOD_QS_PROBLEM,

10 SIMPLE_CC3_QS_PROBLEM, SIMPLE_MOD_CC3_QS_PROBLEM),

11 (”CC2_one”, ”CC2_two”, ”CC3_one”, ”CC3_two”))

12 # solve QS model

13 sol = solve(prob, MethodOfSteps(Rodas5()); abstol = 1e-9, reltol = 1e-6)

14

15 # plot fit

16 output_base = prefix * name

17 plot_fit(sol, typeof(prob.f), output_base * ”.tex”, exp_data(prob))

18 plot_fit(sol, typeof(prob.f), output_base * ”_nolog.tex”,

19 exp_data(prob, Val{false}); log = false)

20 end

21 end

Code B.1.10: Fit of QS models (4.4.3) and (4.4.5) with estimated parameters in tables 4.5
and 4.6

1 using JLD2

2

3 ”””
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4 plot_fit_estim([prefix = ”../../tex/pgfplots/fit_estim_”, file =

”estim.jld2”])↪→

5

6 Plot fit of measurements of experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.

7 and observables of the simplified QS models (one and two populations) with the

8 best parameter estimates in ‘file‘ to files with ‘prefix‘.

9 ”””

10 function plot_fit_estim(prefix = ”../../tex/pgfplots/fit_estim_”,

11 file = ”estim.jld2”)

12 jldopen(file, ”r”) do estim

13 for (model, name) in zip((SimpleQSModel, SimpleModQSModel,

14 SimpleCC3QSModel, SimpleModCC3QSModel),

15 (”CC2/one”, ”CC2/two”, ”CC3/one”, ”CC3/two”))

16 # load parameter candidates and corresponding RGCV scores

17 minx = estim[name * ”/minx”]

18 rgcv = estim[name * ”/rgcv”]

19

20 # create QS model with best parameters

21 m = model(minx[indmin(rgcv)])

22

23 # calculate solution

24 sol = solve(QSProblem(m), MethodOfSteps(Rodas5()); abstol = 1e-9,

25 reltol = 1e-6)

26

27 # plot fit with untransformed and log-transformed AHL concentration

28 output_base = prefix * replace(name, ”/”, ”_”)

29 plot_fit(sol, model, output_base * ”.tex”, exp_data(model))

30 plot_fit(sol, model, output_base * ”_nolog.tex”,

31 exp_data(model, Val{false}); log = false)

32 end

33 end

34 end

B.2. Data

As explained in section 4.2, for parameter estimation measurements and observables of AHL
concentrations were transformed with a shifted logarithm function x 7→ log((x + c )/x0) where
we chose x0 = 1[x ] = 1mol l−1 and c = 0.5 × 10−9mol l−1.

Code B.2.1: Shifted log-transformation

1 ”””

2 logϵp(x)

3

4 Shift data with 0.5e-9 (≈ half of the smallest measured AHL concentration)

5 before applying log-transformation.

6 ”””

7 logϵp(x) = Base.Math.JuliaLibm.log(x + 0.5e-9)

In code B.2.2 the original and transformed measurements of experiments CC2 and CC3 by
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Figure B.1.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and log-transformed measurements of AHL concen-
tration Ã of experiment CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and correspond-
ing observablesyN andyA of the simplified QS model (4.4.3) with adapted parameter
estimates of experiment CC3 in table 4.3. Created by code B.1.9.
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Figure B.2.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and non-transformed measurements of AHL con-
centration Ã of experiment CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and corres-
ponding observable yN and internal state A of the simplified QS model (4.4.3) with
adapted parameter estimates of experiment CC3 in table 4.3. Created by code B.1.9.
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Figure B.3.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and log-transformed measurements of AHL concen-
tration Ã of experiment CC3 by [Bud+14] and corresponding observables yN and yA
of the simplified QS model (4.4.5) with adapted parameter estimates of experiment
CC3 in table 4.3 which were additionally transformed according to eq. (4.4.6). Cre-
ated by code B.1.9.
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Figure B.4.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and log-transformed measurements of AHL concen-
tration Ã of experiment CC3 by [Bud+14] and corresponding observables yN and yA
of the simplified QS model (4.4.5) with estimated parameters in table 4.5. Created by
code B.1.10.
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Figure B.5.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and non-transformed measurements of AHL con-
centration Ã of experiment CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and corres-
ponding observable yN and internal state A of the simplified QS model (4.4.3) with
estimated parameters in table 4.5. Created by code B.1.10.
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Figure B.6.: Measurements of cell density Ñ and log-transformed measurements of AHL concen-
tration Ã of experiment CC3 by [Bud+14] and corresponding observables yN and yA
of the simplified QS model (4.4.5) with estimated parameters in table 4.6. Created by
code B.1.10.
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Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] in tables 4.1 and 4.2 are saved as constants in the standard
output format of solutions by DifferentialEquations.jl. The format summarises time vectors
and state vectors in a DiffEqArray type, which is part of the RecursiveArrayTools.jl pack-
age [Jul17m].

Code B.2.2: Experimental data by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14]

1 using RecursiveArrayTools

2

3 ”””

4 Measurements of experiment CC2 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.

5 ”””

6 const CC2 = DiffEqArray(vcat.(

7 # cell densities [cell/L]

8 [843881200, 173217720000, 230956960000, 268709540000, 275371760000,

9 308682860000, 390850240000, 437485780000, 446368740000, 473017620000,

10 461913920000, 461913920000, 457472440000, 450810220000, Nullable(),

11 466355400000, 461913920000, 473017620000, 477459100000, 450810220000,

12 457472440000, 464134660000, 468576140000, 457472440000],

13 # AHL concentrations [mol/L]

14 [0.0, 1.36658e-7, 1.1576e-7, 1.36121e-7, 1.45141e-7, 1.84594e-7, 3.51628e-7,

15 4.40156e-7, 5.95196e-7, 6.16612e-7, 6.19935e-7, 4.95969e-7, 4.7597e-7,

16 4.04463e-7, 4.04003e-7, 3.19779e-7, 1.57421e-7, 2.91008e-7, 2.78142e-7,

17 2.54326e-7, 1.3216e-7, 1.25908e-7, 1.09462e-7, 9.87359e-8]),

18 # time points of measurements [h]

19 Float64[0, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,

20 28, 29, 30, 36, 38, 40, 42])

21

22 ”””

23 Measurements of experiment CC2 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. with log-transformed

24 AHL concentrations.

25 ”””

26 const CC2_LOG = DiffEqArray(map(x -> [x[1], logϵp.(x[2])], CC2.u), CC2.t)

27

28 ”””

29 Measurements of experiment CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.

30 ”””

31 const CC3 = DiffEqArray(vcat.(

32 # cell densities [cell/L]

33 [732844200, 1332444000, 1554518000, Nullable(), Nullable(), 1554518000,

34 11769922000, 10437478000, 6662220000, 15767254000, 15545180000,

35 12214070000, 25760584000, 30868286000, 24428140000, 77947974000,

36 110370778000, 182100680000, 250943620000, 457472440000, 1112590740000,

37 1037085580000, 1070396680000, 1536752080000, 1518986160000, 1474571360000,

38 1454584700000, 1476792100000, 1328002520000, Nullable()],

39 # AHL concentrations [mol/L]

40 [0.0, 0.0, 1.685e-9, 2.089e-9, 3.746e-9, 10.882e-9, 2.998e-9, 9.968e-9,

7.771e-9,↪→

41 26.062e-9, 21.531e-9, 28.349e-9, 16.385e-9, 53.699e-9, 64.908e-9, 90.361e-9,

42 119.626e-9, 95.557e-9, 197.696e-9, 290.911e-9, 200.309e-9, 272.763e-9,

43 165.012e-9, 319.163e-9, 99.747e-9, 179.357e-9, 211.424e-9, 168.603e-9,

44 196.537e-9, 162.606e-9]),
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45 # time points of measurements [h]

46 Float64[0, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,

47 31, 32, 33, 34, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49])

48

49 ”””

50 Measurements of experiment CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. with log-transformed

51 AHL concentrations.

52 ”””

53 const CC3_LOG = DiffEqArray(map(x -> [x[1], logϵp.(x[2])], CC3.u), CC3.t)

The adapted parameter estimates of experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.
[Bud+14], which are shown in table 4.3, are saved as ordered dictionaries. The type Ordered-

Dict is part of the Julia package Datastructures.jl [Jul17a] and implements dictionaries whose
entries are ordered according to insertion and hence can be retrieved deterministically.

Code B.2.3: Adapted parameter estimates in table 4.3

1 using DataStructures

2

3 ”””

4 Adapted parameters of experiment CC2 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.

5 ”””

6 const CC2_PARAMS = OrderedDict{Symbol,Float64}(

7 # initial values S⁰ (not fitted), N⁰, A⁰, C⁰, L⁰

8 :S⁰ => 1, :N⁰ => 8.4e8, :A⁰ => 2.5e-9, :C⁰ => 1.52e-1, :L⁰ => 7.5e-18,

9 # time delay τ (not fitted) and wash-out rate D (not fitted)

10 :τ => 2.0, :D => 0.1,

11 # growth parameters γₛ, Kₘ, nₛ, a

12 :γₛ => 1.3e-12, :Kₘ => 0.38, :nₛ => 1.3, :a => 0.66,

13 # AHL parameters αₐ, βₐ, C₁, n₁, γₐ, Rₜₒₜ, γ₃, αC

14 :αₐ => 2.3e-19, :βₐ => 2.3e-18, :C₁ => 0.14, :n₁ => 2.3, :γₐ => 0.05,

15 :Rₜₒₜ => 5e-7, :γ₃ => 0.080, :αC => 4e4,

16 # lactonase parameters αₗ, C₂, n₂, γₗ

17 :αₗ => 1.65e-11, :C₂ => 0.14, :n₂ => 2.5, :γₗ => 0.005)

18

19 ”””

20 Adapted parameters of experiment CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.

21 ”””

22 const CC3_PARAMS = OrderedDict{Symbol,Float64}(

23 # initial values S⁰ (not fitted), N⁰, A⁰, C⁰, L⁰

24 :S⁰ => 1, :N⁰ => 1.8e8, :A⁰ => 1e-8, :C⁰ => 2.05e-3, :L⁰ => 6.25e-18,

25 # time delay τ (not fitted) and wash-out rate D (not fitted)

26 :τ => 2.0, :D => 0.2,

27 # growth parameters γₛ, Kₘ, nₛ, a

28 :γₛ => 2.5e-13, :Kₘ => 0.41, :nₛ => 1.3, :a => 0.56,

29 # AHL parameters αₐ, βₐ, C₁, n₁, γₐ, Rₜₒₜ, γ₃, αC

30 :αₐ => 2.3e-19, :βₐ => 2.3e-18, :C₁ => 1.75e-3, :n₁ => 2.3, :γₐ => 0.05,

31 :Rₜₒₜ => 4e-5, :γ₃ => 0.080, :αC => 4e4,

32 # lactonase parameters αₗ, C₂, n₂, γₗ

33 :αₗ => 1.375e-11, :C₂ => 1.75e-3, :n₂ => 2.5, :γₗ => 0.005)
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B.3. Model

In principle, it is possible to implement our QS models (4.4.3) and (4.4.5) by simple functions
which satisfy the requirements of DelayDiffEq.jl. By following the examples in the document-
ation we can formulate our models quite easily and straightforward. However, in systems such
as our QS systems with many parameters that we might want to modify and that are at least
partially changed during the optimisation procedure in parameter estimation, it is inconvenient
to completely rewrite our models, either manually or by another programme, every time we
change a parameter. Therefore DifferentialEquations.jl introduces types of so-called para-
meterized functions which allow to both call these function with non-default parameters and to
modify the default parameters.

Additionally, DifferentialEquations.jl adds different traits for Jacobians or parameter de-
rivatives which can be specified in different methods of our model function and can then be used
by numerical solvers and for sensitivity analysis. Unfortunately already for our QS model (4.4.3)
with only one population there exist many different parameter derivatives of our system and
hence their implementation is cumbersome, lengthy, and error-prone. Therefore the package
ParameterizedFunctions.jl provides some very convenient wrappers which allow to specify
ODEs in a very intuitive way by mathematical equations and can automatically implement dif-
ferent methods for among others parameters derivatives and Jacobians by symbolic calculation.
Sometimes symbolic computation might not be suitable or might yield too complex or com-
putationally inefficient formulas, and hence it is planned to add automatic differentiation as a
fallback. Automatic differentiation is already used bymany numerical ODE solvers in Ordinary-

DiffEq.jl and is usually a very efficient and accurate computational method for differentiation,
in particular compared to classic differentiation by finite differences.

However, ParameterizedFunctions.jl does not support DDEs, and hence its automatic cre-
ation of parameterized functions and their derivatives is no option for our QS models. Hence
we write our own set of functions and wrappers that provide a similar functionality for our
models. Of course, since so far the main intention and motivation are our QS models, our code
does not contain as many features as ParameterizedFunctions.jl and, although quite generally
applicable, it is neither tested nor intended to work with a general class of DDE systems.

Analogously to ParameterizedFunctions.jl, our functions and scripts make use of metapro-
gramming, i.e. these functions create and rewrite Julia code and expressions and thus we write
code which itself generates code that is then executed. Metaprogramming is an advanced but
very powerful feature of Julia. The online documentation of Julia contains a chapter about meta-
programming and presents some examples [Lan17]. With the implementation in this section we
are able to define a model function of the exemplary type SimpleQS for our QS model (4.4.3) with
one population, default parameters of experiment CC2 in table 4.3, and fixed parameters S0, D,
and τ by just writing

Code B.3.1: Example QS model

1 @qsmodel SimpleQS 1 S⁰ D τ

The macro @qsmodel automatically generates a function of the correct type with the chosen
name. It fixes these three parameters, symbolically calculates parameter derivatives of all other
parameters for both the right hand side of our DDE system and the constant initial function,
and calculates the regular Jacobian as well as the Jacobians of the deviated argument. Since we
want to obtain the same features for arbitrary other fixed parameters and especially also for
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an arbitrary amount of populations we do not write functions such as parameter derivatives or
Jacobians directly but instead write functions that generate suitable Julia expressions of these
functions.

A great help for high-level parsing of Julia expressions is the package MacroTools.jl [Inn17].
We use it to convert Julia expressions of mathematical equations with derivatives of the form
S ′(t ), deviated arguments such asC (t − τ ), and standard mathematical notation to a format that
the package SymPy.jl [Jul17p] understands which is used for symbolic calculations. SymPy.jl
provides an interface to the Python library SymPy for symbolic mathematics. The whole set of
functions required for easily converting betweenmathematical expressions and a format suitable
for SymPy.jl is shown in code B.3.2. Unfortunately greek unicode letters have to be converted,
and so naively the subset of parameters with greek letters in our QS models is mapped to other
names SymPy can deal with. Of course, for general models this restriction restrains the use of
greek letters in parameter names.

Code B.3.2: Conversions to format of SymPy.jl

1 using MacroTools, DataStructures

2

3 import SymPy: Sym, diff, jacobian, simplify, factor

4

5 # map of parameters with greek unicode letters and their simplified name

6 const GREEK_DICT = Dict(”γₛ” => ”gamma_s”, ”αₐ” => ”alpha_a”, ”βₐ” => ”beta_a”,

7 ”γₐ” => ”gamma_a”, ”γ₃” => ”gamma_3”, ”αC” => ”alpha_c”,

8 ”αₗ” => ”alpha_l”, ”γₗ” => ”gamma_l”, ”τ” => ”tau”)

9

10 ”””

11 sanitize(str)

12

13 Create sanitized version of string ‘str‘ with greek unicode letters replaced by

14 characters that SymPy can handle.

15 ”””

16 function sanitize(str::String)

17 # iteratively replace characters

18 for (k, v) in GREEK_DICT

19 str = replace(str, k, v)

20 end

21

22 return str

23 end

24 sanitize(x) = sanitize(string(prettify(x)))

25

26 ”””

27 desanitize(str)

28

29 Replace simplified parameters in string ‘str‘ by greek unicode letters.

30 ”””

31 function desanitize(str::String)

32 for (k, v) in GREEK_DICT

33 str = replace(str, v, k)

34 end

35 return str
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36 end

37 desanitize(x) = desanitize(string(x))

38

39

40 ”””

41 encode_sympy_expr(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int})

42

43 Convert expression ‘expr‘ with variables in ‘vars‘ to a correct SymPy expression.

44

45 Note that fixed parameters have to be inlined first, and that a subset of

46 parameters with greek unicode letters are renamed. Thus this conversion does not

47 work for arbitrary expressions.

48 ”””

49 encode_sympy_expr(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}) =

50 Sym(sanitize(encode_sympy_vars(encode_sympy_derivatives(expr, vars), vars)))

51

52 ”””

53 decode_sympy_expr(sym::Sym, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int})

54

55 Convert SymPy expression ‘sym‘ with variables in ‘vars‘ to a correct Julia

56 expression.

57

58 Note that a subset of parameters with originally greek unicode letters are

renamed.↪→

59 Parameters are neither inlined nor renamed for arguments of function calls.

60 ”””

61 decode_sympy_expr(sym::Sym, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}) =

62 decode_sympy_derivatives(parse(desanitize(string(sym))), vars)

63

64 ”””

65 sympy_vars(vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}[, indvar::Symbol = :t)

66

67 Create array of SymPy functions of the variables, whose name and order is

68 contained in the dictionary ‘vars‘, with independent variable ‘indvar‘ and in

69 correct order.

70 ”””

71 function sympy_vars(vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}, t::Union{Expr,Symbol} = :t)

72 vars_arr = Vector{Sym}(length(vars))

73 for (v, i) in vars

74 vars_arr[i] = Sym(sanitize(”Function(’$v’)($(prettify(t)))”))

75 end

76

77 return vars_arr

78 end

79

80 ”””

81 encode_sympy_derivatives(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int})

82

83 Replace derivatives of the form ‘v’(t)‘ in expression ‘expr‘, where ‘v‘ is a

84 variable in ‘vars‘, with derivatives of the form ‘Derivative(v(t), t)‘ that

85 SymPy can parse, and derivatives of the form ‘v’(τ)‘ with derivatives of the
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86 form ‘Subs(Derivative(v(t), t), (t,), (τ,))‘.

87 ”””

88 encode_sympy_derivatives(ex::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}) =

89 MacroTools.prewalk(ex) do x

90 @capture(x, v_Symbol’(t_)) || return x

91 if haskey(vars, v)

92 if t == :t

93 return :(Derivative($v(t), t))

94 else

95 return :(Subs(Derivative($v(t), t), (t,), ($t,)))

96 end

97 end

98 end

99

100 ”””

101 decode_sympy_derivatives(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int})

102

103 Replace derivatives of the form ‘Subs(Derivative(v(t), t), (t,), (τ,))‘,

104 and ‘Derivative(v(t), t)‘ in expression ‘expr‘, where ‘v‘ is a variable in

105 ‘vars‘, with derivatives of the form ‘v’(t)‘.

106 ”””

107 decode_sympy_derivatives(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}) =

108 MacroTools.prewalk(expr) do x

109 @capture(x, Subs(Derivative(v_(s_), s_), (s_,), (t_,)) |

110 Derivative(v_(t_), t_)) || return x

111 if haskey(vars, v)

112 return :($v’($t))

113 end

114 return x

115 end

116 # fallback for symbols and numbers

117 decode_sympy_derivatives(ex, vars) = block(ex)

118

119 ”””

120 encode_sympy_vars(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int})

121

122 Replace functions of the form ‘v(t)‘ in expression ‘expr‘ with functions

123 of the form ‘Function(’v’)(t)‘ that SymPy can parse.

124 ”””

125 encode_sympy_vars(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}) =

126 MacroTools.prewalk(expr) do x

127 @capture(x, v_Symbol(t_)) || return x

128 if haskey(vars, v)

129 return :(Function($(Symbol(”’”, v, ”’”)))($t))

130 end

DifferentialEquations.jl expects functions with certain arguments such as time t , state
vector u, and history function h for DDEs. Moreover, to save memory allocations we write
so-called in-place methods which fill pre-allocated vectors du or matrices J with computed de-
rivatives or Jacobians. Thus we have to convert Julia expressions in mathematical notation to
this format required by our numerical solvers. For this task we use the functions in code B.3.3.
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Beside the change of mathematical variables to variables t , u, du, and function h we also ad-
just our parameters: fixed parameters are inlined and variable parameters either are obtained as
function arguments or are default values that are saved in fields of the called function.

Code B.3.3: Conversions to format of DifferentialEquations.jl

1 ”””

2 adjust(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}, params::OrderedDict{Symbol};

3 kwargs...)

4

5 Adjust derivatives, variables, and parameters in expression ‘expr‘ that are

6 contained in the dictionary ‘vars‘ for enclosing the expression in a function

7 body and replace them with correct invocations of function arguments ‘du‘, ‘u‘,

8 ‘h‘, and ‘p‘.

9 ”””

10 adjust(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}, params::OrderedDict{Symbol};

11 kwargs...) =

12 adjust_params(adjust_vars(adjust_derivatives(expr, vars), vars),

13 params; kwargs...)

14

15 ”””

16 adjust_derivatives(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int})

17

18 Adjust derivatives of variables in expression ‘expr‘ that are contained in

19 dictionary ‘vars‘ for enclosing the expression in a function body and replace

20 the variables with a correct invocation of ‘du‘ or the history function ‘h‘,

21 depending on whether they denote a current value or a past value that has to be

22 computed by the history function.

23 ”””

24 adjust_derivatives(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}) =

25 MacroTools.prewalk(expr) do x

26 @capture(x, v_Symbol’(t_)) || return x

27 if haskey(vars, v)

28 if t == :t

29 return :(du[$(vars[v])])

30 else

31 return :(h($t, Val{1}, $(vars[v])))

32 end

33 end

34 end

35

36 ”””

37 adjust_vars(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int})

38

39 Adjust variables in expression ‘expr‘ that are contained in dictionary ‘vars‘

40 for enclosing the expression in a function body and replace the variables with

41 a correct invocation of ‘u‘ or the history function ‘h‘, depending on whether

42 they denote a current value or a past value that has to be computed by the

43 history function.

44 ”””

45 adjust_vars(expr::Expr, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}) =

46 MacroTools.prewalk(expr) do x
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47 @capture(x, v_Symbol(t_)) || return x

48 if haskey(vars, v)

49 if t == nothing || t == Symbol(”t”)

50 return :(u[$(vars[v])])

51 else

52 return :(h($t, Val{0}, $(vars[v])))

53 end

54 end

55 return x

56 end

57

58 ”””

59 adjust_params(expr::Expr, params::OrderedDict{Symbol};

60 params_from_function::Bool = true,

61 param_arg::Union{Void,Symbol} = nothing)

62

63 Adjust parameters in expression ‘expr‘ that are contained in dictionary ‘params‘

64 for enclosing the expression in a function body and replace the parameters with

65 the correct invocation, depending on whether parameters of the function should

66 be given as parameters (if ‘params_from_function = true‘), be extracted from

67 the calling parameterized function (if ‘params_from_function = false‘), or a

68 parameter is provided directly (if ‘param_arg‘ is set).

69 ”””

70 function adjust_params(expr::Expr, params::OrderedDict{Symbol};

71 params_from_function::Bool = true,

72 param_arg::Union{Void,Symbol} = nothing)

73 if params_from_function

74 params_arr = collect(keys(params))

75 end

76

77 MacroTools.postwalk(expr) do x

78 @capture(x, p_Symbol) || return x

79 if p != param_arg && haskey(params, p)

80 if params_from_function

81 return :(params[$(findfirst(params_arr, p))])

82 else

83 return :(p.$(p))

84 end

85 end

86 return x

87 end

88 end

89

90 ”””

91 inline_params(expr::Expr, fixed::OrderedDict{Symbol})

92

93 Inline fixed parameters that are contained in ‘fixed‘ in the expression ‘expr‘.

94 ”””

95 inline_params(expr::Expr, fixed::OrderedDict{Symbol}) =

96 MacroTools.postwalk(expr) do x

97 @capture(x, p_Symbol) || return x
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98 if haskey(fixed, p)

99 return :($(fixed[p]))

100 end

101 return x

102 end

Together with these utilities we can derive functions that convert mathematical expressions
in a format suitable for SymPy.jl, calculate parameter derivatives or Jacobians, and then convert
the results to the format required by DifferentialEquations.jl, as shown in code B.3.4.

Code B.3.4: Generation of function overloads

1 ”””

2 compute_deriv(exprs::Vector{Expr}, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int},

3 params::OrderedDict{Symbol}, p::Symbol)

4

5 Compute derivative of system of expressions ‘exprs‘ with variables in ‘vars‘ and

6 parameters in ‘params‘ with respect to parameter ‘p‘, and return both the

7 symbolic derivative and the corresponding Julia expression.

8 ”””

9 function compute_deriv(exprs::Vector{Expr}, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int},

10 params::OrderedDict{Symbol}, p::Symbol)

11 deriv_sym = factor.(simplify.(diff(encode_sympy_expr.(exprs, vars),

12 Symbol(sanitize(p)))))

13 deriv_expr = decode_sympy_expr.(deriv_sym, vars)

14

15 return deriv_sym, deriv_expr

16 end

17

18 ”””

19 overload_deriv(::Type{Val{:deriv}}, exprs::Vector{Expr},

20 vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}, params::OrderedDict{Symbol},

21 p::Symbol)

22

23 Compute derivative of system of expressions ‘exprs‘ with variables in ‘vars‘

24 and parameters in ‘params‘ with respect to parameter ‘p‘, and return the

25 symbolic derivative, the corresponding Julia expression, and the function body

26 of the overloaded parameter derivative function.

27 ”””

28 function overload_deriv(exprs::Vector{Expr}, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int},

29 params::OrderedDict{Symbol}, p::Symbol)

30 deriv_sym, deriv_expr = compute_deriv(exprs, vars, params, p)

31

32 deriv_overload = MacroTools.@q begin

33 $((prettify(:(du[$i] = $(adjust(deriv_expr[i], vars, params;

34 params_from_function = false,

35 param_arg = p))))

36 for i in 1:length(deriv_expr))...)

37 nothing

38 end

39
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40 return deriv_sym, deriv_expr, deriv_overload

41 end

42

43 ”””

44 compute_jac(exprs::Vector{Expr}, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int},

45 params::OrderedDict{Symbol}[, t::Union{Expr,Symbol} = :t])

46

47 Compute Jacobian of system of expressions ‘exprs‘ with variables in ‘vars‘ and

48 parameters in ‘params‘ with respect to variables at time ‘t‘, and return both the

49 symbolic derivative and the corresponding Julia expression.

50 ”””

51 function compute_jac(exprs::Vector{Expr}, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int},

52 params::OrderedDict{Symbol},

53 t::Union{Expr,Symbol} = :t)

54 jac_sym = factor.(simplify.(jacobian(encode_sympy_expr.(exprs, vars),

55 sympy_vars(vars, t))))

56 jac_expr = decode_sympy_expr.(jac_sym, vars)

57

58 return jac_sym, jac_expr

59 end

60

61 ”””

62 overload_jac(exprs::Vector{Expr}, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int},

63 params::OrderedDict{Symbol}[, t::Union{Expr,Symbol} = :t])

64

65 Compute Jacobian of system of expressions ‘exprs‘ with variables in ‘vars‘ and

66 parameters in ‘params‘ with respect to variables at time ‘t‘, and return the

67 symbolic derivative, the corresponding Julia expression, and the function body

68 of the overloaded Jacobian function.

69 ”””

70 function overload_jac(exprs::Vector{Expr}, vars::OrderedDict{Symbol,Int},

71 params::OrderedDict{Symbol}, t::Union{Expr,Symbol} = :t)

72 jac_sym, jac_expr = compute_jac(exprs, vars, params, t)

73

74 jac_overload = MacroTools.@q begin

75 $((prettify(:(J[$i, $j] = $(adjust(jac_expr[i, j], vars, params;

76 params_from_function = false))))

77 for i in 1:size(jac_expr, 1), j in 1:size(jac_expr, 2))...)

78 nothing

79 end

80

81 return jac_sym, jac_expr, jac_overload

82 end

83

84 ”””

85 overload_h(exprs::Vector{Expr}, params::OrderedDict{Symbol}[,

86 ::Type{Val{inplace}} = Val{false}])

87

88 Create function body of overloaded history function for system of expressions

89 ‘exprs‘ with parameters in ‘params‘ that is either inplace or not inplace,

90 depending on the value of ‘inplace‘.
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91 ”””

92 function overload_h(exprs::Vector{Expr}, params::OrderedDict{Symbol},

93 ::Type{Val{inplace}} = Val{false}) where {inplace}

94 MacroTools.@q begin

95 if typeof(idxs) <: Void

96 [$((adjust(expr, OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}(), params;

97 params_from_function = false) for expr in exprs)...)]

98 elseif typeof(idxs) <: Number

99 1 ≤ idxs ≤ $(length(exprs)) || throw(BoundsError($exprs, idxs))

100 $((MacroTools.@q begin

101 if idxs == $i

102 return $(adjust(exprs[i], OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}(), params;

103 params_from_function = false))

104 end

105 end

106 for i in 1:length(exprs))...)

107 else

108 [$((adjust(expr, OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}(), params;

109 params_from_function = false) for expr in exprs)...)][idxs]

110 end

111 end

112 end

113

114 function overload_h(exprs::Vector{Expr}, params::OrderedDict{Symbol},

115 ::Type{Val{true}})

116 MacroTools.@q begin

117 if typeof(idxs) <: Void

118 val .= [$((adjust(expr, OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}(), params;

119 params_from_function = false)

120 for expr in exprs)...)]

121 else

122 val .=

123 @view([$((adjust(expr, OrderedDict{Symbol,Int}(), params;

124 params_from_function = false)

125 for expr in exprs)...)][idxs])

In code B.3.5 we implement our QS models as a subtype of the group of parameterized func-
tions that are defined in the package DiffEqBase [Jul17c]. Here we follow the lead of Paramet-
erizedFunctions.jl which applies the same approach for ODEs since it enables all the sane
defaults for parameterized functions already implemented by DiffEqBase. In contrast to Para-

meterizedFunctions.jl we save all fixed parameters and generated expressions in a separate
cache, so we can check correctness of parameter derivatives and Jacobians. Moreover, we add a
function to retrieve the current value of a (variable or fixed) parameter.

Code B.3.5: Type of QS models

1 using DiffEqBase

2

3 ”””

4 Special parameterized functions for QS models with ‘N‘ populations.
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5 ”””

6 abstract type QSModel{N} <: AbstractParameterizedFunction{true} end

7

8 ”””

9 Cache for fixed parameters, computed symbolic expressions, mathematical

10 expressions, and Julia expressions.

11 ”””

12 struct QSModelCache{T}

13 fixed::OrderedDict{Symbol,T}

14 raw_f_expr::Expr

15 raw_f_eqns::Vector{Expr}

16 raw_h_eqns::Vector{Expr}

17 inline_f_expr::Expr

18 inline_f_eqns::Vector{Expr}

19 inline_h_eqns::Vector{Expr}

20 inplace_f_nonexplicit::Expr

21 inplace_f_explicit::Expr

22 notinplace_h::Expr

23 inplace_h::Expr

24 deriv_f_sym::OrderedDict{Symbol,Vector{Sym}}

25 deriv_h_sym::OrderedDict{Symbol,Vector{Sym}}

26 deriv_f_expr::OrderedDict{Symbol,Vector{Expr}}

27 deriv_h_expr::OrderedDict{Symbol,Vector{Expr}}

28 deriv_f_overload::OrderedDict{Symbol,Expr}

29 deriv_h_overload::OrderedDict{Symbol,Expr}

30 jac_f_sym::Matrix{Sym}

31 jac_f_expr::Matrix{Expr}

32 jac_f_overload::Expr

33 jac_f_deviated_sym::Matrix{Sym}

34 jac_f_deviated_expr::Matrix{Expr}

35 jac_f_deviated_overload::Expr

36 end

37

38 ”””

39 get_param(model::QSModel, p::Symbol)

40

41 Retrieve value of (variable or fixed) parameter ‘p‘ of QS model ‘model‘.

42 ”””

43 get_param(model::QSModel, p::Symbol) =

44 p ∈ model.params ? getfield(model, p) : model.cache.fixed[p]

45

46 ”””

47 lag(model::QSModel)

48

49 Obtain time delay of ‘model‘.

50 ”””

51 lag(model::QSModel) = get_param(model, :τ)

52

53 ”””

54 nvars(model::QSModel)

55
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56 Return number of variables in ‘model‘.

57 ”””

58 nvars(model::QSModel{N}) where {N} = N + 4

59

60 ”””

61 history(model::QSModel)

62

63 Return history function of ‘model‘.

64 ”””

65 function history(model::QSModel)

66 function model_h end

67

68 model_h(t::Number, idxs = nothing) =

69 model(Val{:h}, t, idxs)

70

71 model_h(val::AbstractArray, t::Number, idxs = nothing) =

72 model(Val{:h}, val, t, idxs)

73

74 return model_h

75 end

76

77 ”””

78 initial(model::QSModel, t::Number)

79

80 Return initial value of ‘model‘ at time point ‘t‘.

81 ”””

82 initial(model::QSModel, t::Number) = model(Val{:h}, t)

Also in our Julia implementation we keep the same notation of variables and parameters of
our QS models. Hence we need to add subscript indices to variable N and parameters γS , Km ,
and a for models with more than one population. A helpful tool are the functions in code B.3.6.

Code B.3.6: Subscripts

1 ”””

2 subscript(i::Int[, n::Int = 0])

3

4 Return subscript unicode character of number ‘i‘, if ‘n‘ is not equal to 1.

5 ”””

6 subscript(i::Int, n::Int = 0) =

7 n == 1 ? ”” : transcode(String, 0x2080+reverse(digits(UInt16, i)))

8

9 ”””

10 subscript(symb::Union{Symbol,String}, i::Int, n::Int, suffix...)

11

12 Append subscript unicode character of number ‘i‘, if ‘n‘ is not equal to 1,

13 and suffices ‘suffix‘ to symbol or string ‘symb‘.

14 ”””

15 subscript(symb::Union{Symbol,String}, i::Int, n::Int, suffix...) =

16 Symbol(symb, subscript(i, n), suffix...)
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We define the mathematical DDEs for our QS models in code B.3.7. Even though we consider
only models up to two populations of bacteria in this thesis our implementation allows an ar-
bitrary number of populations. If there are more than two populations, the cell density of the
additional populations in the chemostat is governed by similar kinetics but they produce neither
AHL nor lactonase.

Code B.3.7: Right-hand side of DDEs of QS models

1 ”””

2 create_f_eqns(n::Int)

3

4 Create vector of the raw mathematical DDEs for a QS model with ‘n‘ populations.

5 ”””

6 function create_f_eqns(n::Int)

7 exprs = Vector{Expr}(n + 4)

8

9 # build expressions for S and N

10 sExpr = :(D * (1 - S(t)))

11 for i in 1:n

12 ns = subscript(”nₛ”, i, n)

13 gs = subscript(”γₛ”, i, n)

14 Km = subscript(”Kₘ”, i, n)

15 N = subscript(”N”, i, n)

16 a = subscript(”a”, i, n)

17

18 sExpr = :($sExpr - $gs * S(t)^$ns / ($Km^$ns + S(t)^$ns) * $N(t))

19 exprs[i+1] = :($N(t) * ($a * S(t)^$ns / ($Km^$ns + S(t)^$ns) - D))

20 end

21 exprs[1] = sExpr

22

23 # expressions for A, C, and L

24 exprs[n+2] = :((αₐ + βₐ * C(t)^n₁ / (C₁^n₁ + C(t)^n₁)) *

25 $(subscript(”N”, 1, n))(t) - (γₐ + D) * A(t) +

26 Rₜₒₜ * (γ₃ * C(t) - αC * (1 - C(t)) * A(t)) - D * A(t) * L(t))

27 exprs[n+3] = :(αC * (1 - C(t)) * A(t) - γ₃ * C(t))

28 exprs[n+4] = :(αₗ * C(t-τ)^n₂ / (C₂^n₂ + C(t-τ)^n₂) *

29 $(subscript(”N”, 2, n))(t) - (γₗ + D) * L(t))

30

31 return prettify.(exprs)

32 end

Similarly we can define the simpler equations for the history function of our QS models with
arbitrary populations in code B.3.8.

Code B.3.8: History functions of QS models

1 ”””

2 create_h_eqns(n::Int)

3

4 Create vector of the raw mathematical history function for a QS model with ‘n‘

5 populations.

6 ”””
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7 function create_h_eqns(n::Int)

8 exprs = Vector{Expr}(n + 4)

9

10 # expression for S

11 exprs[1] = block(:S⁰)

12

13 # expressions for N

14 for i in 1:n

15 exprs[i+1] = block(subscript(”N”, i, n, ”⁰”))

16 end

17

18 # expressions for A, C, and L

19 exprs[n+2] = block(:A⁰)

20 exprs[n+3] = block(:C⁰)

21 exprs[n+4] = block(:L⁰)

22

23 return exprs

24 end

We also have to define default parameters for QS models with more than one population. In
code B.3.9 we derive default parameters for models with more than one population from a set
of parameters of a QS model with one population according to ⁇. The growth parameters of all
populations are set to the reference values in the template parameter set. The initial cell densities
of the first two populations are each 1/2 of the cell density of the reference set, whereas all other
initial cell densities are zero. For models with more than one population AHL and lactonase
production rates are doubled. As explained in section 4.4, the parameters are chosen such that
for the default parameters the resulting multi-population model yields the same observables as
the model with one population at the reference parameter set.

Code B.3.9: Parameters and variables of QS models

1 ”””

2 add_param!(params::OrderedDict{Symbol}, param::Symbol, val,

3 fixed::OrderedDict{Symbol})

4

5 Set parameter ‘param‘ to value ‘val‘ in dictionary ‘params‘ if it is not

6 contained in dictionary ‘fixed‘.

7 ”””

8 add_param!(params::OrderedDict{Symbol}, param::Symbol, val,

9 fixed::OrderedDict{Symbol}) =

10 !haskey(fixed, param) ? params[param] = val : nothing

11

12 ”””

13 create_params(n::Int, template::OrderedDict{Symbol},

14 fixed::OrderedDict{Symbol})

15

16 Create a dictionary of all variable parameters that are not contained in ‘fixed‘

17 for a QS model with ‘n‘ populations, with default values based on the dictionary

18 ‘template‘ for a model with one population.

19 ”””
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20 function create_params(n::Int, template::OrderedDict{Symbol},

21 fixed::OrderedDict{Symbol})

22 params = similar(template)

23

24 # set initial values

25 add_param!(params, :S⁰, template[:S⁰], fixed)

26 if n == 1

27 add_param!(params, :N⁰, template[:N⁰], fixed)

28 else

29 for i in 1:n

30 # set initial values of cell densities of first two populations

31 # each to 1/2 of the cell density of the single population in template

32 # and initial cell densities of additional populations to zero

33 add_param!(params, subscript(”N”, i, n, ”⁰”), i > 2 ? 0 :

34 template[:N⁰] / 2, fixed)

35 end

36 end

37 add_param!(params, :A⁰, template[:A⁰], fixed)

38 add_param!(params, :C⁰, template[:C⁰], fixed)

39 add_param!(params, :L⁰, template[:L⁰], fixed)

40

41 # set time delay and wash-out rate

42 add_param!(params, :τ, template[:τ], fixed)

43 add_param!(params, :D, template[:D], fixed)

44

45 # set all other growth parameters to the same value as in the template

46 for i in 1:n

47 add_param!(params, subscript(”γₛ”, i, n), template[:γₛ], fixed)

48 add_param!(params, subscript(”Kₘ”, i, n), template[:Kₘ], fixed)

49 add_param!(params, subscript(”nₛ”, i, n), template[:nₛ], fixed)

50 add_param!(params, subscript(”a”, i, n), template[:a], fixed)

51 end

52

53 # copy all other parameters but double AHL and lactonase production rates

54 for k in (:αₐ, :βₐ, :C₁, :n₁, :γₐ, :Rₜₒₜ, :γ₃, :αC, :αₗ, :C₂, :n₂, :γₗ)

55 if !haskey(params, k)

56 if n != 1 && (k == :αₐ || k == :βₐ || k == :αₗ)

57 add_param!(params, k, 2 * template[k], fixed)

58 else

59 add_param!(params, k, template[k], fixed)

60 end

61 end

62 end

63

64 return params

65 end

66

67 ”””

68 create_vars(n::Int)

69

70 Create a dictionary of all variables for a QS model with ‘n‘ populations.
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71 ”””

72 create_vars(n::Int) =

73 OrderedDict(:S => 1, (subscript(”N”, i, n) => i + 1 for i in 1:n)...,

74 :A => n + 2, :C => n + 3, :L => n + 4)

In principle we can build a QS model from these equations, parameters and variables. How-
ever, we also generate an improved model function that is slightly different from the raw DDEs.
Symbolic calculations are based on the mathematical expressions generated by code B.3.7 but
the numerical solvers use the function generated from code B.3.10 to evaluate the DDE system.
This implementation avoids redundant computations with the help of additional temporary vari-
ables and can also deal with negative values that might arise from numerical solvers and would
otherwise crash the algorithm.

Code B.3.10: Improved implementation of DDEs of QS models

1 ”””

2 hill(x, K, n)

3

4 Numerically stable Hill function (see

5 https://stackoverflow.com/questions/37074566/logistic-sigmoid-function-

implementation-numerical-precision).↪→

6 ”””

7 function hill(x, K, n)

8 if x > K

9 return 1 / (1 + (K / x)^n)

10 end

11

12 if K == 0

13 return one(x)

14 end

15

16 y = (x / K)^n

17 return y / (1 + y)

18 end

19

20 ”””

21 create_f_expr(n::Int)

22

23 Create an expression of the DDE system for a QS model with ‘n‘ populations that

24 is optimized with respect to computational efficiency and stability and also

25 handles negative values that might occur in numerical solvers.

26 ”””

27 function create_f_expr(n::Int)

28 # create temporary variables to avoid duplicate calculations

29 # and define their assignments

30 tmpSymb = [gensym(”tmp”) for i in 1:n]

31 tmpExpr = [:($(tmpSymb[i]) =

32 hill(S(t), $(subscript(”Kₘ”, i, n)),

33 $(subscript(”nₛ”, i, n))) * $(subscript(”N”, i, n))(t))

34 for i in 1:n]
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35

36 # define equations of substrate concentration and cell densities

37 # if substrate concentration is negative, derivative of cell densities

38 # (and of substrate concentration) is undefined

39 # we set both to 0 to prevent difficulties with numerical solvers

40 sExpr = :(D * (1 - S(t)))

41 nExpr = Vector{Expr}(n)

42 nZeroExpr = Vector{Expr}(n)

43 for i in 1:n

44 # create population specific symbols

45 gs = subscript(”γₛ”, i, n)

46 N = subscript(”N”, i, n)

47 a = subscript(”a”, i, n)

48

49 sExpr = :($sExpr - $gs * $(tmpSymb[i]))

50 nExpr[i] = :($N’(t) = $a * $(tmpSymb[i]) - D * $N(t))

51 nZeroExpr[i] = :($N’(t) = 0)

52 end

53 sExpr = :(S’(t) = $sExpr)

54

55 MacroTools.@q begin

56 # calculate S’ and N’

57 if S(t) < 0

58 # S’ and N’ are not defined for S < 0

59 S’(t) = 0

60 $(nZeroExpr...)

61 else

62 $(tmpExpr...)

63

64 $sExpr

65 $(nExpr...)

66 end

67

68 # calculate A’ and C’

69 if C(t) < 0

70 # A’ is not defined for C < 0

71 A’(t) = 0

72 C’(t) = max(0, αC * (1 - C(t)) * A(t) - γ₃ * C(t))

73 else

74 A’(t) = (αₐ + βₐ * hill(C(t), C₁, n₁)) * $(subscript(”N”, 1, n))(t) -

75 (γₐ + D) * A(t) + Rₜₒₜ * (γ₃ * C(t) - αC * (1 - C(t)) * A(t)) -

76 D * A(t) * L(t)

77 C’(t) = αC * (1 - C(t)) * A(t) - γ₃ * C(t)

78 end

79

80 # calculate L’

81 Cτ = h(t - τ, Val{0}, $(n + 3))

82 if Cτ < 0

83 # L’ is not defined for Cₜ < 0

84 L’(t) = 0

85 else
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86 L’(t) = αₗ * hill(Cτ, C₂, n₂) * $(subscript(”N”, 2, n))(t) -

87 (γₗ + D) * L(t)

88 end

89 end

90 end

This finally enables us to write in code B.3.11 the code that generates our QS models.

Code B.3.11: Generation of QS models

1 ”””

2 create_model(name::Symbol, n::Int, fixed::OrderedDict{Symbol};

3 template::OrderedDict{Symbol} = CC2_PARAMS)

4

5 Create a QS model of type ‘name‘ with ‘n‘ populations and fixed parameters in

6 ‘fixed‘ and otherwise default parameters of ‘template‘.

7 ”””

8 function create_model(name::Symbol, n::Int, fixed::OrderedDict{Symbol};

9 template::OrderedDict{Symbol} = CC2_PARAMS)

10 # define variables

11 vars = create_vars(n)

12

13 # compute set of parameters

14 params = create_params(n, template, fixed)

15

16 # create vector for returned expressions

17 exprs = Vector{Expr}(0)

18

19 # model type

20 valtype_fixed = valtype(fixed)

21 type_expr = MacroTools.@q begin

22 struct $name <: QSModel{$n}

23 params::Vector{Symbol}

24 $((:($x::$(typeof(T))) for (x, T) in params)...)

25 cache::QSModelCache{$(valtype_fixed)}

26 end

27 end

28

29 push!(exprs, type_expr)

30

31 # original expression of functions

32 raw_f_expr = create_f_expr(n)

33 raw_f_eqns = create_f_eqns(n)

34 raw_h_eqns = create_h_eqns(n)

35

36 # inline fixed parameters

37 inline_f_expr = inline_params(raw_f_expr, fixed)

38 inline_f_eqns = inline_params.(raw_f_eqns, fixed)

39 inline_h_eqns = inline_params.(raw_h_eqns, fixed)

40

41 # retrieve deviated arguments
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42 deviated_args = compute_deviatedargs(inline_f_eqns, vars)

43

44 # create function bodies of f with return type Void

45 inplace_f_nonexplicit = adjust(inline_f_expr, vars, params)

46 push!(inplace_f_nonexplicit.args, nothing)

47 inplace_f_explicit = adjust(inline_f_expr, vars, params;

48 params_from_function = false)

49 push!(inplace_f_explicit.args, nothing)

50

51 # define functions of f

52 push!(exprs, esc(MacroTools.@q begin

53 (p::$name)(t::Number, u, h, params, du) =

54 $inplace_f_nonexplicit

55 end))

56 push!(exprs, esc(MacroTools.@q begin

57 (p::$name)(t::Number, u, h, du) = $inplace_f_explicit

58 end))

59

60 # create function bodies of h

61 notinplace_h = overload_h(inline_h_eqns, params, Val{false})

62 inplace_h = overload_h(inline_h_eqns, params, Val{true})

63

64 push!(exprs, esc(MacroTools.@q begin

65 (p::$name)(::Type{Val{:h}}, t::Number, idxs = nothing) =

66 $notinplace_h

67 end))

68 push!(exprs, esc(MacroTools.@q begin

69 (p::$name)(::Type{Val{:h}}, val::AbstractArray, t::Number,

70 idxs = nothing) =

71 $inplace_h

72 end))

73

74 # create parameter derivatives

75 deriv_f_sym = OrderedDict{Symbol,Vector{Sym}}()

76 deriv_h_sym = OrderedDict{Symbol,Vector{Sym}}()

77 deriv_f_expr = OrderedDict{Symbol,Vector{Expr}}()

78 deriv_h_expr = OrderedDict{Symbol,Vector{Expr}}()

79 deriv_f_overload = OrderedDict{Symbol,Expr}()

80 deriv_h_overload = OrderedDict{Symbol,Expr}()

81 for p in keys(params)

82 deriv_f_sym[p], deriv_f_expr[p], deriv_f_overload[p] =

83 overload_deriv(inline_f_eqns, vars, params, p)

84 deriv_h_sym[p], deriv_h_expr[p], deriv_h_overload[p] =

85 overload_deriv(inline_h_eqns, vars, params, p)

86

87 # define functions

88 push!(exprs, esc(MacroTools.@q begin

89 (p::$name)(::Type{Val{:deriv}}, ::Type{Val{:f}},

90 ::Type{$(Val{p})}, t, u, h, $p, du) =

91 $(deriv_f_overload[p])

92 end))
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93 push!(exprs, esc(MacroTools.@q begin

94 (p::$name)(::Type{Val{:deriv}}, ::Type{Val{:h}},

95 ::Type{$(Val{p})}, t, u, h, $p, du) =

96 $(deriv_h_overload[p])

97 end))

98 end

99

100 # create default Jacobian

101 jac_f_sym, jac_f_expr, jac_f_overload = overload_jac(inline_f_eqns, vars,

params)↪→

102 push!(exprs, esc(MacroTools.@q begin

103 (p::$name)(::Type{Val{:jac}}, t, u, h, J,

104 ::Type{Val{0}}) =

105 $jac_f_overload

106 end))

107

108 # create Jacobian of deviated argument

109 τ = haskey(fixed, :τ) ? fixed[:τ] : :τ

110 jac_f_deviated_sym, jac_f_deviated_expr, jac_f_deviated_overload =

111 overload_jac(inline_f_eqns, vars, params, :(t - $τ))

112

113 # define functions

114 push!(exprs, esc(MacroTools.@q begin

115 (p::$name)(::Type{Val{:jac}}, t, u, h, J,

116 ::Type{Val{1}}) =

117 $jac_f_deviated_overload

118 end))

119

120 # create default cache

121 cache = QSModelCache{valtype_fixed}(fixed, raw_f_expr, raw_f_eqns, raw_h_eqns,

122 inline_f_expr, inline_f_eqns,

inline_h_eqns,↪→

123 inplace_f_nonexplicit, inplace_f_explicit,

124 notinplace_h, inplace_h, deriv_f_sym,

125 deriv_h_sym, deriv_f_expr, deriv_h_expr,

126 deriv_f_overload, deriv_h_overload,

jac_f_sym,↪→

127 jac_f_expr, jac_f_overload,

jac_f_deviated_sym,↪→

128 jac_f_deviated_expr,

jac_f_deviated_overload)↪→

129

130 # default constructors

131 push!(exprs, esc(MacroTools.@q begin

132 $name(; $(Expr(:kw, :(params::Vector{Symbol}),

133 collect(keys(params)))),

134 $((Expr(:kw, :($p::$(typeof(x))), x)

135 for (p, x) in params)...),

136 $(Expr(:kw, :(cache::QSModelCache{$valtype_fixed}),

137 cache))) =

138 $name(params, $((p for p in keys(params))...), cache)
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139 end))

140

141 push!(exprs, esc(MacroTools.@q begin

142 $name(params) =

143 $name($(collect(keys(params))), params..., $cache)

144 end))

145

146 # instantiate model

147 push!(exprs, esc(:(($name)())))

148

149 MacroTools.flatten(:($(exprs...);))

150 end

The last missing pieces are the definitions of macros such as the two examples in code B.3.12.
Further on, when we apply these macros, Julia automatically generates the code for building our
QS models by code B.3.11 and then executes it.

Code B.3.12: Macro definitions

1 ”””

2 @qsmodel name n fixed...

3

4 Construct a type ‘name‘ of a ‘QSModel‘ with ‘n‘ population, set default parameters

5 to adapted parameter estimates of experiment CC2 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.,

6 and fix parameters in ‘fixed‘ to either their default or their assigned values.

7 ”””

8 macro qsmodel(name, n, fixed...)

9 create_model(name, n, create_fixed_dict(fixed, CC2_PARAMS))

10 end

11

12 ”””

13 @qsmodel_CC3 name n fixed...

14

15 Construct a type ‘name‘ of a ‘QSModel‘ with ‘n‘ population, set default parameters

16 to adapted parameter estimates of experiment CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al.,

17 and fix parameters in ‘fixed‘ to either their default or their assigned values.

18 ”””

19 macro qsmodel_CC3(name, n, fixed...)

20 create_model(name, n, create_fixed_dict(fixed, CC3_PARAMS);

21 template = CC3_PARAMS)

22 end

23

24 ”””

25 create_fixed_dict(exprs, template::OrderedDict{Symbol})

26

27 Create dictionary of fixed parameters from assignments in ‘exprs‘.

28 ”””

29 function create_fixed_dict(exprs, template::OrderedDict{Symbol})

30 fixed_any = OrderedDict{Symbol,Any}()

31 for expr in exprs

32 if typeof(expr) == Symbol
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33 fixed_any[expr] = template[expr]

34 else

35 @capture(expr, k_Symbol = v_) && (fixed_any[k] = v)

36 end

37 end

38

39 # calculate minimal type and convert dictionary

40 if !isempty(fixed_any)

41 T = typeof(first(values(fixed_any)))

42 for v in values(fixed_any)

43 T = promote_type(T, typeof(v))

44 end

45 fixed = convert(OrderedDict{Symbol,T}, fixed_any)

46 else

47 fixed = fixed_any

48 end

49

50 return fixed

51 end

For convenience we implement a function that creates an integration problem to a given QS
model in code B.3.13.

Code B.3.13: Integration problems of QS models

1 using DelayDiffEq

2

3 ”””

4 Retrieve suitable experimental data. Use CC2 as fallback.

5 ”””

6 exp_data(::Type{<:QSModel}, ::Type{Val{log}} = Val{true}) where log = CC2_LOG

7 exp_data(::Type{<:QSModel}, ::Type{Val{false}}) = CC2

8 exp_data(prob::DEProblem, ::Type{Val{log}} = Val{true}) where log =

9 exp_data(typeof(prob.f), Val{log})

10

11 ”””

12 QSProblem(model::QSModel[, tspan::Tuple = (t = exp_data(model).t;

13 (t[1], t[end]))])

14

15 Create problem of solving QS model ‘model‘ for integration interval ‘tspan‘.

16 ”””

17 function QSProblem(model::QSModel, tspan::Tuple = (t = exp_data(typeof(model)).t;

18 (t[1], t[end])))

19 DDEProblem(model, history(model), initial(model, tspan[1]), tspan,

[lag(model)])↪→

20 end

Moreover, we create default QSmodels with one and two populations and their corresponding
problems in code B.3.14. The models are initialised with the adapted parameter estimates of
experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] in table 4.3. Initial value S0,
wash-out rate D, and time delay τ are fixed, following the assumptions by Buddrus-Schiemann
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et al. [Bud+14] we discussed in section 4.4.

Code B.3.14: Default QS models and integration problems

1 ”””

2 Default QS models and corresponding problems.

3 ”””

4 const SIMPLE_QS_MODEL = @qsmodel SimpleQSModel 1 S⁰ D τ

5 const SIMPLE_MOD_QS_MODEL = @qsmodel SimpleModQSModel 2 S⁰ D τ

6

7 const SIMPLE_CC3_QS_MODEL = @qsmodel_CC3 SimpleCC3QSModel 1 S⁰ D τ

8 const SIMPLE_MOD_CC3_QS_MODEL = @qsmodel_CC3 SimpleModCC3QSModel 2 S⁰ D τ

9 exp_data(::Type{<:Union{SimpleCC3QSModel,SimpleModCC3QSModel}},

10 ::Type{Val{log}} = Val{true}) where log = CC3_LOG

11 exp_data(::Type{<:Union{SimpleCC3QSModel,SimpleModCC3QSModel}},

12 ::Type{Val{false}}) = CC3

13

14 const SIMPLE_QS_PROBLEM = QSProblem(SIMPLE_QS_MODEL)

15 const SIMPLE_MOD_QS_PROBLEM = QSProblem(SIMPLE_MOD_QS_MODEL)

16 const SIMPLE_CC3_QS_PROBLEM = QSProblem(SIMPLE_CC3_QS_MODEL)

17 const SIMPLE_MOD_CC3_QS_PROBLEM = QSProblem(SIMPLE_MOD_CC3_QS_MODEL)

B.4. Sensitivity analysis

JuliaDiffEq already supports a package for sensitivity analysis of ODEs but currently no Julia
package exists for sensitivity analysis of DDEs. Similarly to DiffEqSensitivity.jl [Jul17g],
the existing package for ODEs, we define an extended DDE problem that adds the additional
sensitivity equation to our QS models. In code B.4.1 we define these extended equations. The
implementation heavily relies upon the Jacobians and parameter derivatives we obtain from
SymPy.jl and implement as functions in code B.3.4.

Code B.4.1: Extended DDE system of QS models with additional sensitivity equations

1 ”””

2 Extended function for sensitivity analysis of QS models ‘M‘ with ‘N‘ variables.

3 ”””

4 struct SensitivityQSFunction{N,M<:QSModel}

5 model::M

6 end

7

8 SensitivityQSFunction(model::QSModel) =

9 SensitivityQSFunction{nvars(model),typeof(model)}(model)

10

11 ”””

12 Problem function for sensitivity analysis.

13 ”””

14 function (S::SensitivityQSFunction{N})(t, u, h, du) where N

15 # compute derivatives of state vector of QS model

16 S.model(t, u, h, @view du[1:N])

17
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18 # create matrix for Jacobians and temporary vector

19 J = Matrix{eltype(du)}(N, N)

20 cache = similar(du, N)

21

22 # calculate Jacobian of x(t)

23 S.model(Val{:jac}, t, u, h, J, Val{0})

24 for (i, param) in enumerate(S.model.params)

25 idxs = (i * N + 1):((i + 1) * N)

26

27 # calculate parameter derivative

28 S.model(Val{:deriv}, Val{:f}, Val{param}, t, u, h,

29 getfield(S.model, param), @view du[idxs])

30

31 # add matrix product of Jacobian of x(t) and current state vector

32 A_mul_B!(cache, J, @view u[idxs])

33 du[idxs] .+= cache

34 end

35

36 # calculate Jacobian of x(t-τ)

37 τ = lag(S.model)

38 S.model(Val{:jac}, t, u, h, J, Val{1})

39

40 # calculate state vector at t-τ

41 uτ = h(t - τ)

42

43 for i in num_params(S.model)

44 idxs = (i * N + 1):((i + 1) * N)

45

46 # add matrix product of Jacobian of x(t-τ) and state vector at t-τ

47 A_mul_B!(cache, J, @view uτ[idxs])

48 du[idxs] .+= cache

49 end

50

51 nothing

52 end

Additionally we have to define an extended history function and initial values. Code B.4.2
generates both of them and builds an integration problem for sensitivity analysis of our QS
models.

Code B.4.2: Integration problem for sensitivity analysis of QS models

1 ”””

2 SensitivityQSProblem(model::QSModel, tspan; kwargs...)

3

4 Create integration problem over time span ‘tspan‘ for sensitivity analysis of

5 QS model ‘model‘.

6 ”””

7 function SensitivityQSProblem(model::QSModel, tspan; kwargs...)

8 # create new problem function for sensitivity analysis

9 f = SensitivityQSFunction(model)
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10

11 # retrieve number of variables, history function, and initial value of model

12 N = nvars(model)

13 h_model = history(model)

14 u0 = initial(model, tspan[1])

15

16 # create new initial vector

17 resize!(u0, N * (num_params(model) + 1))

18 y = @view(u0[1:N])

19 for (i, param) in enumerate(model.params)

20 model(Val{:deriv}, Val{:h}, Val{param}, tspan[1], y, h_model,

21 getfield(model, param), @view(u0[(i * N + 1):((i + 1) * N)]))

22 end

23

24 # create new history function

25 function h(t, idxs=nothing)

26 if typeof(idxs) <: Void

27 # all indices requested

28 u = h_model(t)

29 resize!(u, length(u0))

30

31 y = @view(u[1:N])

32 for (i, param) in enumerate(model.params)

33 model(Val{:deriv}, Val{:h}, Val{param}, t, y, h_model,

34 getfield(model, param), @view(u[(i * N + 1):((i + 1) * N)]))

35 end

36

37 return u

38 elseif maximum(idxs) ≤ N

39 # fallback to simple history function if only subset of indices

40 # of state vector requested

41 return h_model(t, idxs)

42 elseif typeof(idxs) <: Number

43 # only a single index required

44 k, r = fldmod1(idxs, N)

45 param = model.params[k - 1]

46 u = h_model(t)

47 du = similar(u)

48 return model(Val{:deriv}, Val{:h}, Val{param}, t, u, h_model,

49 getfield(model, param), du)

50 return du[r]

51 else

52 # arbitrary subset of indices requested

53 u = h_model(t)

54 cache = similar(u, N)

55 cache_idx = 0

56

57 val = similar(u, length(idxs))

58

59 for (i, idx) in enumerate(idxs)

60 if idx ≤ N
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61 val[i] = u[idx]

62 else

63 k, r = fldmod1(idx, N)

64 if cache_idx != k

65 # update cache

66 param = model.params[k - 1]

67 model(Val{:deriv}, Val{:h}, Val{param}, t, u, h_model,

68 getfield(model, param), cache)

69 cache_idx = k

70 end

71 val[i] = cache[r]

72 end

73 end

74

75 return val

76 end

77 end

78

79 function h(val::AbstractArray, t::Number, idxs=nothing)

80 if typeof(idxs) <: Void

81 # all indices requested

82

83 # calculate values of state vector

84 y = @view(val[1:N])

85 h_model(y, t, idxs)

86

87 # calculate values of sensitivities

88 for (i, param) in enumerate(model.params)

89 model(Val{:deriv}, Val{:h}, Val{param}, t, y, h_model,

90 getfield(model, param), @view(val[(i * N + 1):((i + 1) *

N)]))↪→

91 end

92 elseif maximum(idxs) ≤ N

93 # fallback to simple history function if only subset of indices

94 # of state vector requested

95 h_model(val, t, idxs)

96 else

97 # arbitrary subset of indices

98 u = h_model(t)

99 cache = similar(val, N)

100 cache_idx = 0

101

102 for (i, idx) in enumerate(idxs)

103 if idx ≤ N

104 val[i] = u[idx]

105 else

106 k, r = fldmod1(idx, N)

107 if cache_idx != k

108 # update cache

109 param = model.params[k - 1]

110 model(Val{:deriv}, Val{:h}, Val{param}, t, u, h_model,
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111 getfield(model, param), cache)

112 cache_idx = k

113 end

114 val[i] = cache[r]

115 end

116 end

117 end

118

119 return val

120 end

121

122 DDEProblem(f, h, u0, tspan, [lag(model)], nothing; kwargs...)

123 end

In code B.4.3 we define some smaller functions that can be used both in sensitivity analysis
and in parameter estimation later on.

Code B.4.3: Collection of functions for sensitivity analysis and parameter estimation of
QS models

1 ”””

2 sum_sq_residuals(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray

3 M::Type{<:QSModel})

4

5 Calculate sum of squared residuals of observables of cell densities and AHL

6 concentrations in solution ‘sol‘ of a QS model of type ‘M‘ and corresponding

7 measurements ‘data‘.

8 ”””

9 function sum_sq_residuals(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray{T},

10 M::Type{<:QSModel}) where T

11 # check if time points of solution match time points of measurements

12 if sol.t != data.t

13 error(”cannot calculate sum of residuals time points of ”,

14 ”solution are not equal to time points of measurements”)

15 end

16

17 # initialize sum of squared residuals

18 val = zeros(promote_type(recursive_eltype(sol.u), recursive_eltype(T)), 2)

19

20 # initialize number of data points

21 count = [0, 0]

22

23 for (sol_u, data_u) in zip(sol.u, data.u)

24 for (i, s) in enumerate((:N, :A))

25 # skip missing entries

26 if T <: Nullable && isnull(data_u[i])

27 continue

28 end

29

30 # compute observables

31 obs = observable(sol_u, M, Val{s})
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32

33 # update sum

34 if T <: Nullable

35 val[i] += abs2(obs - get(data_u[i]))

36 else

37 val[i] += abs2(obs - data_u[i])

38 end

39 count[i] += 1

40 end

41 end

42

43 return val, count

44 end

45

46 ”””

47 estim_σ²(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray, M::Type{<:QSModel})

48

49 Calculate estimated variances for observables of cell density and AHL

50 concentrations in solution ‘sol‘ of QS model ‘model‘ with respect to

51 measurements ‘data‘.

52 ”””

53 estim_σ²(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray, M::Type{<:QSModel}) =

54 ./(sum_sq_residuals(sol, data, M)...)

55

56 ”””

57 observable(x::AbstractArray, M::Type{<:QSModel}, ::Type{Val{:N}})

58

59 Calculate cell density observable of state vector ‘x‘ of a QS model of type ‘M‘.

60 ”””

61 function observable(x::AbstractArray, ::Type{<:QSModel{N}},

62 ::Type{Val{:N}}) where N

63 n = length(x)

64

65 if n == N + 1

66 # array contains only cell densities and AHL concentration

67 return sum(@view x[1:N])

68 else

69 # array contains all components

70 # (and maybe also sensitivity equations)

71 return sum(@view x[2:(N + 1)])

72 end

73 end

74

75 ”””

76 observable(x::AbstractArray, M::Type{<:QSModel}, ::Type{Val{:A}}[,

77 ::Type{Val{log}} = Val{true}])

78

79 Calculate AHL concentration observable of state vector ‘x‘ of a QS model of type

80 ‘M‘. AHL concentration is returned as raw, untransformed data if ‘log‘ is ‘false‘.

81 ”””

82 function observable(x::AbstractArray, ::Type{<:QSModel{N}}, ::Type{Val{:A}},
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83 ::Type{Val{log}} = Val{true}) where {N,log}

84 n = length(x)

85

86 if n == N + 1

87 # array contains only cell densities and AHL concentration

88 return log ? logϵp(x[end]) : x[end]

89 else

90 # array contains all components

91 # (and maybe also sensitivity equations)

92 return log ? logϵp(x[N+2]) : x[N+2]

93 end

94 end

95

96 ”””

97 observables(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray, M::Type{<:QSModel})

98

99 Return vector consisting of a vector of cell density observables and a vector

100 of AHL concentration observables at every time point of solution ‘sol‘ to a QS

101 model of type ‘M‘ for which a corresponding measurement in ‘data‘ exists.

102 ”””

103 observables(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray, M::Type{<:QSModel}) =

104 [[observable(sol.u[j], M, Val{s}) for j in 1:length(sol.u)

105 if !isnull(data[i, j])] for (i, s) in enumerate((:N, :A))]

106

107 ”””

108 observables(sol::DESolution, ts, M::Type{<:QSModel}[,

109 ::Type{Val{log}} = Val{true}])

110

111 Return vector consisting of a vector of cell density observables and a vector

112 of AHL concentration observables of solution ‘sol‘ to a QS model of type ‘M‘ at

113 every time point in ‘ts‘. AHL concentrations are returned as raw, untransformed

114 data if ‘log‘ is ‘false‘.

115 ”””

116 observables(sol::DESolution, ts, M::Type{<:QSModel},

117 ::Type{Val{log}} = Val{true}) where log =

118 [[observable(sol(t), M, Val{:N}) for t in ts],

119 [observable(sol(t), M, Val{:A}, Val{log}) for t in ts]]

120

121 ”””

122 observable_sensitivity(x::AbstractArray, M::Type{<:QSModel}, param_idx::Int,

123 ::Type{Val{:A}})

124

125 Calculate sensitivity of cell density observable to parameter with index

126 ‘param_idx‘ in state vector ‘x‘ of a QS model of type ‘M‘.

127 ”””

128 observable_sensitivity(x::AbstractArray, ::Type{<:QSModel{N}}, param_idx::Int,

129 ::Type{Val{:N}}) where N =

130 sum(@view x[(param_idx * (N + 4) + 2):((param_idx + 1)

*↪→

131 (N + 4) - 3)])

132
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133 ”””

134 observable_sensitivity(x::AbstractArray, M::Type{<:QSModel}, param_idx::Int,

135 ::Type{Val{:A}})

136

137 Calculate sensitivity of AHL concentration observable to parameter with index

138 ‘param_idx‘ in state vector ‘x‘ of a QS model of type ‘M‘.

139 ”””

140 observable_sensitivity(x::AbstractArray, ::Type{<:QSModel{N}}, param_idx::Int,

141 ::Type{Val{:A}}) where N =

142 x[(param_idx + 1) * (N + 4) - 2] / ( x[N + 2] + 0.5e-9)

143

144 ”””

145 observables_sensitivities(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray,

M::Type{<:QSModel},↪→

146 param_idx::Int)

147

148 Return vector consisting of a vector of sensitivities of cell density observables

149 and a vector of sensitivities of AHL concentration observables to parameter with

150 index ‘param_idx‘ at every time point of solution ‘sol‘ to a QS model of type ‘M‘

151 for which a corresponding measurement in ‘data‘ exists.

152 ”””

153 function observables_sensitivities(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray,

154 M::Type{<:QSModel}, param_idx::Int)

155 [[observable_sensitivity(sol.u[j], M, param_idx, Val{s})

156 for j in 1:length(sol.u) if !isnull(data[k, j])]

157 for (k, s) in enumerate((:N, :A))]

158 end

159

160 ”””

161 scaled_sensitivities(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray, M::Type{<:QSModel},

162 param_idx::Int, σ)

163

164 Return vector consisting of a vector of sensitivities of cell density observables

165 and a vector of sensitivities of AHL concentration observables, scaled by standard

166 deviation ‘σ‘, to parameter with index ‘param_idx‘ at every time point of solution

167 ‘sol‘ to a QS model of type ‘M‘ for which a corresponding measurement in ‘data‘

168 exists.

169 ”””

170 function scaled_sensitivities(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray,

M::Type{<:QSModel},↪→

171 param_idx::Int, σ)

172 observables_sensitivities(sol, data, M, param_idx) ./ σ

173 end

174

175 ”””

176 sum_sq_scaled_sensitivities(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray,

177 M::Type{<:QSModel}, param_idx::Int, σ²)

178

179 Return sum of squared sensitivities of cell density observables and AHL

180 concentration observables, scaled by variance ‘σ²‘, to parameter with index

181 ‘param_idx‘ at every time point of solution ‘sol‘ to a QS model of type ‘M‘ for
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182 which a corresponding measurement in ‘data‘ exists.

183 ”””

184 function sum_sq_scaled_sensitivities(sol::DESolution, data::DiffEqArray,

185 M::Type{<:QSModel}, param_idx::Int, σ²)

186 sum(sum.(abs2, observables_sensitivities(sol, data, M, param_idx)) ./ σ²)

187 end

188

189 ”””

190 nnn(data::DiffEqArray)

191

192 Calculate number of entries in ‘data‘ that are not null.

193 ”””

194 nnn(data::DiffEqArray) = mapreduce(n -> nnn(data, n), +, 1:length(data[1]))

195

196 ”””

197 nnn(data::DiffEqArray, n::Int)

198

199 Calculate number of entries in the ‘n‘th component of ‘data‘ that are not null.

200 ”””

201 nnn(data::DiffEqArray, n::Int) = count(!isnull, (data[n, i] for i in

1:length(data)))↪→

202

203 ”””

204 dropnull_vec(x::DiffEqArray)

205

206 Return vector consisting of vectors of components in ‘x‘ with ‘null‘ entries

removed.↪→

207 ”””

208 dropnull_vec(x::DiffEqArray{<:Nullable}) =

209 [[get(x[i, j]) for j in 1:length(x) if !isnull(x[i, j])]

210 for i in 1:length(x[1])]

211 dropnull_vec(x::DiffEqArray) = [[x[i, j] for j in 1:length(x)]

212 for i in 1:length(x[1])]

213

214 ”””

215 dropnull(data::DiffEqArray, idx::Int)

216

217 Create ‘DiffEqArray‘ of entries of component ‘idx‘ in ‘data‘ that are not null.

218 ”””

219 function dropnull(data::DiffEqArray{<:Nullable}, idx::Int)

220 not_null = (!isnull).(data[idx, :])

221 DiffEqArray(get.(data[idx, not_null]), data.t[not_null])

222 end

223 dropnull(data::DiffEqArray, idx::Int) = DiffEqArray(data[idx, :], data.t)

224

225 ”””

226 dropnull(data::DiffEqArray)

227

228 Create tuple of ‘DiffEqArray‘s with non-null entries ‘dropnull(data, idx)‘ for

229 every component ‘idx‘ of ‘data‘.

230 ”””
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231 dropnull(data::DiffEqArray) = ntuple(i -> dropnull(data, i), length(data[1]))

Some of the functions we defined in code B.4.3 are applied in code B.4.4 to calculate root mean
squared sensitivities of a QS model.

Code B.4.4: Average sensitivities of QS models

1 ”””

2 avg_sensitivities([model::QSModel = SIMPLE_QS_MODEL,

3 data::DiffEqArray = exp_data(typeof(model))];

4 abstol = 1e-9, reltol = 1e-6)

5

6 Calculate root mean squared sensitivities of QS model ‘model‘ for measurements

7 ‘data‘.

8 ”””

9 function avg_sensitivities(model::QSModel = SIMPLE_QS_MODEL,

10 data::DiffEqArray = exp_data(typeof(model));

11 abstol = 1e-9, reltol = 1e-6)

12 # solve sensitivity problem

13 prob = SensitivityQSProblem(model, (data.t[1], data.t[end]))

14 sol = solve(prob, MethodOfSteps(Rodas5()); abstol = abstol, reltol = reltol,

15 saveat = data.t, save_everystep = false, dense = false)

16

17 # calculate estimated variance and number of data points for both

18 # cell density and AHL concentration measurements

19 σ² = estim_σ²(sol, data, typeof(model))

20 nD = nnn(data)

21

22 # calculate root mean squared sensitivities for every parameter

23 msqr = OrderedDict{Symbol,Float64}()

24 for (param_idx, param) in enumerate(model.params)

25 msqr[param] = sqrt(sum_sq_scaled_sensitivities(sol, data, typeof(model),

26 param_idx, σ²) / nD)

27 end

28

29 msqr

30 end

For the simplified QS model (4.4.5) with two populations and the adapted parameter estimates
of experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] in table 4.3 we obtain the
root mean squared sensitivities in table B.1 with this script.
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Table B.1.: Root mean squared sensitivities of parameters in the simplified QS model (4.4.5)
for experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. [Bud+14] and adapted
parameter estimates in table 4.3 with fixed parameters τ , S0, and D. Computed by
code B.4.4.

Experiment

Name CC2 CC3

N 0
1 6.79 × 10−9 1.14 × 10−8

N 0
2 5.95 × 10−9 1.05 × 10−8

A0 9.44 × 107 1.01 × 107

C0 9.11 55.28
L0 9.70 × 10−3 6.36 × 10−3

γS,1 3.85 × 1012 9.23 × 1012

Km,1 23.8 14.9
nS,1 2.70 3.37
a1 36.0 33.6
γS,2 3.85 × 1012 9.23 × 1012

Km,2 22.2 14.7
nS,2 2.32 3.29
a2 32.4 33.0
αA 1.47 × 1018 1.18 × 1017

βA 5.03 × 1017 1.10 × 1017

C1 22.7 64.6
n1 0.407 2.70 × 10−2

γA 3.68 0.307
Rtot 1.66 × 105 6.26 × 103

γ3 27.22 1.00
αC 4.48 × 10−5 6.03 × 10−6

αL 6.19 × 1010 1.22 × 1010

C2 22.1 6.42
n2 0.377 0.339 × 10−2

γL 6.06 0.971

Moreover, tables B.2 and B.3 show the average sensitivities of our estimated parameters for
the QS models (4.4.3) and (4.4.5) with one and two populations, respectively.

Table B.2.: Root mean squared sensitivities of parameters in the simplified QS model (4.4.3) with
fixed parameters τ , S0, and D, for experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann
et al. [Bud+14] and estimated parameters in table 4.6. Computed by code B.4.4.

Experiment

Name CC2 CC3

N 0 2.58 × 10−9 3.08 × 10−9

Continued on next page
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Name CC2 CC3

A0 6.26 × 108 2.61 × 107

C0 23.0 54.1
L0 0.247 3.21 × 10−3

γS 8.35 × 1012 3.74 × 1012

Km 15.8 3.17
nS 3.51 0.787
a 34.9 7.37
αA 1.11 × 1019 3.63 × 1017

βA 3.34 × 1018 3.25 × 1017

C1 53.2 54.3
n1 1.17 1.30 × 10−2

γA 9.66 0.139
Rtot 5.68 × 105 5.16 × 103

γ3 61.1 0.625
αC 7.96 × 10−5 3.13 × 10−6

αL 3.12 × 1011 3.33 × 1010

C2 45.9 4.72
n2 0.964 1.95 × 10−3

γL 11.8 1.55

Table B.3.: Root mean squared sensitivities of parameters in the simplified QS model (4.4.5) with
fixed parameters τ , S0, and D, for experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann
et al. [Bud+14] and estimated parameters in table 4.6. Computed by code B.4.4.

Experiment

Name CC2 CC3

N 0
1 1.76 × 10−8 2.89 × 10−8

N 0
2 9.34 × 10−9 1.32 × 10−8

A0 5.63 × 108 8.78 × 107

C0 25.6 415
L0 0.250 1.34 × 10−2

γS,1 3.22 × 1012 7.48 × 1012

Km,1 54.0 19.3
nS,1 5.21 4.41
a1 78.3 41.7
γS,2 5.16 × 1012 1.15 × 1013

Km,2 49.5 18.1
nS,2 4.30 4.17
a2 68.9 39.9
αA 4.49 × 1018 3.68 × 1017

βA 1.18 × 1018 2.49 × 1017

C1 61.4 302

Continued on next page
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Name CC2 CC3

n1 1.59 6.11 × 10−2

γA 10.2 0.517
Rtot 5.94 × 105 1.44 × 104

γ3 73.1 2.77
αC 1.08 × 10−4 9.01 × 10−6

αL 1.76 × 1011 2.81 × 1010

C2 54.0 19.6
n2 1.35 6.39 × 10−3

γL 11.6 1.89

B.5. Estimation

In code B.5.1 we define weighted and unweighted Tikhonov penalty functions, which are sug-
gested by Gábor and Banga [GB15] as regularization in parameter estimation.

Code B.5.1: Penalty functions

1 ”””

2 RidgePenalty{T}(α::T)

3

4 Type of a ridge penalty function with regularization parameter ‘α‘.

5 ”””

6 mutable struct RidgePenalty{T}

7 α::T

8 end

9

10 ”””

11 (::RidgePenalty{T})(θ::Vector{T})

12

13 Compute ridge penalty of vector ‘θ‘ with regularization parameter of called

14 penalty function.

15 ”””

16 (f::RidgePenalty{T})(θ::Vector{T}) where T =

17 f.α * sum(abs2, θ)

18

19 ”””

20 TikhonovPenalty{weighted,T}(α::T, θref::Vector{T})

21

22 Type of a Tikhonov penalty function regularization parameter ‘a‘ and

23 reference vector ‘θref‘, which is either unweighted (identity matrix

24 as weight matrix if ‘weighted‘ is ‘false‘) or has a weight matrix with

25 the inverse elements of ‘θref‘ on its diagonal (if ‘weighted‘ is ‘true‘).

26 ”””

27 mutable struct TikhonovPenalty{weighted,T}

28 α::T

29 θref::Vector{T}

30 end

31 TikhonovPenalty(α::T, θref::Vector{T}) where T =
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32 TikhonovPenalty{false,T}(α, θref)

33 TikhonovPenalty(α::T, θref::Vector{T}, weighted::Bool) where T =

34 TikhonovPenalty{weighted,T}(α, θref)

35

36 function (f::TikhonovPenalty{weighted,T})(θ::Vector{T}) where {weighted,T}

37 s = zero(T)

38 for (a, b) in zip(θ, f.θref)

39 if weighted

40 s += abs2((a - b) / b)

41 else

42 s += abs2(a - b)

43 end

44 end

45 f.α * s

46 end

In code B.5.2 we implement our cost function QL which is defined in eq. (4.2.6). Hereby we
use a function of code B.4.3. Moreover, if the numerical solver could not compute a solution to
our QS models or its solution contains negative values, we set the value of our cost function to
∞ to ensure that it is not optimal.

Code B.5.2: Cost function QL in eq. (4.2.6)

1 Cost function for QS model of type ‘M‘ and measurements ‘data‘.

2 ”””

3 struct CostQSFunction{M<:QSModel,D<:DiffEqArray}

4 data::D

5 end

6

7 CostQSFunction(model::QSModel, data::DiffEqArray = CC2_LOG) =

8 CostQSFunction{typeof(model),typeof(data)}(data)

9

10 ”””

11 Evaluate cost of solution ‘sol‘ (without regularization).

12 ”””

13 function (f::CostQSFunction{M})(sol::DESolution) where M

14 # check if solution is complete

15 if sol.retcode != :Success

16 warn(”cannot calculate loss function for incomplete solution”)

17 return Inf

18 end

19

20 if isnegative(sol.u)

21 warn(”solution contains negative values”)

22 return Inf

23 end

24

25 # calculate sum of squared residuals and number of entries

26 val, count = sum_sq_residuals(sol, f.data, M)

27

28 dot(count, Base.Math.JuliaLibm.log.(val))
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29 end

30

31 ”””

32 isnegative(x::Union{AbstractArray,Number})

33

34 Check whether ‘x‘ is negative or contains negative entries.

35 ”””

36 isnegative(x::AbstractArray) = any(isnegative, x)

37 isnegative(x::Number) = x < zero(x)

After we obtain parameter estimates for all regularisation parameters, we select the best can-
didate by itsRGCVwhich is defined in eq. (4.3.3). We implementRGCV andGCV in code B.5.3,
and again we make use of functions in code B.4.3.

Code B.5.3: RGCV in eq. (4.3.3) and GCV in eq. (4.3.5)

1 ”””

2 qsRGCV(model::QSModel, data::DiffEqArray, α[, γ = 0.1])

3

4 Compute robust generalized cross-validation error for QS model ‘model‘,

5 measurements ‘data‘, regularization parameter ‘α‘, and tuning parameter ‘γ‘.

6 ”””

7 qsRGCV(model::QSModel, data::DiffEqArray, α, γ = 0.1) =

8 qsRGCV(data, qsF(model, data, α), γ)

9

10 ”””

11 qsRGCV(data::DiffEqArray, f[, γ = 0.1])

12

13 Compute robust generalized cross-validation error for measurements ‘data‘,

14 evaluated function ‘‘F‘‘ given as ‘f‘, and tuning parameter ‘γ‘.

15 ”””

16 function qsRGCV(data::DiffEqArray, f, γ = 0.1)

17 # compute number of data points

18 nD = nnn(data)

19

20 return γ * nD^3 / f^2 + (1 - γ) * nD^2

21 end

22

23 ”””

24 qsGCV(model::QSModel, data::DiffEqArray, α)

25

26 Compute generalized cross-validation error for QS model ‘model‘, measurements

27 ‘data‘, and regularization parameter ‘α‘.

28 ”””

29 qsGCV(model::QSModel, data::DiffEqArray, α) = qsGCV(data, qsF(model, data, α))

30

31 ”””

32 qsGCV(data::DiffEqArray, f)

33

34 Compute generalized cross-validation error for measurements ‘data‘ and evaluated

35 funtion ‘‘F‘‘ given as ‘f‘.
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36 ”””

37 qsGCV(data::DiffEqArray, f) = nnn(data)^3 / f^2

38

39 ”””

40 qsF(model::QSModel, data::DiffEqArray, α; kwargs...)

41

42 Calculate ‘‘F(\\alpha)‘‘, corresponding to regularization parameter ‘α‘, defined

by↪→

43

44 ‘‘‘math

45 F(\\alpha) = tr(1 - J(\\theta(\\alpha))(J(\\theta(\\alpha))^T J(\\theta(\\alpha))

+↪→

46 \\alpha 1)^{-1} J(\\theta(\\alpha))^T),

47 ‘‘‘

48

49 where ‘‘\\theta(\\alpha)‘‘ is the parameter estimate to ‘\\alpha‘, which has to be

50 the default parameter of QS model ‘model‘, and ‘‘J(\\theta)‘‘ denotes the Jacobian

51 of the normalized residual vector of observables for parameters ‘‘\\theta‘‘ to the

52 experimental data ‘data‘.

53 ”””

54 function qsF(model::QSModel, data::DiffEqArray, α; kwargs...)

55 J = qsResidJac(model, data; kwargs...)

56

57 trace(I - J * inv(J’ * J + α * I) * J’)

58 end

59

60 ”””

61 qsResidJac(model::QSModel[, data::DiffEqArray = exp_data(typeof(model));

62 abstol = 1e-9, reltol = 1e-6, kwargs...])

63

64 Calculate Jacobian of residual vector ‘‘R(\\theta)‘‘ with respect to parameters

65 ‘‘\\theta‘‘ for QS model ‘model‘ and measurements ‘data‘.

66 ”””

67 function qsResidJac(model::QSModel, data::DiffEqArray = exp_data(typeof(model));

68 abstol = 1e-9, reltol = 1e-6, kwargs...)

69 # solve sensitivity problem

70 prob = SensitivityQSProblem(model, (data.t[1], data.t[end]))

71 sol = solve(prob, MethodOfSteps(Rodas5());

72 abstol = abstol, reltol = reltol, saveat = data.t,

73 save_everystep = false, dense = false, kwargs...)

74

75 # calculate (non-squared) residual vector

76 residuals = observables(sol, data, typeof(model)) .- dropnull_vec(data)

77

78 # calculate standard deviations

79 n = [nnn(data, 1), nnn(data, 2)]

80 σ = sqrt.(sum.(abs2, residuals) ./ n)

81

82 # number components

83 nD = sum(n)

84
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85 # matrix of Jacobian

86 J = Matrix{Float64}(nD, num_params(model))

87

88 # vector of scalar factors

89 d = Vector{Float64}(2)

90

91 for param_idx in 1:num_params(model)

92 # calculate observables

93 obs = observables_sensitivities(sol, data, typeof(model), param_idx)

94

95 # calculate scalar factors

96 @. d = dot(residuals, obs) / (n * σ^3)

97

98 @. J[1:n[1], param_idx] = obs[1] / σ[1] - residuals[1] * d[1]

99 @. J[(n[1] + 1):nD, param_idx] = obs[2] / σ[2] - residuals[2] * d[2]

100 end

101

102 J

103 end

The package DiffEqParamEstim.jl [Jul17f], which is also offered by JuliaDiffEq, generates ob-
jective functions which involve solving a system of differential equations. Without furthermodi-
fication these objective functions can be applied to optimisation packages such as NLopt.jl [Jul17o],
which we use for both global and local optimisation. Thewhole estimation procedure as outlined
in chapter 4 is contained in code B.5.4.

Code B.5.4: Parameter estimation

1 using DiffEqParamEstim, NLopt

2

3 ”””

4 estimate(model::QSModel[, data::DiffEqArray = exp_data(typeof(model));

5 logrange::Tuple = (3, 3), global_alg::Symbol = :GN_ESCH,

6 local_alg::Symbol = :LN_BOBYQA, local_maxeval::Int = 10,

7 global_maxeval::Int = 100, polish_maxeval::Int = 1_000,

8 numiters::Int = 100, weighted_penalty::Bool = true,

9 αmin::Float64 = 1e-3, αmax::Float64 = 1e3, αnum::Int = 11,

10 verbose_opt::Bool = true, abstol = 1e-9, reltol = 1e-6,

11 kwargs...])

12

13 Estimate parameters of QS model ‘model‘ with measurements ‘data‘.

14 ”””

15 function estimate(model::QSModel, data::DiffEqArray = exp_data(typeof(model));

16 logrange::Tuple = (3, 3), global_alg::Symbol = :GN_ESCH,

17 local_alg::Symbol = :LN_BOBYQA, local_maxeval::Int = 10,

18 global_maxeval::Int = 100, polish_maxeval::Int = 10_000,

19 numiters::Int = 100, weighted_penalty::Bool = true,

20 αmin::Float64 = 1e-3, αmax::Float64 = 1e3, αnum::Int = 11,

21 verbose_opt::Bool = true, abstol = 1e-9, reltol = 1e-6,

22 kwargs...)
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23 # create problem for QS model

24 prob = QSProblem(model, (data.t[1], data.t[end]))

25

26 # create penalty function

27 αs = logspace(log10(αmax), log10(αmin), αnum)

28 θref = Base.Math.JuliaLibm.log.(param_values(model))

29 penalty = TikhonovPenalty(first(αs), θref, weighted_penalty)

30

31 # create cost function

32 costFunction = CostQSFunction(model, data)

33

34 # create objective function

35 obj = build_loss_objective(prob, MethodOfSteps(Rodas5()),

36 costFunction, penalty;

37 abstol = abstol, reltol = reltol, mpg_autodiff =

true,↪→

38 verbose_opt = verbose_opt,

39 prob_generator = QSProblem,

40 saveat = data.t, save_everystep = false,

41 dense = false, kwargs...)

42

43 # create output arrays

44 minf = Vector{Float64}(length(αs))

45 minx = Vector{Vector{Float64}}(length(αs))

46 ret = Vector{Symbol}(length(αs))

47 rgcv = Vector{Float64}(length(αs))

48 gcv = Vector{Float64}(length(αs))

49 solnorm = Vector{Float64}(length(αs))

50 cost = Vector{Float64}(length(αs))

51

52 # set initial guess of parameter values

53 minx[1] = copy(θref)

54

55 # create global optimization

56 opt_global = Opt(global_alg, num_params(model))

57 min_objective!(opt_global, obj.cost_function2)

58 xtol_rel!(opt_global, 1e-3)

59 lower_bounds!(opt_global, θref .- logrange[1])

60 upper_bounds!(opt_global, θref .+ logrange[2])

61 maxeval!(opt_global, global_maxeval)

62

63 # create local optimization

64 opt_local = Opt(local_alg, num_params(model))

65 min_objective!(opt_local, obj.cost_function2)

66 xtol_rel!(opt_local, 1e-3)

67 lower_bounds!(opt_local, θref .- logrange[1])

68 upper_bounds!(opt_local, θref .+ logrange[2])

69 maxeval!(opt_local, local_maxeval)

70

71 # global sequential forward search

72 for (i, α) in enumerate(αs)
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73 # update regularization factor

74 penalty.α = α

75

76 for j in 1:numiters

77 (minf[i], minx[i], ret[i]) = NLopt.optimize!(opt_global, minx[i])

78 (minf[i], minx[i], ret[i]) = NLopt.optimize!(opt_local, minx[i])

79 end

80

81 if i < length(αs)

82 minx[i + 1] = copy(minx[i])

83 end

84 end

85

86 # increase evaluations of local optimizer

87 maxeval!(opt_local, polish_maxeval)

88

89 # local backward search

90 (minf[end], minx[end], ret[end]) = NLopt.optimize!(opt_local, minx[end])

91 for i in (length(αs) - 1):-1:1

92 # update regularization factor

93 penalty.α = αs[i]

94

95 # start optimization from parameter estimate with smaller regularization

96 # parameter

97 (minf2, minx2, ret2) = NLopt.optimize(opt_local, minx[i + 1])

98

99 # start optimization from current parameter estimate

100 (minf[i], minx[i], ret[i]) = NLopt.optimize!(opt_local, minx[i])

101

102 # choose best parameter estimate

103 if minf2 < minf[i]

104 minf[i], minx[i], ret[i] = minf2, minx2, ret2

105 end

106 end

107

108 # update output arrays

109 penalty.α = 1 # solution norm Γ equals penalty function for α = 1

110 for (i, α) in enumerate(αs)

111 # convert parameters back to linear space

112 @. minx[i] = exp(minx[i])

113

114 # create new QS problem with updated parameters and calculate solution

115 new_prob = QSProblem(prob, minx[i], Val{false})

116 sol = solve(new_prob, MethodOfSteps(Rodas5());

117 abstol = abstol, reltol = reltol, saveat = data.t,

118 save_everystep = false, dense = false, kwargs...)

119

120 # evaluate cost function and compute solution norm

121 cost[i] = costFunction(sol)

122 solnorm[i] = penalty(minx[i])

123
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124 # calculate cross-validation errors

125 f = qsF(new_prob.f, data, α; abstol = abstol, reltol = reltol, kwargs...)

126 rgcv[i] = qsRGCV(data, f)

127 gcv[i] = qsGCV(data, f)

128 end

129

130 (αs, minf, minx, ret, rgcv, gcv, solnorm, cost)

131 end

132

133 ”””

134 QSProblem(prob::DDEProblem, params, ::Type{Val{log}} = Val{true})

135

136 Create new QS problem with same settings as problem ‘prob‘ but new QS model with

137 parameters ‘params‘, which are given in log-space if ‘log‘ is ‘true‘.

138 ”””

139 QSProblem(prob::DDEProblem, params, ::Type{Val{log}} = Val{true}) where log =

140 log ?

141 QSProblem(typeof(prob.f)(exp.(params)), map(eltype(params), prob.tspan)) :

142 QSProblem(typeof(prob.f)(params), map(eltype(params), prob.tspan))

To simplify further analysis and plotting in code B.1.10 we save the results of the parameter es-
timation in code B.5.4 in a HDF5-compatible file format with the Julia package JLD2.jl [Kor17].

Code B.5.5: Saving of estimated parameters

1 ”””

2 save_estim([file = ”estim.jld2”; kwargs...])

3

4 Save parameter candidates of simplified QS models with one and two populations

5 for experiments CC2 and CC3 by Buddrus-Schiemann et al. to ‘file‘.

6 ”””

7 function save_estim(file = ”estim.jld2”; kwargs...)

8 jldopen(file, ”w”) do estim

9 for (model, name) in zip((SIMPLE_QS_MODEL, SIMPLE_MOD_QS_MODEL,

10 SIMPLE_CC3_QS_MODEL, SIMPLE_MOD_CC3_QS_MODEL),

11 (”CC2/one/”, ”CC2/two/”, ”CC3/one/”, ”CC3/two/”))

12 # estimate QS model

13 (αs, minf, minx, ret, rgcv, gcv, solnorm, cost) =

14 estimate(model; kwargs...)

15

16 estim[name * ”αs”] = αs

17 estim[name * ”minf”] = minf

18 estim[name * ”minx”] = minx

19 estim[name * ”ret”] = ret

20 estim[name * ”rgcv”] = rgcv

21 estim[name * ”gcv”] = gcv

22 estim[name * ”solnorm”] = solnorm

23 estim[name * ”cost”] = cost

24 end

25 end

26 end
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C. Symbolic computations

In this chapter we shortly note the results of our symbolic computations with SymPy.jl for the
simplified QS models (4.4.3) and (4.4.5). As discussed in section 4.4, we fixed parameters S0 = 1,
D = 0.1 h−1, and τ = 2 h for parameter estimation. Both QS models are DDEs of the form of
IVP (1.2.6), and hence we apply the same notation and denote model functions by f and history
functions by x0.

C.1. One population

In this section we present the results of the QS model (4.4.3) with one population, implemented
as SIMPLE_QS_MODEL in code B.3.14.

C.1.1. Parameter derivatives

The derivatives ∂ f /∂θi of variable parameters θi are given by

∂ f

∂N 0
(t ,θ ) =

∂ f

∂A0
(t ,θ ) =

∂ f

∂C0
(t ,θ ) =

∂ f

∂L0
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T ,

∂ f

∂γS
(t ,θ ) =

(
−S (t ,θ )nSN (t ,θ )

KnS
m + S (t ,θ )

nS , 0, 0, 0, 0

)T
,

∂ f

∂Km
(t ,θ ) = *

,

γSnSKm
nS−1S (t ,θ )nSN (t ,θ )(

KnS
m + S (t ,θ )

nS ) 2 ,
−anSKm

nS−1S (t ,θ )nSN (t ,θ )(
KnS
m + S (t ,θ )

nS ) 2 , 0, 0, 0+
-

T

,

∂ f

∂nS
(t ,θ ) = *

,

γS (log(Km ) − log(S (t ,θ ))) KnS
m S (t ,θ )nSN (t ,θ )(

KnS
m + S (t ,θ )

nS ) 2 ,

−a (log(Km ) − log(S (t ,θ ))) KnS
m S (t ,θ )nSN (t ,θ )(

KnS
m + S (t ,θ )

nS ) 2 , 0, 0, 0+
-

T

,

∂ f

∂a
(t ,θ ) =

(
0,
S (t ,θ )nSN (t ,θ )

KnS
m + S (t ,θ )

nS , 0, 0, 0

)T
,

∂ f

∂αA
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0,N (t ,θ ), 0, 0)T ,

∂ f

∂βA
(t ,θ ) =

(
0, 0,

C (t ,θ )n1N (t ,θ )

CnS
1 +C (t ,θ )

n1
, 0, 0

)T
,

∂ f

∂C1
(t ,θ ) = *.

,
0, 0,
−βAn1C1

n1−1C (t ,θ )n1N (t ,θ )(
Cn1

1 +C (t ,θ )
n1

) 2 , 0, 0+/
-

T

,

∂ f

∂n1
(t ,θ ) = *.

,
0, 0,
−βA (log(C1) − log(C (t ,θ ))) C

n1

1 C (t ,θ )n1N (t ,θ )(
Cn1

1 +C (t ,θ )
n1

) 2 , 0, 0+/
-

T

,
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∂ f

∂γA
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0,−A(t ,θ ), 0, 0)T ,

∂ f

∂Rtot
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0,αC (C (t ,θ ) − 1)A(t ,θ ) + γ3C (t ,θ ), 0, 0)

T ,

∂ f

∂γ3
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0,RtotC (t ,θ ),−C (t ,θ ), 0)

T ,

∂ f

∂αC
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0,Rtot (C (t ,θ ) − 1)A(t ,θ ), (1 −C (t ,θ ))A(t ,θ ), 0)

T ,

∂ f

∂αL
(t ,θ ) =

(
0, 0, 0, 0,

C (t − 2,θ )n2N (t ,θ )

Cn2

2 +C (t − 2,θ )
n2

)T
,

∂ f

∂C2
(t ,θ ) = *.

,
0, 0, 0, 0,

−αLn2C2
n2−1C (t − 2,θ )n2N (t ,θ )(

Cn2

2 +C (t − 2,θ )
n2

) 2 +/
-

T

,

∂ f

∂n2
(t ,θ ) = *.

,
0, 0, 0, 0,

−αL (log(C2) − log(C (t − 2,θ ))) C
n2

2 C (t − 2,θ )n2N (t ,θ )(
Cn2

2 +C (t − 2,θ )
n2

) 2 +/
-

T

,

∂ f

∂γL
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0, 0,−L(t ,θ ))T .

Parameter derivatives ∂x0/∂θi of the history function x0 are computed to

∂x0
∂N 0

(t ,θ ) = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0)T ,

∂x0
∂A0

(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)T ,

∂x0
∂C0

(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0)T ,

∂x0
∂L0

(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1)T ,

∂x0
∂γS

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂Km

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂nS

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂a

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂αA

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂βA

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂C1

=
∂x0
∂n1

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂γA

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂Rtot

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂γ3

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂αC

=
∂x0
∂αL

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂C2

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂n2

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂γL

(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T .
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C.1.2. Jacobians

We obtain the Jacobian

[
Jx (t,θ ) (t ,θ )

]
i, j
=




−0.1 −
γSnSK

nS
m S (t ,θ )nS−1N (t ,θ )(

KnS
m + S (t ,θ )

nS ) 2 if i = 1, j = 1,

−γSS (t ,θ )
nS

KnS
m + S (t ,θ )

nS if i = 1, j = 2,

anSK
nS
m S (t ,θ )nS−1N (t ,θ )(
KnS
m + S (t ,θ )

nS ) 2 if i = 2, j = 1,

aS (t ,θ )nS

KnS
m + S (t ,θ )

nS − 0.1 if i = 2, j = 2,

αA +
βAC (t )

n1

Cn1

1 +C (t ,θ )
n1

if i = 3, j = 2,

αCRtot (C (t ,θ ) − 1) − γA − 0.1L(t ,θ ) − 0.1 if i = 3, j = 3,

Rtot (αCA(t ,θ ) + γ3) +
βAn1C

n1

1 C (t ,θ )n1−1N (t ,θ )(
Cn1

1 +C (t ,θ )
n1

) 2 if i = 3, j = 4,

−0.1A(t ,θ ) if i = 3, j = 5,

αC (1 −C (t ,θ )) if i = 4, j = 3,

−αCA(t ,θ ) − γ3 if i = 4, j = 4,

αLC (t − 2,θ )
n2

Cn2

2 +C (t − 2,θ )
n2

if i = 5, j = 2,

−γL − 0.1 if i = 5, j = 5,

0 otherwise,

with respect to x (t ,θ ), and the Jacobian

[
Jx (t−2,θ ) (t ,θ )

]
i, j
=




αLn2C
n2

2 C (t − 2,θ )n2−1N (t ,θ )(
Cn2

2 +C (t − 2,θ )
n2

) 2 if i = 5, j = 4,

0 otherwise

with respect to the deviated argument x (t − 2,θ ).

C.2. Two populations

Similarly we derived parameter derivatives and Jacobians of the QS model (4.4.5) with two pop-
ulations. The computation was carried out by SymPy.jl for the model SIMPLE_MOD_QS_PROBLEM,
defined in code B.3.14. Unsurprisingly the results are very similar to those of the QS model with
one population shown above.

C.2.1. Parameter derivatives

We list all parameter derivatives ∂ f /∂θi :
∂ f

∂N 0
1

(t ,θ ) =
∂ f

∂N 0
2

(t ,θ ) =
∂ f

∂A0
(t ,θ ) =

∂ f

∂C0
(t ,θ ) =

∂ f

∂L0
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T ,
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∂ f

∂γS,1
(t ,θ ) =

(
−N1 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )

nS,1

K
nS,1
m + S (t ,θ )nS,1

, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

)T
,

∂ f

∂Km,1
(t ,θ ) = *.

,

γS,1nS,1Km,1
nS,1−1N1 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )

nS,1(
K
nS,1
m,1 + S (t ,θ )

nS,1
) 2 ,

−a1nS,1Km,1
nS,1−1N1 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )

nS,1(
K
nS,1
m,1 + S (t ,θ )

nS,1
) 2 , 0, 0, 0, 0+/

-

T

,

∂ f

∂nS,1
(t ,θ ) = *.

,

γS,1K
nS,1
m,1

(
log(Km,1) − log(S (t ,θ ))

)
N1 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )

nS,1(
K
nS,1
m,1 + S (t ,θ )

nS,1
) 2 ,

−a1K
nS,1
m,1

(
log(Km,1) − log(S (t ,θ ))

)
N1 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )

nS,1(
K
nS,1
m,1 + S (t ,θ )

nS,1
) 2 , 0, 0, 0, 0+/

-

T

,

∂ f

∂a1
(t ,θ ) = *

,
0,

N1 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )
nS,1

K
nS,1
m,1 + S (t ,θ )

nS,1
, 0, 0, 0, 0+

-

T

,

∂ f

∂γS,2
(t ,θ ) =

(
−N2 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )

nS,2

K
nS,2
m + S (t ,θ )nS,2

, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

)T
,

∂ f

∂Km,2
(t ,θ ) = *.

,

γS,2nS,2Km,2
nS,2−2N2 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )

nS,2(
K
nS,2
m,2 + S (t ,θ )

nS,2
) 2 , 0,

−a2nS,2Km,2
nS,2−2N2 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )

nS,2(
K
nS,2
m,2 + S (t ,θ )

nS,2
) 2 , 0, 0, 0+/

-

T

,

∂ f

∂nS,2
(t ,θ ) = *.

,

γS,2K
nS,2
m,2

(
log(Km,2) − log(S (t ,θ ))

)
N2 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )

nS,2(
K
nS,2
m,2 + S (t ,θ )

nS,2
) 2 , 0,

−a2K
nS,2
m,2

(
log(Km,2) − log(S (t ,θ ))

)
N2 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )

nS,2(
K
nS,2
m,2 + S (t ,θ )

nS,2
) 2 , 0, 0, 0+/

-

T

,

∂ f

∂a2
(t ,θ ) = *

,
0, 0,

N2 (t ,θ )S (t ,θ )
nS,2

K
nS,2
m,2 + S (t ,θ )

nS,2
, 0, 0, 0+

-

T

,

∂ f

∂αA
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0,N1 (t ,θ ), 0, 0)

T ,

∂ f

∂βA
(t ,θ ) =

(
0, 0, 0,

C (t ,θ )n1N1 (t ,θ )

CnS
1 +C (t ,θ )

n1
, 0, 0

)T
,

∂ f

∂C1
(t ,θ ) = *.

,
0, 0, 0,

−βAn1C1
n1−1N1 (t ,θ )C (t ,θ )

n1(
Cn1

1 +C (t ,θ )
n1

) 2 , 0, 0+/
-

T

,

∂ f

∂n1
(t ,θ ) = *.

,
0, 0, 0,

−βAC
n1

1 (log(C1) − log(C (t ,θ ))) C (t ,θ )
n1N1 (t ,θ )(

Cn1

1 +C (t ,θ )
n1

) 2 +/
-

T

,
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∂ f

∂γA
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0,−A(t ,θ ), 0, 0)T ,

∂ f

∂Rtot
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0,αC (C (t ,θ ) − 1)A(t ,θ ) + γ3C (t ,θ ), 0, 0)

T ,

∂ f

∂γ3
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0,RtotC (t ,θ ),−C (t ,θ ), 0)

T ,

∂ f

∂αC
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0,Rtot (C (t ,θ ) − 1)A(t ,θ ), (1 −C (t ,θ ))A(t ,θ ), 0)

T ,

∂ f

∂αL
(t ,θ ) =

(
0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

C (t − 2,θ )n2N2 (t ,θ )

Cn2

2 +C (t − 2,θ )
n2

)T
,

∂ f

∂C2
(t ,θ ) = *.

,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

−αLn2C2
n2−1C (t − 2,θ )n2N2 (t ,θ )(

Cn2

2 +C (t − 2,θ )
n2

) 2 +/
-

T

,

∂ f

∂n2
(t ,θ ) = *.

,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

−αLC
n2

2 (log(C2) − log(C (t − 2,θ ))) N2 (t ,θ )C (t − 2,θ )
n2(

Cn2

2 +C (t − 2,θ )
n2

) 2 +/
-

T

,

∂ f

∂γL
(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−L(t ,θ ))T .

The derivatives of the constant history function x0 are given by

∂x0

∂N 0
1

(t ,θ ) = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)T ,

∂x0

∂N 0
2

(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)T ,

∂x0
∂A0

(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)T ,

∂x0
∂C0

(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)T ,

∂x0
∂L0

(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)T ,

∂x0
∂γS,1

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂Km,1

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂nS,1

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂a1

(t ,θ )

=
∂x0
∂γS,2

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂Km,2

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂nS,2

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂a2

(t ,θ )

=
∂x0
∂αA

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂βA

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂C1

=
∂x0
∂n1

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂γA

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂Rtot

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂γ3

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂αC

=
∂x0
∂αL

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂C2

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂n2

(t ,θ ) =
∂x0
∂γL

(t ,θ ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T
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C.2.2. Jacobians

The Jacobian of f with respect to the argument x (t ,θ ) was computed to

[
Jx (t,θ )) (t ,θ )

]
i, j
=




−0.1 −
2∑

k=1

γS,knS,kK
nS,k
m,k S (t ,θ )

nS,k−1Nk (t ,θ )(
K
nS,k
m,k + S (t ,θ )

nS,k
) 2 if i = 1, j = 1,

−γS,1S (t ,θ )
nS,1

K
nS,1
m,1 + S (t ,θ )

nS,1
if i = 1, j = 2,

−γS,2S (t ,θ )
nS,2

K
nS,2
m,2 + S (t ,θ )

nS,2
if i = 1, j = 3,

a1nS,1K
nS,1
m,1 S (t ,θ )

nS,1−1N1 (t ,θ )(
K
nS,1
m,1 + S (t ,θ )

nS,1
) 2 if i = 2, j = 1,

a1S (t ,θ )
nS,1

K
nS,1
m,1 + S (t ,θ )

nS,1
− 0.1 if i = 2, j = 2,

a2nS,2K
nS,2
m,2 S (t ,θ )

nS,2−2N2 (t ,θ )(
K
nS,2
m,2 + S (t ,θ )

nS,2
) 2 if i = 3, j = 1,

a2S (t ,θ )
nS,2

K
nS,2
m,2 + S (t ,θ )

nS,2
− 0.1 if i = 3, j = 3,

αA + βA −
βAC

n1

1

Cn1

1 +C (t ,θ )
n1

if i = 4, j = 2,

αCRtot (C (t ,θ ) − 1) − γA − 0.1L(t ,θ ) − 0.1 if i = 4, j = 4,

Rtot (αCA(t ,θ ) + γ3) +
βAn1C

n1

1 C (t ,θ )n1−1N (t ,θ )(
Cn1

1 +C (t ,θ )
n1

) 2 if i = 4, j = 5,

−0.1A(t ) if i = 4, j = 6,

αC (1 −C (t )) if i = 5, j = 4,

−αCA(t ) − γ3 if i = 5, j = 5,

αLC (t − 2,θ )
n2

Cn2

2 +C (t − 2,θ )
n2

if i = 6, j = 3,

−γL − 0.1 if i = 6, j = 6,

0 otherwise,

whereas the Jacobian with respect to the deviated argument x (t − 2,θ ) contains at most one
non-zero entry and is defined by

[
Jx (t−2,θ ) (t ,θ )

]
i, j
=




αLn2C
n2

2 C (t − 2,θ )n2−1N2 (t ,θ )(
Cn2

2 +C (t − 2,θ )
n2

) 2 if i = 6, j = 5,

0 otherwise.
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